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How to use this book 

vl Mathematics 

As well as introducing you to the 3 key concepts and 12 of the related 

concepts in the Middle Years Programme (MYP) mathematics course, 
this book will also help you practise all the skills you need to reach the 

highest level of the MYP assessment criteria 

This book has been divided into chapters on key and related concepts. 

Throughout the book you will find features that will help you link your 

learning to the core elements of the MYP. 

On the first page of each of the related concept chapters you will find: 

• the topics you will be focusing on 

• the inquiry questions you will be considering 

• a checklist of skills you will practice 

• a glossary of any difficult terms 

• a list of the command terms you will come across. 

You will also see a list of other concepts that relate to the chapter. You 

should keep these in mind as you work. 

Every chapter begins with a quote from a mathematician related to 

the concept being developed. Each related concept chapter is divided 
into three topics that help you explore the concept through a variety 

of activities. Some activities can be done individually while others 

may be done with a partner or in a group. At the end of each topic is a 
reflection where you are given the opportunity to think about what you 
have learned and how it may relate to what you already know. 

Here are some of the other features that you will come across in the book 

• GLOBAL CONTEXTS 
For many of the activities you will see an indication of a 

global context that is the focus of that activity. Global contexts 
help organize inquiry into six different areas. 

• Identities and relationships 

• Orientation in space and time 

• Personal and cultural expression 

• Scientific and technical innovation 

• Globalization and sustainability 

• Fairness and development 

These global contexts indicate how the activity is relevant to 
your life and the real world. 



<;,ATL SKILLS 
Alongside global contexts, each topic and act1v1ty mcludes an 

ATL skills focus Usually, there are only one or two skills 1dentif1ed 
as the focus for an act1v1ty or topic Of course, you will be usmg 
and developmg other skills, but there 1s an emphasis on the 
particular skills m these boxes 

Throughout the chapters you will see add1t1onal mfonnation to 

help your understandmg of a topic or activity 

QUICK THINK 
These boxes provide questions to challenge your thinking. 

Your teacher may use them for a class discussion. 

0:0 INTERDISCIPLINARY LINKS 
As an MYP student you are encouraged to use skills and 
knowledge from different subject areas m your learnmg Look 
out for these boxes which provide !mks to other subject groups 

C:0 CHAPTERLINKS 
These boxes duect you to other chapters that relate to a topic or 
activity 

C:0WEBL1NKS 
These boxes mclude websites and search terms for further 
readmg and exploration 

(30 INTERNATIONAL MATHEMATICS 
These boxes identify mathematical terms that differ m vanous 
parts of the world 

.liL MATH S THRO UGH HISTO RY 
These boxes mtroduce h1stoncal context for mathematical 
concepts mcluded m a topic or act ivity 

Mathematics vii 
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Introduction to 1B skills 

Welcome to Mathematics: A Practical Guide for MYP 4/5. The purpose 
of this book is to help IB students develop and apply mathematical 

skills through the use of student-centred activities and authentic, real
life tasks. Rather than being aimed at one particular course, this book 

includes a variety of content from all four branches of the Middle Years 
Programme (MYP) mathematics framework number, algebra, geometry 

and trigonometry, and statistics and probability. 

Take a look at the table of contents. You will notice that the chapters 
aren't like those in a typical textbook, where each chapter focuses on one 

topic, for example, fractions. These chapters are organized by concept. 
In the MYP, there are three key concepts, which you will briefly explore 

inchapters2-4-

Key concepts 
In the MYP, each subject area has key concepts that are used as a 

framework for knowledge within that subject area They are powerful 
ideas that you will explore, through different topics, to try to understand 

the world around you. In MYP mathematics, there are three key concepts 
that are the basis for study: form, logic and relationships. 

Form refers to the underlying structure and shape of something and 
how it is distinguished by its properties. For example, different graphs 

in statistics are different forms of data representation, each with its own 

characteristics. 

Logic is a process used in reaching conclusions about numbers, shapes 
and variables. For example, finding the sizes of angles in a diagram 

requires a logical process. 

Relationships are the connections between quantities, properties or 

concepts that can be expressed as models, rules or statements. For 
example, a relationship enables you to graph data and model it with a 

linear function . 

Notice how these are quite general If you heard that a teacher was 

teaching a unit on relationships, you might not immediately assume it 
was a mathematics class. It could just as easily be science or language 

and literature or even individuals and societies. 

Related concepts 
There are also 12 related concepts, which are the central themes for the 

chapters in this book. These concepts appear to be much more related 
to mathematics. 

Chapterlllntroductionto1Bskills 1 



Relatedconceptsmmathemat1cs 

Change Equivalence Generalization 

Justification Measureme nt Model 

Pattern Quantity Representation 

Simplification Space System 

Related concepts in mathematics 

The teacher whose current unit is about relationships could be from 
a variety of subject areas. If the related concepts are "character" and 

"setting", then that teacher is likely to be a language and literature 

specialist. If, however, the related concepts are "quantity" and 

"generalization", then it is a reasonably good assumption that this is a 

mathematics teacher. 

How will your teachers use these concepts in their teaching? 

While your units of study in class will probably still be organized 

by mathematical topic, your teachers will select a key concept and 

several related concepts for each unit. How do they know which ones 

to choose? There really is no right answer, since the choice depends 

on how your teachers want you to understand that content. Looking 

at a topic as a logical process instead of a series of relationships or 
as a structure changes the focus and how it is taught. Let's try 

some examples. 

For each unit listed below, pick the key concept that you think is the most appropriate. Then add a few 

related ones that fi t well with it. Here is an example, to get you started. 

EXAMPLE 

UNIT: Solving one- and two-step equations 
a) Is solving equations about a process? Is it more focused on the relationships between the simplified 

equations you write as you solve them ? ls itall about the structureandpropertiesof the equations? 

Answering these qu esti ons will help you arriv e at the key concept that will be the focus of the unit. 

Choose only one. 

b) Explain which related concepts from the above table are also explored in a unit on solving equations. 

Work in a small group. Select a key concept and a few related concepts for each unit. 

UNIT:Decimals,ratiosandpercentages 

UNIT: Perimeter and area of two-dimensional shapes 

UNIT:Drder of operati ons 

UNIT: Mean , median and mode 

2 Mathematics 



lfyourteacherhad chosen a key conceptdifferentfromthe one you chose, howwoulditaffectthe wayin 

whichyoulearnthecontent?Ex plain what yourteacherwoulddo differently. 

~ A;o~l!~~~;:on 

Build consensus 

As an MYP mathematics student you can experience the joy of 
discovery and success in mathematics and then apply your new 
knowledge to the world around you You can better understand the 
mathematics you are learning because you have, mainly, formulated 

the concepts yourself rather than just hearing about them You are 
more willing to persist in problem-solving because you are used to 
meeting new content or new contexts that challenge you to work 
through any difficulties. At the same time, you are developing ways 
of learning that would be almost impossible if you were a passive 

participant in a classroom. In an MYP mathematics class, you aren't 
just learning mathematics. You are acquiring skills and techniques 
that will serve you well in school and throughout life while, at the same 
time, learning how to learn. 

Learning skills 
Now that you understand what the "conceptual" in conceptual learning 
means, take a closer look at the word ~learning". You know that you 
have been learning all your life. First, you began in settings such as 

your home and neighbourhood. Then, your learning became more 
formal as you started school. Leaming in the MYP is primarily inquiry
based learning. Your learning will continually cycle through three 
different phases. 

Inquiry 
Ask questions! It's the only way you are going to find out exactly what 
you want to know. Think about what you already know and what you 
want to know. Your curiosity is one of your best assets as a student. 

Action 
An important part of conceptual learning is action. Action in the MYP 
might involve learning by doing, service learning, educating yourself 

and educating others. Sometimes you may choose to act, based on 
newly acquired knowledge and understandings. Remember to be 
principled in your actions and make responsible choices. 

Rgure1..I Thethreedifferemphases 

Chapter l l lnt roduct ion to 1Bskill s 3 



4 Mathematics 

Reflection 
As a learner, you will become increasingly aware of the way in which 

you use evidence, practise skills and make conclusions. Reflection in 

your learning helps you to look at the facts from a different perspective, 

to ask new questions and to reconsider your own conclusions. You may 

then decide to lead your inquiry in a different direction. 

Inquiry learning can be frustrating. There is not always a right answer; 

sometimes conclusions may be uncomfortable or may conflict with 

what you want to believe. You will realize that there are no endpoints 

in learning. As an MYP student, learning through inquiry, action 

and reflection is central to your education; it forms the foundation of 
acquiring knowledge and conceptual understanding. 

learning through inquiry learning only through 

memorization 

takingactionto understandthe tryingtofindthe "right"answer 

world around you 

using knowledge to understand passively accepting everything 

big ideas youread,hearorsee 

l makingconnectionsthrough 

conceptsacrossdifferentsubjects. 

Thecharacteristicsofconceptuallearning 

Knowledge 
A concept such as systems or relationships isn't something you can 

touch. but you can certainly use specific examples from different 
subject areas to explain it to another person. This is where your 

knowledge of facts is essential. Without the support of specific 

knowledge, facts and examples, it is very difficult to understand and 

explain key concepts and related concepts. In the MYP, your teachers 

can choose which facts and examples they will use to help develop 

your understanding of key concepts. 

Figure1.2Therol1ofknowledg1insupportin1conc1ptualund1rstanding 

••• .... •. 
Knowledge,factsand • 

• examples .•. • .• ~""''"""'" 



The use of knowledge, facts and examples will be different in every MYP 
classroom but it will always lead you to an understanding of the key and 

related concepts in the subject group of mathematics. 

Global contexts 
Now that you know what the key and related concepts are, you can 
focus a little more on the knowledge, facts and examples that will help 
you understand, explain and analyse them. The MYP calls this part 
of the curriculum "global contexts". The global context is the setting 
or background for studying the key and related concepts. It is easy to 
think that the global context is the choice of topic in your course of 
study. There are six global contexts: 

• identities and relationships 

• orientation in space and time 

• personal and cultural expression 

• scientific and technical innovation 

• globalization and sustainability 

• fairness and development. 

0 GLOBAL CONTEXTS 

The choice of global context 1s influenced m several different ways 

Scale-study of a concept on an md1vidual, local or global level 

Relevance-your education needs to be relevant for you and the 
world you hve m, and this will mfluence the choice of context 

International nundedness-IB programmes aim to develop 
mternat1onally mmded students and this 1s supported through 
usmg a vanety of contexts to understand concepts 

Do you, as a student, have influence over which global context is 
chosen? Of course you do! It's the reason why MYP mathematics 
courses look different all around the world. The contexts that are 
relevant for you may not be relevant for a student studying in another 
country or even in another school in your own country. What all MYP 

mathematics courses have in common is the goal of deepening your 
understanding of the mathematical key concepts. 

Chapterl l lntroductiontolBskills S 
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Figure1.3 Thedifferentpartsofconceptuallurning 

Thnacons!Tuctionma!erias 
r,1pn,sanrlu,.,,./Ngewchas{acfs, 
people,plac.sondavenis. 

Approaches to learning 
(ATL) skills 
As a learner, you are developing a range of skills to help you learn and 
process significant amounts of knowledge and understanding. Some 
skills are very specific to particular subjects while others are those that 
you use every day in every class, and will ultimately use for life! The skills 
that you learn through the MYP allow you to take responsibility for your 
own learning. There are five groups of MYP skills. 

~ ATL SKILL Commumcat1on 

Thmking Self-management 

Social Research 

Depending on the subject, you might focus more on one or two areas 
than on others. As you move through the MYP and mature as a student, 
the focus will also move through different skills-from being taught, to 
practising-to consolidate your skill ability. Read through the outline 
of ATL skills. taking some time to consider where and when you have 
learned, practised or mastered different skills. Also, think about which 

skills you still need to learn. practise or master. 



II Criticalthinking-theskillofanalysingandevaluatingissuesandideas_ 

Creativethinking.- the skil.ls of ex. erci·s· ing initiative to considerchalle.nges a. nd ideas in new 
and adapted ways. 

Transfer- the skill of learnmg by making new connections and apply mg skills, knowledge 

andunderstandingtonewsituat1ons 

WM@fliM Collaboration theski ll ofworkingcooperativelywithothers 

-

lnteraction-theskillofeffectivelyexchangingthoughts,messagesandinformation. 

Uteracy_-the skills ~f r~ading. wri ti ng and usi.ng language to communicate information 
appropnatel yandwnte1narangeofcontexts 

• 

Organization-theskillofeffectivelyusingtime,resourcesandinformation. 

Affective skills- the skills of managing our emotions throug.h cultivating a focused mind. 

Reflect ion- the skill of considering and reconsidering what is learned and experienced in 

ordertosupportpersonaldevelopmentthroughmetacognit1on. 

-

lnformationliteracyandMedia literacy- theskillsofinterpretingandmakinginformed 

j udgments _as users of information a.nd media, as well as being a skillful creator and producer 

ofinformat1onandmediamessages 

.4.pproachestolearning[.4.TL]skills 

It would be impossible to focus on all these areas in just your MYP 
mathematics course in years 4 and s, so specific skills to learn, practise 
and master have been selected for inclusion in this book. 

Summary 
Look back to Figure 1.3 on page 6. Remember that conceptual learning 
happens when you use the inquiry cycle, develop your ATL skills 
and increase subject knowledge. These three factors work together 

to develop detailed understanding of the three key concepts in 
mathematics: form, relationships and systems. While the content of 
mathematics courses will look different in every MYP classroom, there 
is always the same focus on conceptual learning to construct a deeper 
understanding of the big ideas in life and the world around you 

References 
Erickson, HL. 2008. Stirring the Head, Heart and Soul: Refining 

Curriculum, Instruction, and Concept-Based Leaming. Thousand Oaks, 
California, USA. Corwin Press. 
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Introducing key concept 1: 
form 

• Do different forms lead to different solutions? 

,I Organize and depict information logically. 

,I Consider content. 

Algebra 
,I Rewrite quadratic functions in various forms . 

,I Solve quadratic equations in various ways. 

,I Solve a real-world problem. 

Introduction 
The key concept of form in MYP mathematics refers to the understanding 
that the underlying structure and shape of an entity is distinguished by 
its properties. Exploring the key concept of form helps answer questions 

such as: 

• How can we express mathematical relationships? 

• What is the advantage of expressing something in a 
particular way? 

Although you may not have realized it, you were studying form when 
you learned about fractions, decimals and percentages. which are three 
different ways of representing the same quantity. 

As you learn more algebra, you will begin to see different forms for the 

equation of a line and different forms of representing a system of 

equations. Inevitably, the study of form will lead you to identifying 
different ways of representing a variety of functions, one of which is the 

focus of this chapter. If you believe the words of Einstein, constructing 
these different forms will then allow you to find them elsewhere, 

something that will also come to life in this chapter. 

8 Mathematics 

~ giveadetailedac:count 
including reasons or causes. 

~ obtaintheanswer{s) 
using algebraic and/or 
numerical and/or graphical 
methods. 

~ give a specific name, 
value or other brief answer 
without explanation or 
calculation. 

The human mind has 
fi.rst to construct forms, 
independently, before we 
can fi.nd them m things 

Albert Emstem 



Forms of a quadratic function 

A quadratic function is one that can be written in the form 

y =ax2 +bx+c, a ct;D. 
a) Statethethreeforms ofaquadraticfunction.Giveanexample 

of each. 

b) Rewrite each of the given functions in the other forms. 

Showyourwork. 

i) y= 2x2 - 6x+11 

ii) y =-3(x+ 1]1 + 4 

iii) y= 3(x + 1)(x - 5) 

iv) y=-4x 2 + 16 

~ A;ol;~~Ln~!at1on 
Orgamze and depict mformat1on log1cally 

flrJ!ll!ll~Solvlng quadratic equations 

~WEB LINKS 
For two of the forms, go to 
http //www mathopenref corn 
and search for "quadratic 
functions" 

~CHAPTER LINKS 
See Chapter 6, Equivalence 
for more mformatlon about 
different forms of quadratic 
functlons 

Problems basedonquadraticfunctions usuallyrequireyouto solvequadraticequations.Youcanuse 

eachoftheforms you identified inactivity 1 tosolveaquadraticequation. 

a) State the three methods of solv ing quadratic equations. Explain how they relate to the three 

forms ofthequadraticfunction. 

b) Construct a flow chart to represent the problem-solving process for solving a quadratic equation. 

Describe the method you use. Explain how you know when to use it. Make sure that you include 

allthreeforms inyourflowchart. 

(if A;ol;~~~~!at1on 
Orgamze and depict mformanon log1cally 

Reflection 
Identify functions other than quadratic functions that can be 
represented in a variety of forms. Describe some advantages and 
disadvantages of each form. 

Chapter2 I Key conceptl:form 9 



Framing a photograph 

Grandfatheris planning todismantleanoldtreehouse, butbefore 

hedoes, hedecides tokeepaframedphotoofit.He willenlarge 

the pi cture to 200 mm x 150 mm and use some wood from the 

treehousetoframehis photo. 

Afterdismantling thetreehouse,hedecides touseapieceofwood 

that measures 255 mm x 125 mm. He wants to use the whole piece 

of wood for the frame. How wide does the frame need to be? The 

frame shouldbethe same width,allthe wayaroundthepicture, and 

no pieces should overlap. He may have to cut the piece of wood into 

morethanfourpieces beforeheassembles ittomaketheframe. 

a} Sketch diagrams to show the information you are given.Add 

clearlabels anddefineyour variable[s]. 

b} Explain how you coulduseaquadratic equationtofindthe 

solution of this problem. 

c) Solve theequationin twodifferent ways. 

d) State whichformofthequadraticequationwas theeasiest touse. Explain . 

e) Use a diagram to show how to cut the wood to make the frame. 

= GLOBAL CONTEXTS 
Personalandculturalexpress1on 
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Reflection 

"~Te~f
5

~~Lnla
5
gement 

Consider content 

Describe another way to solve the problem that doesn't require the use 

of quadratic equations. 

Summary 
Sometimes, the key concept of form can be very subtle. Thinking about 

form helps you to explore the reasons why you choose to represent 

quantit ies, relationships or information in certain ways. It encourages 

you to think about the advantages of one particular representation 

over another. It also lets you understand the structure of your chosen 

representation. Without referring to form, it is difficult to communicate 

mathematically or to make comparisons. For these reasons the concept 

of form is often at the core of any mathematics you will study. 



Introducing key concept 2: 
logic 

,,/ Demonstrate persistence and perseverence. 

,/ Listen actively to other perspectives and ideas. 

,/ Consider personal learning strategies. 

,/ Use logic to solve number puzzles. 

Introducing logic 
In MYP mathematics, logic is a system of reasoning that helps you 

make decisions. You can use it to explain and justify the conclusions 
that you make. You have already used logic in deciding whether 

triangles were similar or congruent, and in classifying numbers as 

integers, rational, real and so on You have used it as you moved across 

the different branches of mathematics (number, algebra, geometry and 

trigonometry, and statistics and probability). 

In this book you will use logic as you learn new mathematical concepts 

such as patterns in expressions, numbers and shapes. It will help you to 

plan strategies and draw conclusions that are consistent with what you 

observe and calculate. 

The more you practise using logic, the better you will become at it. 

Puzzles are fun and solving them is very rewarding- as well as being 

an excellent way of developing logical and mathematical reasoning. 

Calcudoku puzzles are grid-based numerical puzzles that use the 

four basic mathematical operations ( +, - , x, 7 ) . The size of the grid 

~ give a detailed account 
or picture of a situation, event, 
pattern or process. 

~ give a detailed accoW1t 
including reasons or causes. 

~ obtain an answer showing 
relevant stages in the working. 

~ give valid reasons or 
evidence to support an answer 
or conclusion. 

Chapter 31 Key concept 2:logic 11 



ranges from 3 by 3 tog by 9, and they use different combinations of the 
operations (+, - , X, 7 ) . They come in varying difficulty levels to ensure 

the puzzles can be enjoyed by people of all ages and abilities. 

.:iiil MATHS THROUGH HI STORY 
Calcudoku is the generic name of a puzzle that was developed 
in 2004 by a Japanese mathematics teacher, Tetsuya Miyamoto. 
His goal was to improve his students' mathematical reasoning 
and logic skills, as well as their concentration and perseverance. 
It quickly spread outside the classroom and is now enjoyed 
worldwide. Many newspapers and magazines, and countless 
websites, include similar puzzle challenges. In Japan, Calcudoku 
puzzles are called KenKen. "Ken" means "Wisdom" so KenKen 
is ''Wisdom squared". In double Calcudokus, two puzzles are 
joined together, usually in one of the corners, so that some of the 
numbers are in both parts of the puzzle. 

Herearethebasicrules andinstructions forCal cudokupuzzles. 

Thenumbersyoucanuseinapuzzledependonthe sizeofthegrid.Fora3by3gridyoucanonly 

use 1,2and 3.Fora4by4grid,youcanonlyuse 1,2, 3 and4and soon. 

The heavily outlined groups of squares in each grid are called cages. In the upper-left corner of each cage, 

there is a target number and a mathematical operation[+, - , x , 7) that you must use to achieve the 

target number. You must combine the numbers in each cage to make the target number. The order of the 

numbers is not important. Suppose you have a 4 by 4 grid, the target number is 3 and the operation is 

subtraction, with a cage size of two squares. Then you can place the 4and the 1 in any order you like 

within the cage. 

The golden rule is that you can never repeat a number in any row or column. Remember that the solution 

must be unique. 

Work indiv idually or in pairs [to be decided by your teacher]. Develop a strategy and a set of tips to help 

solve Calcudoku puzzles.As you are working through the easier ones, note the steps you complete first, 

inordertomakethepuzzleeasier.Thinkabouthow you willrecordallofthepossiblecombinationsso 

you cananalysehow tofitthenumbersinacertaincage. 

12 Mathematics 



Look at some basic examples first. Try to complete each puzzle. Remember that you cannot 

repeatanumberinanycolumnoranyrow. 

Now try a puzzle that is a little more challenging. As you fill in the squares, list the possible 

numbercombinationsforeachcageandlookforpatternsthatcanhelpyou. 
---, 

.... 
Work in a group of four. Together, plan a set of strategies to help solve these puzzles. Write them down, so 

that you can share them with the class. Are your strategies logical? Justify your answer . 

• GLOBALCONTEXTS 
Sc1ent1ficandtechnicalinnovat1on ~ ~Te~fS~~Lnla

5
gement 

Demonstrate persistence and perseverance 
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Master tips 

With the whole class, discuss and develop a master list of tips/rules to help you solve Calcudoku puzzles. 

Your teacher will give you an example. Work through it together. 

Nc,w use the strategies and tips you have developed to solve these puzzles.Are your strategies 

logical? Justify your answer. 

Elim Andnc,wforevenmoreofachallenge .. 

14 Mathematics 



G:)WEBLINKS 
www calcudoku org generates online 
Calcudoku puzzles, ranging from easy 
4 by 4 to d1fhcult 10 by 10 gnds You can also 
create "Killer Sudoku" puzzles for a different 
challenge' 

(§}GLOBAL CONTEXTS 
Sc1ent1ficandtechmcalmnovat1on 

C£)WEBL1NKS 
Search YouTube for "6x6 timed Calcudoku" 
for a video of a 6 by 6 puzzle bemg completed 
m about 30 seconds' 

~ATL SKILLS 
Social 
Listen actively to other perspecnves and ideas 

YoucanusethesametypeofthinkingthatyouappliedtotheCalcudokupuz:zlesthroughoutmathematics. 

In this activity, you will use logical reasoning to determine the sizes of unknown angles. 

Eli!II Look at the diagram below. Then answer the questions. 

a) State what the arrows on the lines indicate. Explain how this information is useful. 

b) The small italic letters represent the sizes of the angles. From the given information, which lettered 

angle is easiest to determine? Explain your answer. 

c) Describe theprocessyouusedtodetermineitssize. 

d) Find the sizes of all of the angles represented by letters. Describe the process you used for 

each angle. 

Chapter3 1 Keyconcept2:logic 15 



BDll It is sometimes possible to work out the size of an unknown angle even when no other angles 

are given. Work out the value of x in the diagram below. 

A 

L=f\ 
8 E C 

Describe the process you followed to find the value of x . Justify each step. 

a) How is the process you used to solve Calcudoku puzzles the same as the one you used t o find the 

sizes of the missing angles? How is it different? Explain your answer. 

b) Which of these two tasks (Calcudoku or finding the missing angles] is easier?Why ? 

c) Work with a partner. Together, plan a set of strategies to help solve these missing-angle puzzles. 

Write them down, so that you can share them with the class. 

(;i ~Te~f
5

~~Lnla
5
gement 

Consider personal learnmg strategies 
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Summary 
Logic is a method of systematic reasoning. It is used in all areas of 
mathematics. The puzzles in this chapter may not, at first, seem to 
have much formal mathematical content. However, you have used 
logic to solve them, and this same process of logical deduction can 
be applied to most mathematical topics. You will use the same skills 
you have used in solving these puzzles as you look for patterns 

or relationships and establish general rules across all areas of 
mathematics. As you work through this book, you will use logic to 
solve problems and generate rules. You might be surprised that, as 
you improve your skills in logical thought, mathematics seems to get 
easier! After all, practice makes perfect. 



Introducing key concept 3: 
relationships 

• If a relationship between two things can be established, 
are they necessarily rela ted? 

./ Organize and depict information logically. 

,/ Draw reasonable conclusions and generalizations. 

Geometry 
./ Solve proportions that arise from similar triangles. 

,,/ Establish relationships between lengths of sides of triangles. 

Statistics 

./ Use a GDC to graph data and perform a regression analysis. 

./ Interpret the relationship between two variables. 

Introducing relationships 
The key concept of relationships has many applications in mathematics. 
It helps you to identify connections between quantities, properties 
or ideas. It ranges from the equivalence between decimals, ratios and 

percentages to how two variables relate to one another-and beyond You 
can use these connections to propose models, rules and mathematical 

statements. Establishing such relationships is fundamental to looking 
at the world around you and describing the patterns that you observe. 

Known relationships also enable you to determine and develop new 
relationships. In every branch of mathematics, you will find relationships 

and then use them to make predictions or determine the values of 
variables. In this chapter you will see examples of what can happen when 

you can identify and then apply such relationships. 

QUICK THINK 

~ provide an answer 
from a nwnber of possibilities. 
Recognize and state briefly a 
distinguishing fact or feature. 

~give valid reasons or 
evid;nce to support an answer 
or conclusion. 

~obtain the answer(s) 
using algebraic and/or 
nwnerical and/or graphical 
methods. 

~ gg~ propose a solution, 
hypothesis or other possible 

What relationships have you already learned about in mathematics? Find examples that can be expressed 

as equations or formulas from each branch of mathematics: 

• Number • Algebra 

• Geometry and trigonometry • Statistics and probability. 

Give two examples of relationships that you have learned in mathematics that are not given in the form 

of an equation or formula. 
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Mathematical relationships In medicine-avoiding 
._..., ___ ,_.L......_too much radiation 

Youmaybesurprisedtolearnthatthestudyandtreatmentoftumours 

involves the use ofrelationships established in geometry, about similar 

triangles.Radiation therapy hasbeenusedsuccessfullytotreat 

tumours, but the risk of overexposure must always be kept to a 

minimum, if not altogether eliminated. This requires the application of 

mathematicstopositionequipmentinjusttherightspot. 

Supposeapatientneedstohavetheirspinalcordtreatedwithradiation 

that will come from two sources, as shown in the diagram below. 

Rildiationtherapyforcancerpatlents 

Radiation sources 

T 
75cm 

I 

Focus on one of the two large triangles and answer the questions. 

CJ0WEBL1NKS 
To see a demonstration of 
the relat1onsh1p between 
similar tnangles, go to 
http //www mathopenref 
corn and search for "s1m1lar 
triangles" 

a) Identify thesimilartriangleswithinthe larger triangle on the left-hand side. Justify your 

statementthattheyaresimilar. 

bJ Label the vertices of each of the similar triangles and write a mathematical statement [equation] 

thatdescribeswhichtrianglesaresimilar. 

c) Based on your answer to b), state what you know about the lengths of the sides of the two 

triangles that you have identified as being similar. Do some research if necessary. Express this 

relationshipmathematically.Useanequation. 

dJ Use the dimensions in the diagram and your relationship from c], to solve for the value of x. 

e) Based on your answer to d), determine how far the radiation sources should be placed from each 

otherinordertoirradiatethespinalcordwithoutgivinganysectionadoubledoseofradiation. 
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mmmI!llJ 
a) You have considered this scenario as a two-dimensional problem but, in real life, the radiation will 

spread out from the source in a conical formation. What implications, if any, might this have on 

the problem? 

b) State any assumptions you made when solving this problem.Are there other elements or factors 

thatneedtobetakenintoaccount?lfso,whataretheyandhowdotheyaffectyoursolution? 

.GLOBALCONTEXTS 
Sc1ent1ficandtechnicalinnovat1on 

~ A;oL;~~Ln~!at1on 
Orgamze and depict mformat1on log1cally 

TherewasanancientEuropeanlegendthatstatedthatababyisdeliveredtoafamilyinabasketcarried 

by a white stork. In many families, that is how parents would answer the question, 'Where do babies 

come from?" However, despite it being a legend, is there any truth in it? 

lnthetablebelr:,w,youwillfindthenumbersofpairsofnestingstorksandthenumbersofout-of-hospital 

birthsthatoccurredinaEuropeancityforthefirsttenyearsofthe21stcentury . .. Numberofpa1rsofstorks Number of out ofhosp1talb1rths 

2000 850 889 

2001 749 761 

2002 745 752 I 
2003 881 1260 I 

2004 902 1298 I 
2005 1089 1395 I 

2006 1004 1324 I 
2007 1274 1508 I 

2008 1171 1401 I 

2009 1202 1420 

a) Graphtherelationshipbetweenthenumbersofpairsofnestingstorksandthenumbersofout-of-

hospital births. 

b) Oescribethetypeofrelationshipsuggestedbythedata.Expressthisrelationship [model] 

mathematically. 

c) Use statistics to justify yourchoiceofmodel. 
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d) Repeat steps a] , b]andc) w iththefollowingdata. 

Country Storks [pairs) Bi rthrate (1000/ year] It is important to remember 

Aust ria 

Denmark 

Portugal 

Roman ia 

Spain 

Switzertand 

Turkey 

300 87 

59 

1500 120 

5000 367 

8000 439 

150 82 

25000 1576 

that, even though a 

relationship may appear to 

exist between two variables, 

statistics do not prove that 

a change in one variable 

caused a change in the other. 

Even when several sources 

e) How can the relationship expressed in the two tables be used 

to supportthenotionthat "storks bringbabies"? ls thatan 

of information point to the 

existence of a relationship, 

care must be taken when 

drawing conclusions, or else 

we will have to say that storks 

bring babies! appropriatededuction? Explain. 

f) Suggest what other explanation there could be for the 

simultaneous increase/decreaseinthedata sets. 

Think about the assumptions you have made and the conclusions you have drawn. Explain them to a partner. 

@GLOBALCONTEXTS 
Personalandculturalexpress1on 
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"ATL SKI LLS 
Thinking 

Summary 

Draw reasonable conclusions and 
generahzat1ons 

Relationships is a key concept that can be associated to every topic 

studied in mathematics. Leaming to establish relationships between 
quantities, properties and concepts enables you to recognize patterns 

and construct generalizations. To communicate a relationship 
mathematically, you must be able to use correct mathematical 
language and notation, skills that also help in communicating any 

mathematical thinking. The skills you acquire in studying, establishing 
and applying mathematical relationships are central to much of what 

you do in mathematics. 



Change 
A variation In size, amount or behaviour 

TOPIC 1 Finite patterns of ch ange 

• How can we represent change? 

TOPIC 2 Infinite patterns of change 

• What does being finite or infinite tell us about the size 
of something? 

TOPIC 3 Financial mathematics 

• Is it possible t o predic t change? 

ATL 
./ Understand and use mathematical notation. 

./ Help others to succeed. 

,,/ Evaluate and manage risk. 

,,/ Identify trends and forecast possibilities. 

Numbe r 
,,/ Use standard form or scientific notation to represent 

numbers . 

./ Calculate percentage increase and decrease. 

,,/ Simplify results and round answers to an appropriate 
level of accuracy. 

Algebra 
./ Identify arithmetic and geometric sequences and series. 

./ Use diagrams to represent information and solve problems. 

,,/ Calculate investment returns, using simple and compound 
interest. 

Probability 

./ Calculate the probability of more than one outcome for 
independent events. 

Pattern Generalization Quantity Representation 

Introducing change 
Change is all around you. From the population of the world to global 

temperatures to the life cycle of a butterfly, change occurs everywhere 

and in almost everything. When you started school, first you focused 
on things that didn't change, such as counting numbers and shapes of 

differenc:e,tothepreceding 

Geometrlcsequence sequence 
of numbers in which each 
tenn after the first tenn, a, 
a 7' o, is found by multiplying 
the previous one by a number, 
r, called the common ratio, 
wherer7'0,r7'-L 

arangeofaryuments,factors 
or hypotheses. Opinions 
or o:mclusions should be 
presented clearly and supported 
by appropriate evidence . 

~ give a detailed account 
including reasons or causes. 

Use apply knowledge or rules 
to put theory into practice. 

Nothing Is permanent except 
change 

Heraclitus,Greek 
philosopher 
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familiar objects. Leaming about things that stay the same allowed 
you to measure and classify them, and count and perform operations 
with them. However, as you grow older, you begin to understand the 
constant presence of change and you therefore need to find ways to 
describe and understand the changes that you observe. Mathematics 
provides the tools to accomplish just that. This, in tum, can improve 
the decisions you make or even encourage you to find more creative 

solutions. Without change, there can be no progress. 

Change represents a variation in size, amount or behaviour. 

Understanding variables is the first step to understanding change. 
Over the last few years, you have explored how changes in one variable 
can result in changes in another. You have also started to learn about 
percentage change and of rates of change, something that continues 
long into the study of calculus. In this chapter you will explore change 
in different mathematical contexts. By the end of the chapter you may 
find that your perspectives on a variety of situations may have changed. 



TOPIC 1 

Finite patterns of change 
To start, you are going to look at two different patterns of change-
arithmetic and geometric. Later in the chapter, you will look at some 
examples where this knowledge can be useful to help you make 

informed decisions. 

Read this interesting story about a famous mathematician-Carl 

Friedrich Gauss. 

..i'ii. MATH S THRO UGH HISTO RY 
Carl Friedrich Gauss (1m-1855) is considered one of the best 
mathematicians of all time. He worked in a wide variety of fields 
in both mathematics and physics, including number theory, 
analysis, differential geometry, geodesy, magnetism, astronomy 
and optics. Due to the importance of his contributions to the 
development of mathematics, which he called ''the queen 
of sciences~, Gauss is often referred to as the "prince of 
mathematics". 

Supposedly, when he was a little boy, his teacher asked the class 
to add up the first 100 counting numbers: 

1 +2+3+···+ 100 

The teacher wanted to get some work done but to the teacher's 
annoyance, Gauss came up to him straight away with the 
answer:5050. 

CJD CHAPTER LINKS 
See Chapter 11, Pattern, 
for more on Gauss and his 
triangular numbers 

QUICK THINK 
How did he do that? Do 

these numbers have a special 

property? 

Could he have done the same 

ifhewastoadd 2 + 4 + 6 + .. ·+ 

200? Or 6 + g + ··· + 300? 

Playing with numbers and exploring arithmetic series 
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l:1im Based on the results shown in your table, write down: 

• the relation between the middle term and a, +a. 

• therelationbetweenthesumoftheseriesS, 

the number of terms n and a, +a •. 

m!ilJ Write down a formula to calculate the sum of 

(a+1)+(a +2)+ ·· ·+(a + n) in terms ofa and n. 

1-

Modify your previous result to obtain a formula for the sum 

of consecutive terms of any arithmetic sequence. Give at 

least three examples. Explain your reasoning. 

Eilm Note that asked to find 1 + 2 + 3 + · · · + 100, Gauss may 

have used a clever trick: 

1+ 2+ 3+ 4+ ··+100 

100+ 99+ 98+ 97+ ··+ 1 

101 + 101 + 101 + 101 + ··+ 101 

Then he simply noted that 101 x 100=10100 and the 

required sum could be obtained by dividing 10 100 by 2. 

When you have a list of 

numbers-a numerical 

sequence-each number is a 

"term". The tenns are referred 

toasfirst,second,third,etc. 

depending on their position 

in the sequence. A sequence is 

then defined as a set { a,,a,, 

or simply {a.} where n is 

the position of the term a •. 

An expression obtained by 

adding consecutive tenns of a 

sequence is called a series. A 

series may have a finite or an 

infinite number of terms. 

Applyyourresultandfind,withoutusingacalculator,asimplifiedexpressionfor 

eachofthesesums. 

a) i+%+~+···+¥ 

b) -50-45-40-----5 

c) -J2 +2./2 +3-.Jz +···+1000./2 

d) Jz +./is +v'SO +···+,./882 

AnotherversionofthestoryabouttheGaussadditiontrickclaimsthathereasoneddifferently: 

he simply paired up the hundred terms into 50 pairs with equal sum 101. 

'~POD 
101 X 50 = 5050 
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How can you adapt this method to calculate the sum ofan arithmetic series with an odd number 

ofterms?Forexample: 

1+ 2+3+···+98+99 

Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of each method. 

CD WEB LIN KS The video One to One Mill1on-Numberphile can be found on 
wwwyoutube corn It explores this method of addmg large strmgs of numbers that 
follow an anthmet1c pattern of change 

~ATL SKILLS 
Communication 
Understand and use mathematical notation 

C£>WEBL1NKS 
Interactive models of the 
Hanoi Tower can be found 
m the Games' section at 
www maths1sfun corn 
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Exploring the limits of a process 
For many centuries, humans have tried to make their buildings as high 

as possible. The Pyramids in ancient Egypt and the Eiffel Tower in 1889 
are well-known examples. In the 20th century, the challenge became a 

race: Who can build faster and highest? In the 1930s, within the span 
of just two years, three buildings were constructed in New York City

the Bank of Manhattan, the Chrysler Building and the Empire State 
Building. Each, in tum, was described as the world's tallest building. 

FigureS..1 Someoftheworld'stallestbuildingsarelnNewYorkCity. 

In the 21st century, the race continues with the 452 m Petronas Towers 
in Kuala Lumpur overtaken by the So8 m Taipei 101, and recently the 
Burj Khalifa in Dubai, at 828 m. This raises two questions: How high 
can we build? What are the limitations? 

You will perform a few simple experiments and look at the relationships 
between the amount of material needed and height of our construction 
You will deal with some big numbers and you will need to use standard 
form (or scientific notation) to write them down 

~ IN TERNAT IONAL MATHEMATICS Standard form (also called 
scientific form, scientific notation or exponential form) is a way 
of expressing numbers: the number is written as the product of 
a power of 10 and a number that is greater than or equal to 1 and 
less than 10. 

This notation is especially useful to express very large or small 
numbers that astronomers, biologists, engineers, physicists and 
many other scientists often work with. For example, the distance of 
the Earth from the Sun is approximately 149 ooo ooo ooo metres, 
that is, 1.49x 1o"metres. 

The use of standard form also removes possible confusion when 
the terminology used in different parts of the world is not the 
same. For example, until 1975, 1 billion had different meanings in 
America and Britain: 1 billion= 1 x 109 in America but 1 billion 
was 1 x 1012 in Britain. 



How do I know how far I can go? 

Task1:Stackingpaper 

Work in a group. To complete this activity you need a pack of SOO sheets 

of copying paper. 

Measurethethicknessofthe500sheetsanduseittoestimate 

thethicknessofasinglesheetofpaper.Writeitdown. 

Use scientific notation. 

l:im Estimatethethicknessofapileofamillionofthesesheets. 

Commentontheaccuracyofyourestimation. 

Chooseanactualskyscraperortowerandestimatethe 

numberofsheetsofpaperthatwouldneedtobestacked 

ontopofeachothertoreachthesameheightasthe 

structure you chose. 

Astackofp.iper 
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Task 2: Folding paper 

l:Dm Take a sheet of paper and investigate the thickness created after folding the sheet in half n times. 

Youwillneedtouseyourresultfromthefirstquestionintask1. 

a) Completethefollowingtable. 

Number offolds(n] Number of layers 

0 1 

1 2 

2 

3 

4 

5 

20 

30 

40 

Th ickness 

b) List objects or even buildings and towers with heights similar to the thickness created after 

folding the sheet 5, 10, 15,20, ... times. 

Youmayhavenoticedthatthevaluesonyourtableincreasedrapidly.Thishappensbecausethepattern 

of change is geometric. In a geometric sequence, each term is obtained by multiplying the previous term 

by a constant. If this constant is greater than one, the value of the terms increases rapidly. If the value of 

thisconstantissmallerthanonethetermsdecreaserapidly. 

~ WEB LINKS 
If you want to explore hm1tat1ons of building tall towers, read the article uHow tall can a Lego 
tower get?H available at wwwbbc co uk/news You can find more interesting stones about 819 
Numbers by searching for "Telling the Story of 819 Numbers" on http //www cre8t1vegroup corn 

m!IJ Research the maximum number of times you can fold one piece of paper. How many sheets of 

paperwouldyouneedtofoldandthenstackontopofeachothertoreachthesameheightas 

the Burj Khalifa (828 m]? Discuss the feasibility of such a construction. 

@~ GLOBAL CONTEXTS 
Sc1ent1ficandtechmcalinnovat1on 
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~ATL SKILLS 
Social 
Help others to succeed 



Reflection 
Arithmetic and geometric patterns of change are found in a wide range 

of applications. Investments, for example, can demonstrate either 
pattern. Consider the following situation: 

Suppose that you have t:1000 to invest and you are given two options. 

Option 1; Bank A offers you 2% p.a. simple interest (so you get c20 
interest every year)-so the total amount of your investment each year 

will be c1000, c1020, c1040, ... 

Option 2: Bank 8: offers you 2% p.a. compound interest, so the total 

amount of your investment will be c1000, c1020, c1040-40, ... 

Which option represents an arithmetic pattern of change and which 

option represents a geometric pattern of change? Compare the 
amounts of your investment after 10, 20 and so years in each case. 

TOPIC 2 

Infinite patterns of change 
Probability is a branch of mathematics that quantifies the likelihood of 
different outcomes of an event happening. The probability of an outcome 

happening is a number between o and l inclusive, where a probability of 

o is an impossibility, and the probability of 1 is a certainty. The larger the 
number, the greater is the chance that the outcome will happen. 

In playing different games, you may have often wondered how high your 

likelihood was of winning. Depending on what happens throughout the 
game, your chances of winning are always changing. In the following 
task, you are going to investigate how changes in the initial outcomes of 

rolling a pair of dice change the odds of winning the dice game. 

Jil MATHS THROUGH HISTORY 
A popular dice game in America is the game of Rolling Dice. Its 
origin goes back to the 12th century during the Crusades, and 
was eventually called Hazard in 17th and 18th century Europe. 
When it arrived in America, its name changed again. The game 
is played with two dice, and the score depends on the sum of 
the two dice. A player throws the two dice, and wins or loses 
according to the following rules: 

• The player wins immediately if the total for the first throw is 
7 or11. 

• The player loses immediately if the total is 2, 3 or 12. 

• For any other sum (4, S, 6, 8, 9, 10), the player scores a point. 

• If the player scores a point in the first throw, they continue to 
throw the dice until they win by either throwing their point 
again (the same sum), or lose by throwing a sum of 7. 

CD INTEROISCIPLINARYLINKS 
Probability is used in many 
different areas of human 
endeavour, for example, 
weather forecasting, 
stock-market predictions, 
statistics and gambling. 
Probability axioms are 
developed and defined in 
pure mathematics, symbolic 
logic and philosophy. 
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Calculating the probability of winning an endless game 

In this activity you will investigateyourchancesofwinningatthe game of Rolling Dice. Before completing - -
thisactivity, makesure you readthe rulesofthegame,onthe previous page. 

Draw a grid showing the possible sums when throwing two dice, one red and one blue, like this 

l 2 3 4 5 6 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

2 3 I 

3 I 
4 I 
5 I 
6 -m:Di6 Find the probabilitiesforthedifferentsumsofthedice, that is P(sum= 2],P(sum = 3), and so on. 

EIDIJ Find the probability that you win on the first throw. -mm Find the probability that you lose on the first throw. 

Findtheprobabilitythatyouscoreapointonthefirstthrow. 

Forallthrowsafterthefirstone,youwill needtoconsidertheprobabilityofscoringthepoint 

again, that is, throwing the same sum as you did the first time in order to win the game. 

Supposeyouscoreapointfor5,thatis,thesumonthefirstthrowwasa5. 

Consider the probability of winning the game on the second throw. This means throwing a sum 

of5onthesecondthrow. 

4 4 1 1 ( ' )' l P(Son 1stthrowand5on2ndthrow] =36x36=9xg= g =91 

mDf1 Consider the probability of winning the game on the third throw. This means not throwing a sum 

of 5 [or 7) on the second throw, but scoring a sum of 5 on the third throw. 

Since there are four ways ofscoringa sum of 5 and six ways of scoring a sum of 7, the 

probability of scoring a sum of 5 or 7 is ~. Therefore, the probability of scoring a sum of 

neither5nor7is3!.Hence, 
36 

36 
P(S on the 1stthrow,andnota 5 or? on the 2nd throw,anda 5 on the 3rdthrow] 

= ~X*X~=(i)' xii 
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1 Consider the probability of winning the game on the fourth throw. This means you would throw 

a5followedbynot5or7onthesecondthrow,not5or7onthethirdthrow,thena5onthe 

fourth throw. 

4 26 26 4 ( ' ) ' ( " ) ' P(S, then not 5 or 7, then not 5 or 7, then 5) = 36x36x36x36= g x 18 

Bl!D Find the probability of winning the game on the fifth throw. You will probably now observe that: 

P(S,thennot5andnot7,thennot5andnot7,thennot5andnot7,thena5) 

= ~x3!x3!x3!x~=(-'-)'x(~)' 
36 36 36 36 36 9 18 

Make a table to summarize your results, and then complete the last two entries. 

• Look at yourpattem in the table above. Find a formula for the probability ofwinning the game on the 

nth throw. 

Now find the probability ofwinning the game after n throws. 

You want the probab1hty of wmnmg after the 2nd throw or after the 3rd throw or after the nth 

throw Deduce the probab1hty of wmnmg the game after an endless number of throws 

DJ!m Now.repeat steps 6-11 for the different points that can be scored on the first throw. Making a table 

foreachpointwouldhelpyouseeapattemtoyourresults. 

-
Which of the numbers that constitute throwing to score a point would give the higher probability of 

winning the game? 

Analyse your answers to Activity 3. How many different ways are there to win the game? 

Generalize your results and determine the overall probability of winning the game. 

cmmmm 
a) Based on your results, would you play the game Rolling Dice? Explain. 

b) Doyouthinkagamelikethisisfair?Explain. 

@GLOBAL CONTEXTS 
ldent1t1esandrelat1onsh1ps 

~ATL SKILLS 
Thinking 
Evaluate and manage nsk 
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TOPIC 3 

Financial mathematics 
Financial mathematics involves creating and analysing mathematical 

models that represent different aspects in the financial world. You 

can try to make predictions about different financial trends, based on 

these models. This helps to make informed decisions that affect your 
everyday life. As in the study of probability in topic 1, the skill is in 

using the right mathematical tools to make good decisions. 

Investment decisions 
Before you invest money you should analyse all the possibilities, to see 
which will give the best returns (the amount of money gained by the 

investment). You should also consider how changing your investment 
strategy will maximize your investment. 

For the activities in this section, assume you have US$50 OOO to invest. 
You may choose to work with 50 OOO of your national or preferred 
currency. You plan to invest the money for 10 years. Would you put it in 
the stock market, invest in bonds or put it in the bank? 

Option 1: The stock market 

You can buy and sell stocks of a company on the stock market. Your 

goal is to sell the stocks at a higher price than you bought them for. 
The price of each stock is determined by the supply (amount available) 
and demand (amount that people want) for it. When more people want 

to buy (demand) than sell (supply), the price of the stock goes up, and 
vice versa . 

.:iiii. MATHS THROUGH HISTORY 
The first unofficial stock exchanges, m which government debt 
and secunt1es were traded, took place m coffee houses m France 
dunng the 12th century The Amsterdam Stock Exchange 
opened m 1602 to become the fust official stock exchange The 
world's largest stock exchange 1s the New York Stock Exchange, 
datmg back to the late 18th century The average daily tradmg 
value 1s approximately 160 billion dollars' 



By looking at the past performance of the stock market you can 
determine the average annual returns gained (or lost). 

A stock market index consists of a large group of stocks that all trade 
within a region (commonly by country or continent but some are 

global) or consist of stocks from the same sector of the market (such 
as technology companies). They are often used to see how the overall 
market is doing and as a baseline for comparison against individual 
stocks, portfolios and even each other. 

In order to find out how the stock market has performed you will have 
to select a stock index {justify your choice of index) and research its 
current value and historic performance. 

Investing In the stock market 

CJ0WEBL1N KS 
You can look up historical 
prices of major world 
indices on any of the Yahoo 
finance sites-dick on the 
investing section and then 
select world indices to find 
the index you are looking 
for. Depending on which 
country's Yahoo site you are 
on, you may have to click on 
"market stats" in the investing 
section to find the world 
indices. 

To find the average annual gain or loss of the stock market, you need to pi ck two dates and determine the 

percentage by which the market has increased or decreased. Your starting date will be January 1993 and 

yourenddate willbetoday. 

Findthe valueofthe stockmarketonthefollowingdates. 

Startingpoint- 1January 1993 (historic value] 

Endpoint- today 

EliE Use this information to calculate the percentage change of the index (the market). 

Determine the average annual gain or loss of the market [as a percentage]. 

6iilJ Based on an investment of$50 OOO for 10 years, what can you expect to gain or lose if you had 

investedinthe stockmarketon 1January 1993? 

(;I, GLOBAL CONTEXTS 
ldent1t1esandrelat1onsh1ps 

~ATLSKILLS 
Thinking 
Identify trends and forecast poss1b1ht1es. 

Option 2: Other investment types 

Suppose you take your $50000 and invest it in something other than 
the stock market. 

Your choices are: 

• investing in a 10-year government bond of your country (these 
types of bond generally earn simple interest) 

• investing in a savings account with compound interest. 
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Investing In bonds 

Writebriefanswerstothesequestions.Youmayneedtodosomeresearch. 

a) What is a government bond? 

b) Is this generally considered a safer or a riskier investment than investing in the stock market? Why? 

c) Consider the rating the government bond has been given by rating agencies. What does this rating 

mean,andwhoassignstherating? 

d) What are the advantages and disadvantages of investing in this type of bond? 

e) Research the current 10-yeargovernment bond rate in your country [or the country where the 

majorityofyourstockindexcompaniesarelocated). 

Calculate how much money you would make on the bond market in 10 years, if you invested in 

bondsinsteadofthestockmarket. 

@GLOBAL CONTEXTS 
ldent1t1esandrelat1onsh1ps 

~ATL SKILLS 
Thinking 
Identify trends and forecast possibilities. 

Investing In a savings account 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of a savings account in comparison to the other 

investment types? 

EiiilJ Research the current savings accounts that your local bank is offering. 

EiDIJ Calculate the amount your savings account would hold at the end of 10 years if you had 

invested on 1 January 1993. 

Compare the potential money made in all three investments in activities 4- 6. Which would you 

choose,andwhy? 

You could also decide to split the $50 OOO among two or three different types of investment. 

What percentage of your money would you put into each type of investment? Justify your 

choices. 

(D GLOBAL CONTEXTS 
ldent1t1esandrelat1onsh1ps 
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~ATLSKILLS 
Thinking 
Identify trends and forecast poss1biht1es 



Stock market trends and volatility 

You hear in the news every day about stock market volatility and bull and bear markets. In your own 

words, explain the difference between the two. 

BullandbearoutsidetheFrankfurtStockExchange 

C£) INTERDI SCIPLINARY 
LINKS Individuals and 
societies: 29 October 1929 is 
considered to be the worst 
day in stock market history. 
On "Black Tuesday", the 
stock market crashed to 
an all-time low and many 
people lost their entire 
life savings. It shattered 
the world economy and 
signalled the beginning of 
the Great Depression. 

Understanding stock market trends is the key to making money on the stock market. The stock market 

goesthroughcyclesthatarerelatedtothehealthoftheeconomyasawhole. 

Let'slookatthestockmarketatadifferentpointinoneofthesecycles. 

New starting point-1 March 2000. 

Re-do the calculations you did in Activity 1 to determine the new average annual gain or loss of 

the stock market. 

Now compare your new calculation to your other two options: bonds and savings accounts. 

Doesthischangeyourdecision? 

Doesthepointwhenyouenteredthemarketmakeadifferenceinyourreturns? 

Arethereotherfactorstoconsiderwhenlookingatstockmarketreturnsthattheindexdoes 

not reflect? 

QGLOBALCONTEXTS 
ldent1t1esandrelat1onsh1ps 

~ATL SKILLS 
Thinking 
Identify trends and forecast poss1b1ht1es 
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QUICK THINK 
How do you think 

mathematics will evolve in the 

21st century? Will it continue 

to be an essential tool for 

sciences? How do you think 

technology will change the 

way you do mathematics in 

school? 

36 Mathematics 

Reflection 
As a recap to this topic, try to prioritize the factors that you must take 

into account when investing money. Justify the order of the factors in 

your list. 

Summary 
Understanding and describing change is a central idea in mathematics. 

It has applications in a wide range of situations. You have used 

arithmetic and geometric sequences to describe changes of a quantity, 

learned about the differences between different patterns of change, and 
then applied your knowledge to probability and financial mathematics 

to help make decisions and predictions. 



Equivalence 
The state of being Identically equal or Interchangeable, 
applied to statements, quantities or expressions 

TOPIC 1 Equivalence, equality and congruence 
• How is it possib le to be diffe rent yet equivalent? 

TOPIC 2 Equivalent expressions and equivalent equations 

• If something is t ransfo rmed, can it still be t he same as 
the original? 

TOPIC 3 Equivalent methods and forms 
• How can different methods produce the same results? 

ATL 
.f Negotiate ideas and knowledge with peers and teachers. 

,,/ Recognize unstated assumptions and bias. 

./ Collect and analyse data to identify solutions and make 
informed decisions. 

,,/ Evaluate evidence and arguments. 

,,/ Apply skills and knowledge in unfamiliar situations. 

,,/ Make inferences and draw conclusions. 

./ Compare conceptual understanding across multiple 
subject groups and disciplines. 

Numbe r 
,,/ Convert between equivalent fractions. 

,,/ Use exchange rates to calculate values between currencies. 

Algebra 
,,/ Rearrange equations or solve them for a variable. 

,,/ Determine linear equations to represent real-life scenarios. 

,,/ Find point(s) of intersection of linear systems of equations. 

,,/ Graph and factorize quadratic equations. 

,,/ Compare different forms of a quadratic function to 
determine the best to use in a given context. 

Geomet ry a nd t rigonomet ry 
,,/ Determine triangle congruence by proving conjectures. 

Congruence equalinsize 
and shape. The symbol for 
congruence is: . 

Exchangerate the rateatwhich 
one currency can be exchanged 
for anothe r. 

~ give a detailed accoW1t 
including reasons o r causes . 

Jus tl f give valid reasons or 
evid-;n~ to support an answer 
or conclusion. 

~ obtain the answer(s) 
using algebraic and/or 
numerical and/or graphical 
methods. 
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It is every man's obl,gatton 
to put back mto the world at 
least the equivalent of what 
he takes out of it. 

Albert Emstem 
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Introducing equivalence 
The concept of equivalence is fundamental in mathematics. You have 
been using it for many years, sometimes without even noticing it. 
The very first idea about equivalence was introduced in your first years 

of school: two things that are the same in some sense. For example, 
2 + 3 and l + 4 are two numerical expressions with the same value. 
These expressions are equal. Equality is a form of equivalence. 

Later on in school you learned that two circles with diameters of 
the same length have the same size and shape and they were called 
congruent. Congruence is another form of equivalence. You may have 
even learned about equivalent sets: the set A = {a, b, c} and B = {1, 2, 3} 
have the same number of elements. These sets are equivalent but not 
equal. They have something in common: the same cardinality (number 
of elements), although their elements are different. These examples 
show that the concept of equivalence is a subtle idea Being equivalent 

is not necessarily the same as being equal. Equality is just a simple 
example of equivalence. 

In this chapter you are going to explore different aspects of the concept 
of equivalence. In topic l you will meet tasks that bring you back to 

those definitions of equivalence as it relates to equality and congruence. 
In topic 2 you will encounter activities that will ask you to reflect about 
the meaning of equivalence in algebra: What are equivalent expressions? 
What are equivalent equations? You will also reflect on the advantages 
of replacing expressions by equivalent ones when solving problems. 

Topic 3 will then challenge you to use equivalent methods and forms to 
solve problems. 

TOPIC 1 

Equivalence, equality 
and congruence 
In this topic you will explore the concept of equivalence in terms of 

equality and congruence. You will start with a practical application of 
the concept of basic equivalent fractions that you already know, using 

exchange rates to calculate values between currencies. 

An exchange rate shows amounts of money, in two different currencies, 
that are considered equal in value. However, do the same goods and 
services in two different countries cost equal amounts, even when 
exchange rates are used? The following activity uses the Big Mac index 
as a tool for comparison. 



The Big Mac index was invented by the Economist magazine in 

1986as alight-hearted wayto see whetheracountry's 

exchangerateis appropriate.ltis basedonthetheoryof 

purchasing-power parity (PPP), which says that the exchange 

ratesshouldadjusttotheratethat wouldequalizethepriceof 

an identical basket of goods and services in two countries. 

lnthis index , thebasketofgoods contains onlytheBigMac. 

CD INTERNATIONAL MATHEMATICS 
The "B1g Mac" burger, made by 
McDonald's, 1s served m over 100 
countnes around the world and 
uses basically the same mgred1ents 
everywhere (except for India, which 
uses chicken mstead of beef) 

For example, to compare the United States and Russia, you look at the average price of a Big Mac in each 

country. In America, in July 2013, the Big Mac cost $4.56. In Russia it cost US$2.64. So the "raw' Big Mac 

index shows that the Russian rouble was undervalued by 42% at that time. Therefore, overtime, the Russian 

rouble should appreciate against the US dollar in order for the Big Mac to have an equal value in each country. 

Work in a group of three or four [as instructed by your teacher]. Use the Big Mac index to determine if your 

country's currencyis undervaluedorovervalued,comparedtothoseofothercountries. 

a) Pick five countries that you want to compare to your country. Justify why you chose those 

countries. 

b) Find the price of a Big Mac in those countries on the list provided by your teacher. 

c) Find the current exchange rates between your country and the five other countries [do a 

search on the internet for exchange rate conversions-there are many to choose from]. 

IIJlfd Use the idea of PPP to compare two currencies ata time. Calculate the percentage by which the 

othercurrencies areovervaluedorundervalued,comparedtoyourowncountry's currency. 

mDllilI'mJI Group/class discussion 

a) Basedonyourresults, doyouthinkyourcountry'scurrency willappreciateordepreciateinthefuture? 

b) Is the Big Mac an appropriate product to use to compare world currencies? Explain your reasoning. 

c) Findaproductorservicethathas anequivalentvalueinyourcurrencyandthatofanothercountry (taking 

into account the exchange rate]. Would this be a better tool than the Big Mac index? Explain why. 

0 GLOBAL CONTEXTS 
Globallzat1onandsusta1nab11ity ~ A:0L;~~~~! at1on 

Negotiate ideas and knowledge with peers 
and teachers 

In the next two activities, you will study the concept of congruency and 
analyse the use of congruent triangles in buildings and structures. 

Two objects are congruent if they are exactly the same size and shape. 
Congruent polygons have the same number of s ides as each other. 
All of the corresponding sides are equal and all of the corresponding 
angles are equal. They are still congruent, even if one of them is rotated 
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and/or reflected, relative to the other. In fact, for all regular shapes
squares, regular pentagons or circles-it is enough to establish that 

they have the same size (the same side length or the same radius) in 
order to say they are congruent. In your study of geometry, you have 

established specific criteria that also help determine if two triangles 

are congruent. In the following activity you will be asked to use this 
knowledge and apply it to a special type of triangle: medial triangles. 

Medial triangles and congruency 

b) Constructthemidpoints ofeachofthe sides.Joinupthese 

midpoints to form a triangle inside your original triangle. 

This is calledthemedialtriangle. 

c) Determine if the four small triangles are congruent. Justify your 

conclusion,making sureyouproveanyconjectures you made. 

CD CHAPTER LINKS 
You can fmd out more about 
medial tnangles m Chapter 7, 
Generahzanon 

d) Draw a diagram of your triangles, clearly labelling which angles and sides are equal. 

(ii} GLOBAL CONTEXTS 
Sc1ent1ficandtechmcalinnovat1on ~ ~ToL;~~Ln~!at1on 

Make mferences and draw conclus1ons 

In the next activity you will use the criteria for the congruency of 

triangles in a real-life context and then reflect on how the properties of 

equivalent shapes help architects and engineers make decisions about 

the structures they design. 

The side lengths of triangular faces that make the apex of the Great Pyramid of Giza in Egypt are 

219mandtheangleatthetop[inscribedangle] is 63'. 

a) Knowing that each triangular face has these dimensions, 

statethepostulateor conditionfor congruence,suchas 

side,angle, side, you wouldusetojustifythecongruence. 

b) Ignoring the chambers dug out of the stone, find the 

approximate volumeofstoneusedtobuildthegreatpyramid. 

c) Choosefourotherthree-dimensional shapes and 

determinetheirpossibledimensions.Assumethatthe 

baseareaandthe volumeof stoneneededtobuildeach 

shapewouldbethe sameas thoseofthegreatpyramid. 

WhydoyouthinktheancientEgyptians choseapyramid 

as the shapefortheirtombs? 
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QUICK THINK 
The great pyramids were 

built around 2550 BC and 

despite the lack of building 

technology, the Egyptians 

were able to build them 

with unbelievable precision. 

Research how the pyramids 

were built. 



m!IJ Architects and engineers use congruent triangles in their designs to maximize the strength 

andhencethe safetyoftheir structures. Triangles are notonly stable,butareactuallythemost 

cost-effective shapetouse as theyuseless materials thanother shapes tobuildandreinforce 

the same structure.Findthreebuildings, constructions or sculptures that contain congruent 

triangles and explain theprincipals youusedtojustifythe congruence. 

a) Describe similarities and differences between equality and congruence. Give specific examples to 

support your ideas. 

b) Research the word "isometry " and explain how it relates to congruence. 

@ GLOBAL CONTEXTS 
Sc1ent1ficandtechnicalinnovat1on 

~ATL SKILLS 
Thinking 
Compare conceptual understandmg across 
multiple subJect groups and d1sc1plines 

TOPIC 2 

Equivalent expressions and 
equivalent equations 
In mathematics you often study topics in which there is a systematic 
general method to solve problems. However, if you want to solve 
equations in a systematic way and look for general methods you will 
quickly discover that there isn't one that allows you to solve all types 
of equation. In fact, there is no general method that allows you to solve 
polynomial equations of degree above 4. To understand this problem 
better, look at the methods you use to solve linear equations and at the 
reasons why the same method cannot be extended to higher degree 

polynomial equations. 

In earlier years you learned to solve linear equations. In fact you can 
solve any linear equation by always using the same principles or rules. 

Addition principle: When the same value or expression is added to 
both sides of an equation the result is a new equation equivalent to the 
original one. 

Multiplication principle: When both sides of an equation are multiplied 
by the same non-zero value or expression the result is a new equation 

equivalent to the original one, provided that the value is not zero. 

Substitution principle: If part of an equation is replaced by an 
equivalent expression an equivalent equation is obtained. 

Subtractmn 1s the add1t1on of 
the opposite and d1v1S1on 1s the 

mult1phcat1on of the reciprocal, 

so there 1s no need for separate 

pnnc1ples. 
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An equivalence transformation consists of the application of one or 
more of the three principles discussed above. 

By applying these rules over and over again, you obtain sequences of 
equivalent equations that get simpler and simpler until eventually you 
reach an equation for which the solution is obvious. 

You can solve any linear equation by using these principles routinely. 

For example, you can use equivalence transformations, like this: 

• x;l + 1= ~ (x + 2) is equivalent to x:l + l = ~x + ~ by the 

substitution principle that allows you to remove brackets 
(parentheses) 

• x +I + 1= ~ x + ~ isequivalentto5( x + l + 1)= s ( ~ x + ~ ) by 
2 6 6 2 6 6 

the multiplication principle 

• 6 ( x;l + 1 )= 6( i x +~ ) is equivalent to 3x + 3 + 6 = sx + 10 

by the substitution principle 

• 3X + 3 + 6 = sx + 10 is equivalent to 
gx - sx + 3 - 3 + 6 - 6 = sx - sx + 10 - 3 - 6 by the addition 
principle and to - ax = 1 by the substitution principle. 

Finally, this equation is equivalent to x =-;- by the multiplication and 
substitution principles. 

The last equation is so simple that its solution is shown! 

Solving equations 

Solve each of these equations. Justify all the steps. Use the principles described above. 

a ) 2x - 3 =x +4 

b) x - 1=2_ 
3 2 

c) 2(x - 1) =4 
d) 2(3x - 1)+3(x - 1) = 0 

e) %-i=4 

G:)CHAPTER LINKS 
In Chapter 16, System you 
also JUSt1fy steps when 
solvmg equations In 
system, however, you use the 
properties of real numbers 

mllJ In other subjects, you may be given formulas to solve typical problems. A formula is simply an 

equationin whichyoucandecide which variableacts as thedependent variable [the subject 

of the formula] and which one acts as the independent variable. To apply the formula and solve 

the problem, rearrange the formula and then replace the independent variables by the values 

provided,todeterminetherequired valueofyoursubject. 
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Study the two formulas below. You may already have encountered them, especially if you are 

studying physics. Determine what each variable represents and rearrange the equations to make 

thespecifiedvariablethesubjectoftheequation,tosolve forthatvariable. 

a) Newton's law of universal gravitation: F= G~~m, [make m
1 
the subject) 

b) Kepler's third law of planetary motion: 
4

11:
2 

= GM [make Gthesubject] 
T' r 1 

Look again at the formulas above. If you were to make dthe subject in the formula for Newton's 

law,youwouldneedtoapplythemethodyoulearnedtosolvequadraticequations. 

a) Explain how you would solve a quadratic equation a.x2 + bx+ c = D. Try to use equivalence 

transformationstojustifyallthesteps.Listanyotherresultsyoumayneedtoapplytojustify 

the steps. 

b) Reflectonthelimitationsofthemethodsusedtosolvenon-linearequationsandexplaintheir 

impact on the care you need to use when rearranging formulas in other subjects. 

Rearrangeeachoftheseequationstomakethespecifiedvariablethesubjectoftheequation,to 

solveforthatvariable. 

a) V= 4:ri [make rthe subject) 

b) a2 =b2 +c2 -2bccosA [makeangleAthesubject) 

c ) Decidewhetherornottheequationsobtainedina]andb) areequivalenttotheoriginal 

formulas. Give reasons for your answers. 

a) Reflect on the methods you have studied so far to solve equations. Give examples where you 

neededtouseprinciplesotherthantheonesinthistopictosolvethem,orhadtocheckanswersfor 

extraneous solutions. 

b) Reflect on the methods you have studied so far to rearrange formulas. Give examples of formulas where 

you need to be careful when rearranging them orwhere you need to impose restrictions on a variable. 

c) After exploring the concept of equivalence formally in this topic, how did this impact on your ideas 

about equivalence? How would you define equivalence in mathematics? How would you define it in 

anothercontext?Stateanysimilaritiesand/ordifferencesbetweenyourdefinitions. 

• GLOBAL CONTEXTS 
Sc1ent1ficandtechnicalinnovat1on 

~ATLSKILLS 
Thinking 
Recogruze unstated assumpUons and bias 
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TOPIC 3 

Equivalent methods and forms 
When you are solving a problem. you can often use different tools, 

algorithms or methods to arrive at the same result . For example, when 

you walk to school you may try different rou tes, but they will all take you 

to the same place. After trying them all out, you would consider all the 

differen t routes and try to decide whether they really are all equivalent, 

or if one path was more efficient than the others. You will ask yourself: 
"Does one path get me to my goal more quickly than the othe rs?" 

When you are devising algorithms, choosing methods of solution or 
deciding which form of representation to use, this last step is crucial 

for you to select the most efficient method of solution for the given 

problem. 

Equivalent met hods 
Determining the most efficient method, and using multiple methods 

to solve the same problem to verify solutions, are valuable skills that 

you will develop and improve as your skill base increases. In particular, 

when analysing a linear system, you can solve the system graphically, 

algebraically or using matrices. In the tasks in this topic you will 
look at multiple equivalent methods and reflect on which is the most 

appropriate to use. 

Systems of equations: 2-by-2 system of linear equations 

Try this activ ity, based on a situation you are very likely to face, sooner 

or later. 

Suppose you were considering buying a car. You have to decide whetherto buy a petrol, diesel or perhaps a 

hybrid version. How many years would it take to pay off the extra cost for the hybrid [or diesel] version with 

the savings you get on fuel economy? 

Researchacarthatcomes inalternativeversions. 

eJm a) Determine the factors and assumptions you need to consider for this task. 

b J What is being measured on the axes? What will the scale be? What units will you use? 

cJ What will the gradient and intercept on the vertical axis of each line represent?What units will 

you use? 
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HDllJ a) Determine a cost equation for each version of the car. Show all calculations to determine the 

gradientandmakenoteofanyassumptionsmade. 

b) Graphbothequationsonthesamesetofaxes. 

c) Use the graph to find the point of intersection (POi) of the two lines. What does it represent in the 

contextofthisquestion? 

a) Use analgebraicmethodtosolvethesystemofequations. 

b) Whichmethodwaseasiertousetofindasolution?Why? 

c) Which method gives you a better understanding of the problem? Why? 

d) Given the context of the question, which method is the most appropriate to use to solve this 

problem?Justifyyourchoice. 

a) Explain how the following would affect the individual equations of each car and the POi: 

(i) Costofregularpetrolincreases 

(ii) Government introduces [or re-introduces] a tax incentive to buy a hybrid or diesel version of a car. 

b) Areyourequationstrulyindicativeofthecostofthecars?Whatotherfactorsshouldyoulookat? 

c) lscosttheonlyfactortoconsiderwhendecidingwhattypeofcartobuy? 

d) Research the price of petrol [gas] and diesel in other countries/continents. How would the price 

differencesimpactconsumerchoicesinthesecountries? 

e) Compare the method used to solve linear equations with the methods used to solve systems of 

linear equations. Tow hat extent can you use equivalence transformations to solve systems of linear 

equations? Do all the methods you know rely on equivalence transformations? 

= GLOBAL CONTEXTS 
Globahzat1onandsusta1nab11ity 

~ATL SKILLS 
Research 
Collect and analyse data to 1dent1fy 
solutions and make rnformed dec1s1ons 

Systems of equations: 3-by-3 system of linear equations 

If the problem you are solving has three variables, then you would need 
three equations to determine a unique solution (called a 3-by-3 system 
of equations). In the next activity, you will use what you know about 
2-by-2 systems of linear equations to practise solving a 3-by-3 \inear 
system. You will then apply an equivalent method to solve the system. 
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tpeoplewouldliketodevelopahealthylifestyle.Didyouknow Mos 

that 
that 
fata 

youcanuseasystemofequationstoplanone?Selectthreefoods 

you eat almost every day and research how many grams of protein, 
ndcarbohydratestheyprovidetoyourdailydiet,perserving. .. 

. . .. '. 

Recommended 75 67 250 
daily allowance 

Use the nutritional information in your table, and your knowledge of systems of equations, to find how many 

servings of each food would meet the dai ly allowance (ROA) as recommended by the US Department of 
Agriculture(USDA]. 

eJm a) Defineyourvariables. 
b) Write three equations relating the number of servings of each food required to meet the ROA 

forprotein,fatandcarbohydrate. 

c) Use elimination to reduce your 3 x 3 system of equations to a 2 x 2 system. 

d) Simplifythissystemtoonelinearequationandsolvetheproblem. 

EiDlfJ a) Use an alternative method to solve this system of equations. 

b) Which method do you prefer to use to solve this system of equations? Justify your choice. -mlilJ Submit a report on what you found. Make sure that you include: 

• acompletedtable 

• aclearsolutiontothesystem,usingdifferentmethods 

• how many servings of each food that would allow you to meet the USDA's requirements. -mi!I] a) Would it be possible to meet the daily requirementswithonlythefoodsyouselected? Explain . 
b) Would you want to meet the requirements with only the foods you selected? 

c) Why are you recommended to eat from a variety of food groups? Do you eat enough ofa 

variety? Explain . 

mmmlilll 
a) lsitpossibleforequivalentmethodstoproducedifferentresults? Explain . 
b) When can you say that two methods are equivalent? Give reasons for your answer. 

• GLOBAL CONTEXTS 
ldent1t1esandrelat1onsh1ps 
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~ ATL SKILLS 
Resea rch 

Collect and analyse data to 1dent1fy 
solutions and make mformed dec1s1ons 



Equivalent fo rms 
Equivalent forms are found in many branches 

of mathematics. In the first two activities in this 
topic you will look at equivalent forms of quadratic 

functions and decide which is the most appropriate 

form to use in a given context. There are several ways 

to represent a quadratic function, all of which are 

equivalent because, for the same value of x, they all 
produce the same value of y . 

In general, when graphing quadratic functions, there 

are certain points that are extremely useful: 

• thevertex 

• the x-intercept(s) 

• they-intercept. 

Every parabola also has an axis of symmetry that goes 

through the vertex, as shown on the right. 

Are these features easily visible in all of the forms 

of a quadratic function? Even though they are equivalent, are there 

some forms that are more useful than others? Start by looking at them 
individually before you use them all in a real-life application. 

Equivalent forms of quadratic functions 

mill Standard form 
The standard form ofa quadratic equation is y= a.x1 +bx+c,a ~ O. Using a GDC, graph each 

functionandfillinthetable. 

Funct1Dn Vertex x mtercept(s) y intercept Axis of symmetry 

y=xl+Bx+7 

y = 2x1 - Sx+ 2 

y= 4x1 - 6x+ 2 

a) ldentifythekeyfeatures thatareeasiesttodetermine whenaquadraticfunctionis in 

standard form. Explain your reasoning. 

b) How does the equation of the axis of symmetry relate to the coefficients a, b and c? 
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BDll Factorized form 
The factorized form of a quadratic equation is y=a(x-b][x-c),a;tO. Factorize the expressions 

in the table in Step 1. Write your answers in the first column in the table below. Copy your 

previous resu lts into the other columns. Then answer the questions that follow. 

a) ldentifythekeyfeaturesthatareeasiesttodeterminewhenaquadraticfunctionisin 

factorized form. Explain your reasoning. 

b) Are there any disadvantages to working with the factorized form of a quadratic function? If there 

are,writethemdown. 

EiDIJ Vertex form 
The vertex form ofa quadratic equation is y=a[x-h]'+k,a1tD. Complete the square for the 

functions in the table in Step 1. Write your answers in the first column below. Copy your previous 

resultsintotheothercolumns.Thenanswerthequestionsthatfollow. 

a) What key features become easy to determine, when a quadratic function is in vertex form? 

Explain. 
b) What are the limitations to vertex form? Explain. 

Comparing the three equivalent forms 
a) Describe how you wou ld graph a quadratic function given in standard form, without using 

technology.Whichformdoyouprefer? 

b) Suppose !hex-intercepts are not rational numbers. Identify which form would be easiest to 

use to find them. Describe how you would accomplish this. 
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cJ Suppose a fireworks manufacturer packaged the fireworks with the equation for its trajectory. 

Which form would you prefer it to be in? Explain. 

d) Supposeamodelofasuspensionbridgehascablesthatcanberepresentedbyaquadratic 

function. Which form would be most useful if you wanted to calculate the lengths of the 

supportsattachedtothecable? 

@GLOBAL CONTEXTS 
Sc1ent1ficandtechnica l innovat1on 

t;,ATLSKILLS 
Thinking 
Evaluate evidence and arguments 

The different forms of a quadratic equation have their own advantages 
and disadvantages, allowing each of them to be better suited to certain 
problems. In the next activity, you will test your knowledge of these 

different forms as you apply them to a real-life situation. 

lnrugby,AmericanfootballandCanadianfootball,playerscanscore 

3pointsbykickinga"dropgoal"or"fieldgoal".Todothis,they must 

kicktheballthroughasetofuprights/postsandoverabar,supported 

by the posts, that is 10 feet above the ground. While the positions of 

theuprightsmaybedifferentindifferentsports,thelengthofthedrop 

goal or field goal is measured from the place where it is kicked to a 

pointdirectlybelowtheuprights. 

On 9 September 2012, David Akers attempted to match the current record 

of63 yards for the longest field goal in American football.Assume the 

pathoftheballcanberepresentedbyaquadraticfunctionandthat,tobe 

successful,theballmustbeatleastashighasthegoalpostaftertravelling 

the 63 yards.Assume it's actually travelling between the posts. 

Analysis of the kick found that its maximum height was around 

84.Sfeet. 
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The following data points would have also been recorded: 

AilliilMlilti:lii491iMIW•&¥ 111&¥1 
,: I ,~ 
65 

a) Use the given information to find the quadrati c function repres enting the trajectory of Akers ' kick in: 

i) factorizedform ii) vertexform iii) standardform. 

b) Determine whether or not Akers ties the record. Use the equations from a]. b J and c] to justify your 

c) Determine the furthest distance from which he could have 

made the kick. 
~WEB LINKS 

d) Stateanyassumptions youmadeas you s olvedtheproblem. To see the kick, go to 

e) Thekicker whoestablishedtherecordwas TomDempseyand 

he did it in 1970.Res earchDemps eyandfindout whatmade 

his record so incredible. 

http //wwwyoutube corn and 
search ~Tom Dempsey 63 
yard field goal" 

immmm. 
a) Is using an equivalent form of a function the same thing 

as solving a problem with an equivalent method? Explain. 

~ INTERNATIONAL MATHEMATICS 
In American football all 
measurements are m feet and 
mches rather than metres and 
centimetres 

b) Explainhow equivalentexpressionsrelatetoequivalent 

forms . 

• GLOBALCONTEXTS 
ldent1t1esandrelat1onsh1ps 
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~ATL SKILLS 
Thinking 

Summary 

Apply skills and knowledge m unfam1har 
s1tuat1ons 

In this chapter, you explored the concept of equivalence in a variety of 
ways. You looked at real-life applications but also at formal principles 
that allow you to justify the methods you use when solving equations 
or working with formulas. You learned that this concept is very subtle 
and is present in most of the work you do in mathematics. As you 
continue your studies, you are now ready to notice different types 
of equivalence and use them to work with more suitable forms of 
representation or simpler expressions, or simply adopt more efficient 
but equivalent methods to solve problems. 



Generalization 
A general statement made on the basis of 
specific examples 

./ Use appropriate strategies for organizing complex 
information . 

./ Use models and simulations to explore complex systems 
and issues. 

,I Test generalizations and conclusions. 

,I Practise observing carefully in order to recognize problems. 

./ Draw reasonable conclusions and generalizations. 

./ Discover and make generalizations about number patterns. 

./ Use recurrence relations to determine terms of numerical 
sequences . 

./ Investigate the basic transformations of rational functions . 

./ Analyse and use well-defined procedures for solving 
complex problems. 

Ge omet ry a nd trigonomet ry 
,/ Construct diagrams and use appropriate notation 

to explore networks to discover patterns and rules 
associated with them . 

./ Construct diagrams to explore the medial triangle to 
discover its properties. 

Pattern Representation Justification Space 

Network asetofobjectscalled 
vertices (or nodes) in which 
relationships are represented by 
segments (or edges). Networks 
(also called graphs) are useful 
to represent information and 
visualize connections between 
elements. 

[o""escrf6e] give a detailed account 
or picture of a situation, event, 
pattern or process. 

~ provide an answer 
from a number of possibilities . 
Recognize and state briefly a 
distinguishing fact or feature . 

~ !i~= ::!i:o:a:~::::er 

or conclusion. 
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The dnvmg force of 
mathematics zs problems 

Ian Steward 
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Introducing generalization 
When the Hungarian mathematician George P6lya attended school he 
was very frustrated by continually having to memorize information He 
had the same problem at university, where he changed courses several 
times. Finally, when he decided to study mathematics and physics, 
he discovered that what he really enjoyed was solving problems. His 
first job was to tutor Gregor, the young son of a baron, who struggled 
in mathematics due to his lack of problem-solving skills. P6lya spent 
many hours developing a systematic method of problem-solving that 
would work for Gregor, as well as others in the same situation Later, 
in 1945, he published How to Solve It, in which he developed problem
solving strategies in detail. This is still regarded as the most famous 
problem-solving book ever written 

.mi MATHS THRO UGH HISTORY 
George P6lya (1887- 1985) was born in Budapest, Hungary, where 
he completed his initial education. In high school, he did not do 
well in mathematics. He later blamed this on poor teaching. He 
had some trouble in deciding what to study at university; first 
he followed his mother's wish and studied law, then languages
Latin and Hungarian-and eventually mathematics. In 1911, 
he moved to Vienna where he studied for a year. After this, he 
continued studying and working at universities in GOttingen, 
Paris, Zurich, Oxford, Cambridge and Stanford. His work as a 
mathematician inspired Escher. His contributions to education 
still influence many teachers. 

Since generalization is a particular type of problem-solving. you will 
work on tasks to which you can apply some of P6lya's strategies. 
Since P6lya first published his problem-solving strategies, other 
mathematicians and educators have added to them These combined 
strategies are summarized in this diagram 

/Jiagram7.1 Problem-solvingstr.itegies 

~ ...... ~ 
~ L __ ~_J 

t • ~ --~ ~ .....--~ 

• SoMioo(s) 
Generahz.ibom 



At each stage of this process, there are specific strategies that may help 
find the solution Here is a comprehensive list. 

1. Understand the problem. 

• What data do you have? What are the variables? What are the 
conditions? 

• Are the conditions and data sufficient? 

• Draw a diagram or a graph. Use colours if you wish to. 

• Introduce suitable notation that is easy to remember. 

• Explore symmetry. Look for patterns. 

• Separate the parts of the problem. 

2. Devise a plan. 

First, look at your problem. 

• Have you seen this problem before? Maybe in a different form? 

• Do you know about any related problems? 

• Do you know a theorem that might be useful? 

• Think about the techniques that you know. 

Look at the variables. 

• Find the connection between the data and the variables. 

• You may have to consider auxiliary problems or restate the 
problem. 

• Can you imagine an easier related problem that you can solve? 

• Can you solve part of the problem? How far can you go? 

• Can you change the data or the variables {or both)? 

• Did you use all the data? Did you use all the conditions? 

3. Carry out the plan. 

• Check each step. Can you justify it? 

• Are there any restrictions? 

4. Look back over what you have done. 

• Check the result. Check the arguments. 

• Can you derive the result in a different way? 

• Are there restrictions to your results? 

5. Generalizations 

• How can you generalize your result? 

• Can the method or the general solution be used to solve other 
problems? 
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TOPIC 1 

C£)CHAPTER LINKS 
Chapter 11 has more 
mformat1on on this 
sequence of numbers 

Number investigations 
Now you can apply these strategies to discover a numerical pattern. 
The first activity guides you through the problem-solving process 
outlined above. 

Climbing stairs 

When Kathy climbs the stairs, she can take one or two steps ata time. Every 

time she climbs the stairs she tries to do it in a different way. Work out how many 

differentwaysshecanreachanygivenstair. 

a) Draw diagrams showing all the ways she can get to the first, second, third, 

fourth and fifth step by climbing one or two steps at a time. 

b) Constructatableshowingyourresults. 

c) lntroducesimplenotation,suchas[1,2,2Jtorepresentclimbingfivestairs 

startingwithonestepandthentwostepstwice.Usethisnotationtolistall 

thedifferentwaysshecangettothesixthstepifsheclimbsoneortwosteps 

at a time. 

d) lnvestigatefurtheruntilyoufindapatternthatallowsyoutocalculatethe 

numberofwaysshecangettothenthstepifsheclimbsoneortwosteps 

at a time. Assume that there is only one way of getting to step zero . 

e) Describe the pattern. Explain why you can generalize it for any number 

of steps. How do you know your generalization is correct? Justify orvalidate 

your general rule. 

f) Use your rule to determine the number of different ways she can get from the 

basementtothefirstfloor,ifsheneedstoclimb37steps. 

immmm 
a) Canyourmethodbeusedtosolveadifferentproblem? 

• 
• 

b) Repeat your investigation, assuming that Kathy can climb one, two or three steps ata time. 

Think again about this problem. What was the general case?What specific cases did you consider? How 

didlookingatspecificcaseshelpyouworkoutthegeneralcase? 

"A;r~;~~La~~on 

Use appropnate strategies for orgamzmg 
complex mformat1on 
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Now you can apply P6lya's problem-solving techniques to solve a 
simplified real-life problem. Remember that you may need to simplify 
the first steps to begin to see a pattern. You might also need to draw 
some diagrams and tables to help you organize your findings. 

flrl!mm!EllBad apples-It takes only one to spoil the crate! 

Applesthataresimilarinsizeareplacedinasquarecardboardflatcrate.Eachappleisrepresentedinthe 

diagrambyacircle.Eachapplejusttouchestheothersthatarenearit. 

Suppose one randomly selected apple in the crate, say number 5, goes bad. How will the dimensions of 

theboxaffecthowlongittakesforthewholecrateofapplestogobad? 

Applenumber5isthefirstonetogobad.Onedaylater,alltheapplesthattouchit(thosethatsharea 

common side in the diagram] go bad. So now apples numbered 5, 1, 6 and 9 have all gone bad.After 

anotherday,thebadapplesspoilalltheapplestheytouch[thosewithwhichtheyshareacommonside]. 

This continues until all the apples in the crate have gone bad. 

Eli!II a) Find out how many days it takes for the entire crate of apples to go bad. 

,_ 

b) Do this again, but this time with a different apple going bad first. Again, find how many days 

ittakesfortheentirecrateofapplestogobad. 

c) Continue until you have investigated all the possible numbers of days it would take for the 

entirecrateofapplestogobad.Makesureyoucommentonthepositionofthefirstbadapple. 

a) Repeat step 1,usingsquarecratesofdifferentsizes. 

b) Deviseaformulatocalculatethenumberofdaysittakesforanentiresquarecrateofapples 

togobad.Makesureyouconsiderthepositionofthefirstbadapple. 

cJ Determine if there is a difference in times between squares with odd and even numbers 

ofapplesalongtheside. 

6iEIJ a) Investigate how long it takes for all apples in rectangular crates to go bad. 

b) Lookatdifferent-sizedrectangleswithlengthlandwidthw,anddifferentpositionsfor 

thefirstbadapple.Then,findaformulatocalculatethetimeittakesforrectangularlbyw 

cratesofapplestogobad. 
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B1111 Now suppose apples were put into square boxes with crates stacked one upon the other, so that 

theyalsotouchoneanotheronthetopandbottom.Howlong willittakefortheentireboxofapples 

togobadifinitiallyonlyoneappleintheentirebox is bad? 

mJm How long will it take for an entire rectangular box of apples, of dimensions a by b by c, to go bad if 

initiallyonlyoneappleintheboxgoes bad? 

a ) What were the specific res ults you found in this problem? What were the general results you found? 

Whyisitus efultohaveageneralresult? 

b) Make generalizations about how the apples have been packed and how long they will s tay fre sh if one 

starts to go bad. Research how different kinds of fruit are packed commercially. What considerations 

are made regardingcontamination ? Take into account factors s uch as eas e of shipping, costs of 

shipping and costs of packing material used. Balance them against the costs of packing them to 

minimize contamination. 

(i} GLOBAL CONTEXTS 
Globahzat1onandsusta1nab1l1ty 

Discrete mathematics provides 

methods to solve problems 

involving integers or collections 

of objects that can be counted. 

Graph theory is an important 

branch of discrete mathematics 
that uses very specific 

terminology. For example, the 

word "graphn has a different 

meaning in graph theory-it 

refers to a collection of points 

and arcs connecting them. 
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Reflection 

~ A;r~! ~1~La~~on 
Use appropriate strategies for orgamzmg 
complex mformat1on 

Reflect on the strategies you used to solve the activities in this topic 
and how you could improve your approach to problem-solving. 

TOPIC 2 

Diagrams, terminology 
and notation 
In this topic, you will explore problems that highlight the importance 
of using simple diagrams and dear specific terminology and notation 
The first is a networks question that comes within a branch of 
mathematics called discrete mathematics. This is a fairly new branch 
that has developed quickly due to its applications to computer and 
automated systems. Mathematicians working in this area need to be 
extremely careful to use clear diagrams and very specific terminology 

to communicate their ideas. The second problem is an analytic 
geometry question, in which diagrams are crucial to understanding and 

generalizing the properties of geometric shapes to help solve problems. 
After this you will have the opportunity to practise caution in making 
generalizations and to analyse the steps in reasoning. 



This map shows some roads on a small island. Every day the postman has to walk along every 

road to distribute the mail. He wonders if it is possible to do this without having to go along any 

road more than once. 

a) Canhedoit?lfso,whereshouldhestartandfinish? 

b) Look at each diagram. Try to find a possible route for the postman that goes along every road 

exactly once. For each diagram, write down all possible starting and finishing points. Use 

differentcoloursfordifferentroutes.lfyouthinkthereisnopossibleroute,writelMPOSSIBLE. 

c) Lookatyourdiagramscarefully.Trytofindoutwhatmakesitpossibleorimpossibletofind 

aroutethatsatisfiestheconditionofgoingalongeachroadexactlyonce. 

d) Look again at the networks that do have possible routes. Which ones start and finish at the 

same place- which ones are circuits?What do you notice about them? Now look at the 

routes that are possible but have different starting and ending points. What do you notice 

aboutthem?Summarizeyourrules. 

e) Sketch some diagrams of your own to test if your rule works. Generalize and write your 

conclusions. 
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B6B BridgesofKiinigsberg 

A river runs through the city of Ktinigsberg, in Prussia. The city centre was an island. After 

passing round the island, the river broke into two parts. The people of the city built seven 

bridges so that they cou ld get from one part to another.A simple map of the centre of 

Ktinigsbergmightlooklikethis. 

The people wondered whether it was possible to walk around the city in such away that they 

wouldcrosseachbridgeexactlyonce. 

The diagram below represents the city. Using a pencil, try to plot your journey in such a way 

that you trace over each bridge only once and you complete the circuit with one continuous 

pencil line. 
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A famous mathematician, Leonard Euler [pronounced oil-er], realized that all problems of 

this form could be represented by replacing areas of land with points [he called them vertices], 

and the bridges to and from them with arcs. For Ktinigsberg, he represented land with red dots 

andbridgeswithblackcurves: 

Thenthesevenbridgesproblemlookslikethis. 

The problem is now how to draw over this picture without retracing any line and without taking 

your pencil off the paper. Euler generalized this method by making the following definitions. 

• A graph [or network] is a figure made up of points [vertices] connected by non

intersecting lines [arcs]. 

• A vertex is called odd ifit has an odd number of arcs [or edges] leading to it, otherwise it 

is called even. 

• An Euler path is a continuous path that passes through every arc once and only once. 

Whenthestartingandendpointsarethesame,theEulerpathiscalledanEulercircuit. 

a) Over the years, the seven original bridges have deteriorated or been destroyed and not all 

have been replaced. Some of the Ktinigsberg bridges were bombed by Allied forces during 

the Second World War. There are now five bridges left and it is said to be possible now to 

walk over all of the bridges, following an Euler path. Determine which bridges have not been 

rebuilt and draw a network with only the remaining bridges. You need to list the edges of 

your Euler path and state where you would have to start and finish yourtourifyouwanted 

tocrossovereachoftheremainingbridgesonlyonce. 

The old city ofKtinigsberg is now called Kaliningrad [in Russia]. You can check your answer 

bylookingatasatelliteimageofthebridgesastheystandtoday. 
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b) Did it matter which bridges were destroyed, to make it possible to walk along an Euler path 

and cross all ofthem?What if new bridges had been built? Draw some graphs of your own, 

showing different possible new bridges. Try to plan your journey for each graph. Write down 

your conclusions. Use the graph theory terminology you have learned. 

Do you think that the seven-bridge system in Ktinigsberg was traversable? Justify your answer. 

l)GLOBALCONTEXTS 
Onentat1oninspaceandt1me 

(;jATL SKILLS 
Thinking 
Use models and s1mulat1ons to explore 
complex systems and issues 

Using what you learned in Activity l, modify your strategy to complete 

the next activity. Use graphs to represent each situation and the 

terminology above to communicate your findings. 

This is the plan for a farm with fields and hedges. Each gap shows the position ofa gate. 

A pony club wants to make a jumping course. The course can start in any one of the five fields.A, B, C, D or 

E, but it must go over every gate exactly once. It can finish in any of the fields. 

a) Try to find a possible route for the course. Use the diagram above to draw it. 

b) Trytofindanotherpossibleroute.Useadifferentcolourtodrawit. 

c) Can you find a course that starts in field A? And in field B? If they are possible, draw them. 

Otherwise,trytofindareasonwhyitisimpossible. 

Eli!IJ a) For each of the following diagrams, try to find a possible route for ajumpingcourse that 

goesovereachgateexactly once. 

b) For each diagram, write down all possible starting and finishing fields. Use different colours 

fordifferentroutes.lfyouthinkthereisnopossibleroute,writelMPOSSIBLE. 
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c) Look at your diagrams carefully. Try to find out what makes it possible orimpossibleto find 

a route. What makes it possible for some fields to be starting or ending points? Sketch some 

diagrams of your own to test if your rule works. Generalize and just ify your conclusion. 

What connections can you see between Activities 3 and 4? How do Polya's steps for problem-solving help 

yousolvethisproblemquickly? 

9GLOBALCONTEXTS 
Or1entat1oninspaceandt1me 

~ATL SKILLS 
Thinking 

Use models and s1mulat1ons to explore 
complex systems and issues 

A medial triangle is one that is constructed within another triangle, with its vertices at the midpoints of the 

sides of the outer triangle. To explore the properties of medial triangles, you will need to draw a diagram 

thatyoucanmanipulateandobservetheresults. 

a) Use dynamic geometry software to construct a triangle ABC. 

b) Construct the midpoints of each side. Label them M, P and 0. 
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c) Now construct the triangle MPO, by connecting the midpoints of the sides of triangle ABC. This is the 

medialtriangleofthetriangleABC. 

d) Calculate the area and perimeter of the triangle ABC and the medial triangle MPO. What do you notice? 

e) Does this hold true for all types of triangle? Test this by clicking on one vertex of the original triangle and 

moving it around to change the triangle properties. 

f} Makeageneralizationabouttherelationshipbetweentheareaandperimeterofatriangleandits 

medial triangle. 

Whatotherproperties aboutthese twotriangles couldyou investigate ? Maketheconstructions 

while looking at the relationship between the properties of the two triangles. Summarize all of the 

generalizations you discover. 

~ATLSKI LLS 
Thinking 
Test generahzat1ons and conclusions 

BOIi 1forallandallfor1! 
Consider this pattern. 

1 x 1=1 
11 X11=121 

111 x 111= 12 321 
1111 X 1111 = 1234 321 
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Jiii. MATHS THROUGH HISTORY 
Thales (approximately 624 BC-547 BC) was a Greek engmeer, 
although he was also known as a philosopher, sc1ent1st and 
mathemat1c1an Anstotle considered him the fust philosopher m 
the Greek trad1t1on and he was well known for trymg to explam 
natural phenomena without the use of mythology His "intercept 
theorem" 1s actually evident m the precedmg activity 

Beware of quick generalizations! 
Mark Twain, one of the most famous early American authors, is quoted 

as having said. "All generalizations are false, including this one." 
Alexander Dumas, a famous French author, added, "All generalizations 
are dangerous, including even this one." What made these two people 

comment on generalizations in this way? What is it about words 
such as "all", "always" or "never" that should make us stop and think, 

particularly when using these words in mathematics? In Chapter 8 on 
justification, you will \earn that in order to use such words, you must 

follow a rigorous process of mathematical proof. 



a) Describe the pattern that is emerging. 

b) Conjecture what 11111 x 11111 will be. Then confirm your conjecture. 

c) Findoutifthepattemcontinues. 

d) Findanylimitationsonthepattern. 

e) Trytomakeageneralizationaboutthispattem. 

You will have already seen that, before making generalizations based on a pattern, you must 

exercise caution. You must make sure that once you have made a conjecture, you test it further 

onotherexamples. 

mill Let'scircleit! 
This diagram shows circles with points on the circumferences. The number under each circle 

tells you how many regions the circle is divided into when the points are connected. 

OQ~® 
Make a conjecture for the number of regions created when there are five points on the circle, then 

checkyourconjecture.Checkyourconjectureforsixpointsonthecircle.Commentonyourresults. 

Proof that 2 = J2 
Considerasquarewithsides 

oflengthofl unit. 

Next,dividetwoadjacent 

sides in half. 

1 

·n 1 

Thesumofthelengthsofeachpartmakingupthel-shape 

togetherwithhalfthesidesoftheoriginalsquareisstill 2;thatis, 

the total length is not changed. 

Now, divide the two sides of length ~ in half again, so that each 

onehasalengthofi. 
2 
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Adding all of the L-shapes together with the shortened sides of the square again gives a 

sum of 2. 

Continuethis process asshowninthe diagram,andthen 

indefinitely. Follow ing the same reasoning, the length of 

the [almost] diagonalisstill 2, just as the sumofthe two 

unchanged sides ofthe squareis 2. 

Whenyou continuethis process indefinitely,you will get 

a straight line, insteadofthel shapes.UsingPythagoras' 

theorem, you know that 11 + 12 = 2, and hence, the diagonal 

should be ./2, but you have shown that the length of the 

diagonalis2 ! 

Can you explain what went wrong in the above generalization? 

"ATL SKILLS 
Thinking 
Practise observing carefully m order to 
recogmze problems 

Mathematics is considered a 
uniwrsal language. It is very 

important, therefore, that you 

take great care to use correct 

mathematical notation and 

terminology in formulating 

solutions or mathematical 

arguments. Use appropriate 
symbols that you have learned 

for the particular topic. Your 
explanations should be clear, 

precise and cohesive, and use 

standard mathematical forms. 

Anyone from any culture 

reading your mathematics 

should be able to understand 

it without necessarily 

understanding the colloquial 

language. 
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Reflecting on diagrams, t erminology and notation 
a) Look again at Activities 3 and 4 and ~~ and list the 

similarities between them Generalize your results and 
state the conditions that are necessary for a simple graph 
to be: i) an Eulerian circuit ii) an Eulerian path. 

b) Look also at Activity s. Comment on the importance of using 
diagrams and common terminology when carrying out 
activities such as 3, 4 and s. 

c) Suggest common everyday examples that use diagrams to 
simplify or clarify a situation. You can select them from any 
branch of mathematics. Based on one of these, create a task that 
you could give one of your peers. 

d) Explain the steps that you should go through when attempting 

to make a generalization from an observed pattern. Include 
examples of where you should exercise caution. Explain 
the process that mathematicians must follow before a 
generalization is allowed in mathematics. 



TOPIC 3 

Transformations and graphs 
In this topic, you will look at different graphs: graphs of functions. 

Functions are relations between two variables-usually x andy-and 

can be represented by sets of points on the Cartesian plane. Most 
functions have a domain that is either an interval or a union of 

intervals of real numbers. Their graphs can be drawn by using 
continuous lines or curves. For example, straight lines represent linear 

functions geometrically; quadratic functions are represented by curves 
called parabolas. Both linear and quadratic functions have the set of 

real numbers as their domain and their graphs are continuous lines or 

The next activity guides you through an exploration of graphs of a 
special family of rational functions with graphs that are represented by 

curves called hyperbolas. You will start with the graph of the function 
y = ~-This is a very special hyperbola-an equilateral one that can be 

drawn easily as its asymptotes are the coordinate axes. Then you will 

be asked to use your calculator to investigate different transformations 

of this function and its graph. For each activity, you need to summarize 

your findings and write down a general statement for your results. 

Vertical stretches 

In this context, the word graph 

no longer refers to discrete sets 

ofpomts. 

a) In the given equation y =::, choose different positive values ofa to determine how it affects the original 

graphy= -:;. X 

b) How do your results change when you choose different values for a? 

cJ UseaGDC tographyour selectedfunctions onthesame setofaxes. 

d) Createatableto summarizethecharacteristicsofeachgraph. 

e) What happens to the graph of y=..!.when the expression ..!. is multiplied by a positive number? Writea 
X X a 

general statement about the effect of changes in the value ofa on the graph y=-; when a> D. 

f} Generalize your results and write down the general statement that summarizes your findings. 

"ATL SKILLS 
Thinking 
Draw reasonable conclus1ons and 
generahzat1ons 
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Reflections 

a) In the given equation y = ~. choose different negative values of a to determine how it affects the 
1 X 

originalgraphy =-;· 

b) Justify your choice of values fora. Do you think your results would be different if you chose different 

values fora? 

c) UseaGDCtographyourselectedfunctionsonthesamesetofaxes. 

d) Createatabletosummarizethecharacteristicsofeachgraph. 

e) What happens to the graph of y = _!_ when the expression _!_ is multiplied by a negative number? Write a 
X X a 

general statement about the effect of changes in the value of a on the graph y =-; when a < 0. 

f) Generalize your results and write down the general statement that summarizes your findings. 

~ ATLSKILLS 
Thinking 
Draw reasonable conclus1ons and 
generahzat1ons 

a) In the given equation y = ..!.+k, choose differentvalues of k to determine how it affects the original 
1 X 

graphy= -;· 

b) Justify your choice of values fork. Do you think your results would be different if you chose different 

values fork? 

c) UseaGDCtographyourselectedfunctionsonthesamesetofaxes. 

d) Createatabletosummarizethecharacteristicsofeachgraph. 

e) What effect does changing the value of k have on the graph y =-;+kif k > O? 

What effect does changing the value of k have on the graph y =..!.+k if k < O? 

. . X k 1 k 
Wnte a general statementabouttheeffectofchanges in the value of on the graph y = -;+ . 

fJ Generalize your results and write down the general statement that summarizes your findings. 

~ ATLSKILLS 
Thinking 
Draw reasonable conclus1ons and 
generahzat1ons 
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a) In the given equation y= ___!._ , choose different values of h to determine how it affects the original 

1 x-h 
graph y=-:;· 

b) Justify your choice ofvalues for h. Do you think your results would be different if you chose different 

valuesforh? 

c) UseaGDCtographyourselectedfunctionsonthesamesetofaxes. 

d) Forthegraphs,createatabletosummarizethecharacteristicsofeachgraph. 

e) Whateffectdoeschangingthevalueofhhaveonthegraphy= x~h ifh>D? 

What effect does changing the value ofh have on the graphy= x~h ifh < O? 

Write a general statement about the effect of changes in the value ofh onthegraphy= x~h. 

fJ Generalize your results and write down the general statement that summarizes your findings. 

~ATLSKILLS 
Thinking 
Draw reasonable conclus1ons and 
generahzat1ons 

Using all of the information you discovered in Activities 7-10, create a summary of all of the different 

typesoftransformation,detailingyourgeneralizationsabouteachtypeandusingsketchestoillustrate 

yourgeneralrules. 

~ATLSKILLS 
Thinking 
Draw reasonable conclus1ons and 
generahzat1ons 
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Createanillustrationofeachoftherationalfunctionsbelow.Usey= ..!.asareferenceoneachillustration. 

4 2 5 y=x- ' - +a 
y=--; y=-;-7 y=- x+3 3(x-6) 

Explaincleartyeachstepthatisrequiredtotransformthefunctiony=~intoeachofthefourseparate 

rational functions. 

Graph Descr1pt1on of transformations 

4 y=-; 

5 
y=-

x +3 

y= - ' - +a 
3(x-6) 

Use the table format below to summarize the characteristics of these graphs. 

4 y=--;-

y=~-7 

5 
y=-

x+3 

y= - ' - +a 
3(x-6) 
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~ATLSKILLS 
Thinking 
Draw reasonable conclus1ons and 
generahzat1ons 

Reflecting on transformations and graphs 
Write the answers to these questions in sentence form. Where it is 
appropriate, use examples to illustrate your point. 

a) How did the use of technology help you during the course of 
this investigation? 

b) How do you know your generalizations about the transformations 

are correct? Justify /validate your general rules. 

c) Can these generalizations be applied to other functions? 
Explain your reasoning, showing examples of other types of 
functions as validation. 

Summary 
In this chapter you have explored a systematic strategy to solve 
problems. You have had the opportunity to apply it to different areas 

of mathematics, ranging from number through to discrete 
mathematics, geometry and algebra. For most tasks you confirmed 
generalization of results by further testing. The activity ~Exercising 
caution" provided you with examples of situations where you had 
to look back over your work and rethink your conclusions. The 
generalization of particular results requires care-never conclude too 
quickly that something is always true! 
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Justification 
Valid reasons or evidence used to support 
a statement 

TOPIC 1 Formal justifications in mathematics 

• W hat is irrefu table p roof? 

TOPIC Z Empirical justifications in mathematics 

• If something is justifiable, does that make it right? 

TOPIC 3 Empirical justifications using algebraic methods 

• W hat justifies t he choices we make? 

ATL 
,I Practise flexible thinking-develop multiple opposing, 

contradictory and complementary arguments. 

,/ Interpret data. 

,I Consider ethical, cultural and environmental implications. 

Algebra 
,I Use basic algebra to conduct direct proofs. 

,I Factorise expressions to make a proof by counter-example. 

,I Use linear functions and convergence of geometric series 
to conduct a visual proof. 

,I Graph a rational function and use it to make an empirical 
justification. 

,,/ Represent a piecewise-defined function both graphically 
and algebraically. 

Geom et ry and trigonom etry 
,,/ Use basic geometry and vertically opposite angles to 

conduct direct proofs. 

,,/ Use the properties of equilateral triangles to conduct a 
visual proof. 

,,/ Use circle and line theorems to conduct a visual proof. 

St a tis tics and probability 

,,/ Use linear regression and a line of best fit to make 
predictions and empirical justifications. 

Pattern Generalization Representation 
Change System 
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Indirect proof also known as 
aproofbycontradiction,this 
is a type of proof in which 
a statement to be proved 
is assumed false and then, 
using logical deduct ion, 
the assumption leads to 
an impossibility, hence the 
statement that was assumed to 
be false is proven to be true. 

~ give valid reasons or 
evidence to support an answer 
or conclusion. 

~ use a sequence of logical 
steps to obtain the required 
resultinaformalway. 

S~ give a specific name, 
value or other brief answer 
without explanation or 
calculation. 

~ apply knowledge or rules 
toputtheoryintopractice. 



Introducing justification 
Throughout this book you are solving mathematics problems, both 
theoretical and in a real-world context. Once you have an answer, you 
ask yourself if it makes sense in the context of the question. How do 

you know it makes sense? This is one of many forms of mathematical 
justification Many teachers would argue that your ability to justify 

your answers is as important as the answer itself! 

TOPIC 1 

Formal justifications 
in mathematics 
What does it actually mean to prove a mathematical statement? 

A proof is a series of true statements that uses both logic and previously 
known facts to arrive at a new truth Mathematical proofs must be 
irrefutable, able to be generalized and convincing to everybody. 

Proofs have been referred to as the heart of mathematics. 

JIL MATHS THROUGH HISTORY 
The Greek mathematician Euclid, often called the father of 
geometry, developed a reasoning process called deduction 
to use for proofs in his book The Elements, written around 
300 BC. Most of the geometry you study comes directly 
from this book. Euclid stated that if you have a conjecture, or 
proposition, that you want to prove is true, you start with self
evident facts called axioms or postulates. You put them together 
with other conjectures that have been proven, called theorems. 
Using these axioms and theorems, you create a sequence of 
logical arguments that prove that your math ematical conjecture 
is correct. This is true for all ares of mathematics, from simple 
algebra or geometry, to complex proofs, using many branches of 
mathematics and running to many pages. 

Proofs are to mathematics 
what spelling is to poetry. 
Mathematical works do 
consistofproofs,Just 
as poems do consist of 
characters. 

Vladimir Arnold 

Rgur118.1 StatueofEuclidintheOxford 

UniversityMuseumofNatural History 
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Direct and Indirect proofs 

Usingthetheoremthatthesumoftheanglesonastraightlineisequal 

to 180', prove that vertically opposite angles are always equal, that is, 

A=BandC=D. 

WhenEuclidfinishedhisproofs,hewouldwriteOEDattheend.This 

stands for the Latin phrase quod erat demonstrandum, which means 

"whichwastobedemonstrated". 

In step 1, you could have drawn and measured any number of sets of 

verticallyoppositeangles,alldifferent,andyouwouldhavefoundthat 

verticallyoppositeanglesarealwaysequal.Youcouldrepeatthis 

experiment in different classrooms all over the world; you would always 

findthattheverticallyoppositeanglesareequal.lsthisenoughfora 

mathematiciantoconcludethatallpairsofverticallyoppositeanglesare 

equal? The answer is "No!" You may arrive at a conjecture through repeated 

experiments,butyoucannotuseexperimentationtojustifyyourconjecture. 

In mathematics, conjectures can only become theorems through the rigorous 

process of deductive reasoning. 
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CD INTERDISCIPLINARY LINKS The type of reasonmg m which theones are based 
on expenmentat1on 1s called mduct1on It 1s used m the natural and social sciences 
Sc1ent1sts use mduct1on to make theones that are well supported by expenmental 
eVJdence, but they can never claim that these theones are absolutely true Indeed, 
theones are often found to be faulty, and are replaced by new theones when there 1s 
new expenmental eVJdence 

A direct proof, using algebra 

a) Add several pairs of odd numbers. What do you notice? 

To formalize a direct proof, the best approach is to follow the steps: 

experiment-* conjecture-* prove. 

A conjecture is a general statement that you believe to be true but have not yet proved. Make a 

conjecture,basedonwhatyouhavenoticed. 

Based on experimentation, you could conjecture that the sum of two odd numbers is always 

an even number. However, as you know, experimentation is not a valid process for justifying 

a conjecture. Therefore, how can you use algebra and deductive reasoning to prove this 

statement? 

"The sum of two odd numbers is an even number." 

Begin by defining an even number algebraically.Any even number can be written in the form 2a 

whereaisapositiveinteger. 

It therefore follows that any odd number can be written in the form 2a - 1. 

Use these definitions to express two odd numbers m and n algebraically, and prove 

the conjecture. 

b) Square any even number and s tate what kind of a number you get. Square any odd 

number, and s tate what kind ofa number you get. Formulate two conjectures and prove 

them algebraically. Use the definitions of odd and even numbers given in a. 

llilJI Indirect proof [proof by contradiction] 

Sometimes it is easier to prove a statement indirectly rather than using the direct method. 

In this method, you assume what you want to prove is nottruethen, using deduction, arrive at 

animpossibleconclusion.Thismeansthatwhatyouassumedisnottrue,sothereforethe 

opposite must be true. 

You have proven in step 2, part b, that if you square an even number, the result is even. ls the 

converse of this statement true? If the square ofa number is even, is the origina l number even? 

a) Experimentwithdifferentexamples,andmakeaconjecture. 

b) Now assume that there exists an odd number a such that its square is even. You are proposing 

that a 2 is even, but a is odd. Using the definition ofan odd number, define a and a 2
• 

c J Determine what kind ofa numbera2 is. Explain where the contradiction lies. 
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B1111 Proof by counter-ex ample, or disproof 
lnordertoprovethatastatementisnottrue,itisonly 

necessarytofindoneexamplethatcontradictsthe 

statement. For example, if you were asked to prove that 

allprimenumbersareodd,youwouldneedonlytostate 

that 2 is a prime number, and it is even. You have thereby 

disprovedthestatementthatallprimenumbersareodd. 

Workwithapartner.UseeitheraGDCorcomputer 

algebra systems (CAS) softwaretomakeatableof 

valuesofn,andthefactorsoftheexpressionxn-1. 

.mi MATH S THROU GH HI STORY 
In the mid-19oos, Russian 
mathematician Nikolai 
Chebotaryov made it his hobby 
to factorise the expression 
:x:' - 1 for ever-increasing 
integer values of n. He spent 
many years factorising this 
expression on paper, s ince there 
were no computers available 
when he was working on this. 

n xn- 1 factors of xn- 1 

x - 1 x - 1 

x2 - 1 [x + I ) [x - 1) 

x' -1 

When you have factorised a considerable number of expressions, make a conjecture regarding 

thecoefficientsofthevariablesinthefactorizedexpressions.Testyourconjecturebyusing 

othervaluesforn. 

Trytofindacounter-exampletoyourconjecture. 

(;iATL SKILLS 
Thinking 
Practise flex1ble thmkmg-develop multiple 
opposmg, contradictory and complementary 
arguments 
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QUICK THINK 
In this activity you proved that if a number is even, its square is even. You also proved the converse of 

this statement, if the square of a number is even, then the number is even. Reflect on other mathematical 

statements that you know. Determine whether or not the converse of a statement is always true. Give 

examples to justify your answer. 

lfaproofisbasedonadiagramandmeetsallthreecriteriaofbeingirrefutable,abletobegeneralized 

and convincing, can it still be a proof even though there are no statements? This is something for you to 

think about at the end of this topic. For now, look at a few examples and decide if you can convert a "visual 

proof" into a formal proof in which you can justify all the steps, using results that you accept or have 

previously proved to be true. 

The island problem 

Mr Robinson visits BZA island, which fascinates him because 

ithastheshapeofanequilateraltriangle.Hedecidesthathe 

wantstobuildahutonthisisland.Hetellshiswife,a 

mathematician,thathewantstopositionthehutsothatthe 

totalofthedistancesfromthehuttothesidesofthetriangle 

is a minimum. His wife immediately tells him that he can then 

buildthehutanywhere! 

Look at Mrs Robinson's drawings showing several regular 

triangles.Thenexplainwhyhecanbuildthehutanywhere. 

Justify yourreasoningindetail. 

~ properties of equilateral 

tnangles to Justify why some 

tnangles and lengths on the 

diagram are equal 
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BDll Adding to infinity 

-

Study the diagram. Then explain how it proves 

the result shown. State any assumptions 

you make. 

6DIJ Circles and lines 

ConsidertwocircleswithdiametersJLand 

KL.Assume this to be true, even if Jland 

Kldonotlooklikediametersofthecircles. 

a) Explain how the diagram shows that H 
andlcannotbedistinctpoints. 

b J Use the diagram and part a to write an 

indirectproofoftheconjecture"lftwo 

circlesintersectatapointlandJL 

andKLarethediametersofthese 

circlesthroughL,thenthelineJK 

meetsthecircleattheirother 

intersection point.' 

C.ATL SKILLS 
Thinking 
Practise flex1ble thmking-develop multiple 
opposmg, contradictory and complementary 
arguments 

Reflection 

'V(," .. ~) 
y =rx+a fu-l 

y =x 

a + ar+ar2+ ... =6· 

After completing these activities, write a report about the validity of 
visual proofs.~ clearly your position and [jiisti~ your statements. 
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TOPIC 2 

Empirical justifications 
in mathematics 
People often use mathematics to draw conclusions and make 
predictions or informed guesses about real-world topics. To prove 

your point of view and convince others of its validity, you must be 
able to justify the mathematics and problem-solving techniques 

that you choose to solve such problems. Mathematics is often a very 
convincing tool because of its apparent criterion that something 

must be either right or wrong. In fact, it has also been used to justify 
statements that were later shown to be untrue. Being able not only to 

use mathematics in decision-making to justify a position, but also to 
analyse critically someone else's use of mathematics is a valuable skill. 

Jn. MATHS THRO UGH HISTO RY 
In 2008, the world experienced a financial crisis, the effects 
of which would be felt for at least a decade. This was mainly 
due to a mathematical formula called the "Gaussian copula 
function", which was formulated by Professor David X. Li, a 
brilliant contemporary mathematician. This formula modelled 
financial risk with such ease and accuracy that financial markets 
worldwide expanded and flourished to record levels. Over 
time, however, financial markets began to behave in ways not 
predicted by the model, revealing huge cracks in the model itself. 
Li himself said, "The most dangerous part is when people believe 
everything coming out of it [the model]". So using mathematics 
to justify real-world solutions requires great caution! 

Predicting occurrences of natural disasters has always been a challenge 
for humankind. The survival and well-being of populations have 
often depended on their ability to identify patterns that allowed the 

prediction of catastrophic events such as hurricanes, tornadoes, forest 
fires, floods, volcanic eruptions, earthquakes or tsunamis. As history 

shows, humans have lost the battle a number of times. Cities have 
been destroyed and many lives have been lost, almost everywhere in 

the world. However, scientists have not given up and, with the help of 
technology, they have made progress in developing models that allow 

the prediction of some natural disasters such as hurricanes. For other 
phenomena the existence of a pattern for their occurrence remains 
undiscovered. 

In the next activity you will analyse data about the eruptions of a 

famous volcano located in the south of Italy. Your goal is to identify 
a pattern for its eruptions and use statistical methods to justify your 
conclusions. 

CDWEBLINKS 
Go to http //www.history 
com/top1cs and search 
for a video chp called 
"Deconstructmg history 
Pompeu~ ltw1llg1veyou 
a sense of the magnitude 
of the eruption of Mount 
Vesuvms and its devastation 
of Pompeu m Italy 
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This table shows the dates of the major eruptions of Mount Vesuvius since the one that destroyed the city 

of Pompeii in AD 79. Draw a graph to represent the data. Do not use a computer program. Then use your 

graphtoanswerthequestions. 

Erupt ion Year Eruption Year 

1 79 15 1737 

2 472 16 1760 

3 512 17 1767 

4 685 18 1779 

5 "' 19 1794 

6 968 20 1822 

7 1037 21 1834 

8 1139 22 1850 

9 1500 23 1855 

10 1631 24 1861 

11 1660 25 1868 

12 1694 26 1872 

13 1698 27 1906 

14 1707 28 1929 

a) Determine the equation[s] of best fit. What model or models best describe(s] the pattern of 

the eruptions? If necessary, draw the curve in several parts. This is called a piecewise-defined 

function.Youwillneedtofindanequationforeachpart. 

b) Use a GDC to check your result. Justify any choices you make. Explain any statistical and.I 

or algebraic reasoning that helps to justify how the data defines the domain of the piecewise function. 

c) Use your equation to estimate the year of the fifth eruption. Justify your answer. 

d) Use your equation to estimate the date of the next eruption after 1929. Justify your answer. 

e) Researchwhenthenexteruptionactuallyhappened.Commentontheaccuracyofyourpredictionin 

part d. 

f) Based on your model, how many more eruptions should have occurred before today? Research the 

actualanswertothisquestionanddiscussanydiscrepancies. 

g) Based on your model and research, is Vesuvius likely to erupt in your lifetime? Explain. 

h) Does the fact that you can mathematically justify a model to fit a data set make ita valid choice? 

Explain. 

@GLOBALCONTEXTS 
Sc1ent1ficandtechmcalinnovat1on 
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~ATL SKILLS 
Thinking 
Interpret data 



IF.f.lMP.M,iiif!,m\S:Silii 
Apart from frequency of eruptions, research what other factors 
are important when analysmg volcanic behaviour The video 
chp you watched stated, "Experts believe another devastatmg 
Vesuvius eruption 1s 1mmment" Would you agree with this 

statement or 1s 1t dramatized for the video? 1 Ju~ your answer 

TOPIC 3 

Empirical justifications using 
algebraic methods 
Throughout this chapter, you have justified your use of mathematics 
and your mathematical conclusions. However, mathematics is also 

used to justify all kinds of other decis ions; sometimes it is just one part 
of the decision-making process. In this next task you will analyse the 

effect of an increased budget on the safety of a mission into space. 

Shuttlemissionsintoouter spaceareplannedcarefully soas tominimizetherisktoboththecraftand 

its occupants. Despite this, the Space Shuttle Challenger and the Space Shuttle Columbia missions both 

failed with many lives lost. Though the process is expensive, engineers do their best to foresee issues and 

add safetycomponents tothe shuttles toensurea safemission. 
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Supposeashuttle's percentagechanceof success[P)dependsontheamountofmoneyspent 

[d, inmillions ofdollars]onadditional safetyfeatures.SupposealsothatthefunctionrelatingP 

and d is given by: 

P(d)= 3~0~~0 

lnthis scenario,ifP[d] = O,thenthemissionhas anochanceofsucceeding. 

If P[cl] = 80 then the mission has an 80% chance of succeeding and a 20% chance of failing. 

a) Begin to sketch a graph of P(cl) by drawing the asymptotes first. Mark these clearly on your graph 

and include their equations. 

bJ Fill inthis table.Make surethatthesepoints areonyourgraph. 

ilftiidlidiJrMMl Pe rcentage chance of success (P) 

100 

200 

c) Whatdoes thehorizontalasymptotemeaninreallife? 

d) Suppose you have been hired to determine how much money to spend on safety improvements 

fora shuttle mission. Make a recommendation showing how much you would spend on safety 

features. Explaintheimpactonthe success rate. Useappropriatemathematics tojustifyyour 

choice.lnyourdecision-makingprocess, you shouldalso use thefactthatthe shuttlecost 

approximately $1.7 billion [without the improvements] to build. Write a short paragraph explaining 

yourthinkingandyourmathematicaljustification. 

@GLOBALCONTEXTS 
ldent1t1esandrelat1onsh1ps 
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Reflection 

(ij A:e\1!~~~0L; 
Consider ethical, cultural and environmental 
unphcat1ons 

What are the strengths and limitations of using algebraic and 
statistical methods to make predictions and empirical justifications in 
real-life situations? 



Summary 
In this chapter you looked at justifications by conducting formal and 
informal proofs and using visual models to conduct visual proofs. 
Through these examples you can see how important these proofs 

are in helping you develop your ability to communicate a logical line 
of reasoning and how these skills can be transferred to many other 

branches of mathematics. You also looked at empirical justifications, 
using algebraic and statistical methods. By working through 
examples you saw how using mathematics to make generalizations 

and predictions within a particular context can help in decision
making. This problem-solving process, along with your ability to use 

mathematics to justify your conclusions, are valuable lifelong skills. 
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Measurement 
A method of determining quantity, capacity or 
dimension, using a defined unit 

TOPIC 1 Making measurements 

• How can you measure something? 

TOPIC 2 Related measurements 

• How can you prove what you discover throu gh 
measurem ent ? 

TOPIC 3 Using measurements to determine inaccessible 

• Is anything t ruly immeasurable? 

ATL 
,I Apply existing knowledge to generate new ideas, 

products or processes. 

,/ Consider multiple alternatives, including those that might 
be unlikely or impossible. 

./ Test generalizations and conclusions. 

./ Apply skills and knowledge in unfamiliar situations. 

,I Organize and depict information logically. 

Numbe r 

./ Solve problems in context, using ratios and proportions. 

Algebra 
,I Solve rational equations. 

Geomet ry a nd t rigonom et ry 
,/ Explore the properties of similar triangles. 

,/ Determine lengths and heights of objects, using similar 
triangles and trigonometric ratios. 

,/ Solve problems in context, using sine rule and cosine rule. 

,/ Conduct geometric proofs. 

,/ Discover the relationship between the lengths of tangents 
to a circle. 

,/ Discover the relationships between segments in a circle . 

./ Explore the properties of cyclic quadrilaterals. 

,/ Solve problems in context, us ing formulas for volumes 
of 3D geometric shapes. 

Generalization Representation Justificatio n 
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in many fields. 

Stadium the measure of a track 
where foot races were held. 
Because different places had 
differentsize tracks, a stadium 
measured different lengths to 
different people! 

~~ give a detailed account 
including reasons or causes. 

~ give valid reasons or 
evidence to support an answer 
or conclusion. 

~ choose from a list or 
group . 

@!!) apply knowledge or rules 
to put theory into practice. 



Introducing measurement 
With agriculture and coopEration came a need for ancient people to 

be able to measure things such as grain, plots of land and even time. 
However, the first tools of measurement relied on body parts, such as 

the thumb, forearm and foot or on natural events such as the periods 

of the Sun and Moon. This led to communities measuring similar 

items with different units and even different devices. Regardless of 

this variation, there has always been a need and a desire to measure, 

including objects that are inaccessible. Some tribes of Native 

Americans who needed trees of a certain height in order to build 

long houses or canoes would measure them in the following way. 

They would walk to a position where they could bend over and see the 

top of the tree through their legs, which happens to give an angle (of 

elevation) of about 45°. What would they need to measure in order to 

determine the height of the tree? 

However, even with modem technology, there are still measurements 

that are difficult to determine. In this chapter you will look at how 

to construct measuring devices, how measurements within shapes 

relate to one another and also how some measurements can be used 

to determine others that cannot be measured directly. Galileo would 

be proud! 

Measurewhatcanbe 
measured, and make 
measurable what cannot 
be measured. 

GalileoGalile1 
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TOPIC 1 

Making measurements 
To measure how long things are, how tall they are or how far apart they 

are, you use units of length. You compare the quantity you want to 

measure with a chosen unit. The most common units of length are the 

metre-the SI standard unit for length-and its submultiples, including the 

millimetre, centimetre or decimetre, and multiples such as the kilometre. 

After you have chosen an appropriate unit, what do you do if you 

cannot measure an object directly? What measurements can you use to 

approximate its length, area or volume? 

Investigating rulers 

In ancient times people did not have the sort of rulers that you use. The idea was developed fairly recently 

about a couple of thousand years ago. You are going to design your own ruler from first principles. 

Suppose that you want to design a ruler for measuring various lengths, but with as few marks as possible. 

lnvestigatethis problemforrulers ofdifferentlengths. 

By marking off six unit lengths on a piece of wood, you can make a ruler to measure all the lengths from 

1to6units directly. 

It is possible to achieve the same result with just two marks. 

a) What is the minimum number of marks necessary to measure all the lengths from 1 to 12 units 

[whole numbers only] ? 

b} How manydifferent solutions arethereforalength 12ruler? 

c) What is the shortest ruler that requires three marks? Investigate rulers of different lengths. 
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d) Whatistheshortestrulerthatrequiresfourmarks?lnvestigaterulersofdifferentlengths. 

e) Write down your conclusions. State, with reasons, whether a ruler with a minimal number of marks 

isasensiblechoiceforeverydayuse. 

m:m:mm 

C£)WEBL1N KS 
V1s1t wwwnpl co uk, and go to "Educate+ Explore>Factsheets> 
History of Length Measurement' 

C£) INTERDI SC-IPLINARY LINKS 

f !ndividu~lsa~dsocietiesJ_ " .• 
The Ancient Greeks had no marks at all on their ruler! They 
called it a "straight edge" and the function of the ruler was 
simply to allow them to draw straight-line segments. To .. 
measure or compare lengths, the Greeks used another tool: a 
pair of compasses. With this tool they could easily construct 
a copy of a segment with a given length; they could add two 
lengths together and subtract a length from another one. The 
Greek ingenuity in operating with lengths, using just a straight 
edge and a pair of compasses, did not stop here. In fact, they 
discovered how to do all the arithmetic operations geometrically. 

Would it be possible to create rulers with minimum markings that could also measure half-units [such as 

0.5, 1.5, 2.5,etc.)? Explain yourreasoning. 

JIil MATHS THROUGH HI STO RY 
Many different units have been used, historically, to measure 
distances. The simplest were based on parts of the human body, 
but that brought obvious problems. The metric system came 
into use in the late 18th century and is now used in almost every 
country in the world. 

Rulers, similar in form to those available today, have been 
discovered at various archaeological sites. Excavations at Lethal, 
in the Indus valley, revealed a ruler dating from 2400 BC. It is 
calibrated to about _:_ inch or 1.6 millimetres. 

0GLOBALCONTEXTS 
Sc1ent1ficandtechnicalinnovat1on 

,. 
~ATL SKILLS 

Transfer 
Apply skills and knowledge m unfam1har 
s1tuat1ons 
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You have seen that you can create all kinds of rulers to measure 
lengths. But how would you approximate the volume of an object when 

you have no suitable instrument to measure it? How were objects 
measured before rulers were designed? In the next activity you will 

attempt to find the volume of a hot air bal loon by first choosing a 
suitable ''ruler". 

Every winter, balloon enthusiasts gather for a week of flying high overtheAustrianAlps. They meet for 

take-offatlandhaus Kol lerinGosau,UpperAustria. 

LandhausKollerinGosau,Austria 
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e FarnilyKollw 

How could you approximate the volume of air in the balloons above? 

Select oneoftheballoons.Findanappropriateobjectinthepicturetouseasayardstick, 

or measuring tool. Then make a scale drawing of the balloon you have chosen. 

You may use any models to find the volume, including geometric models: for example, spheres, cones, 

and so on. You may divide the shape into different geometric forms. 

Justi fy yourtechniquesandchoiceofmodel(s],andcommentontheaccuracyofyourresults. 

Conduct research to determine how close your answer is to the actual volume. 

a) How would your choice ofyardstickaffectthevolume you calculated for the hot-air balloon? 

Giveatleasttwospecificexamples. 

b) Describe at least two other ways to improve the accuracy ofyourresult. Be specific. 

c) How significant is the effect of a small error [such as 10 cm] in the height of your yardstick on the 

overallestimateofthevolumeoftheballoon? 

0GLOBALCONTEXTS 
Sc1ent1ficandtechmca l mnovat1on 

~ATL SKILLS 
Thinking 
Consider multiple alternatives, mcludmg 
those that might be unlikely or 1mposs1ble 
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TOPIC 2 

Related measurements 
A total solar eclipse occurs when the Moon completely blocks the Sun's 

rays, as shown in the figure below. 

Figureg.1Jotal solareclipse 

~ 
then ,bt 

Only a small portion of Earth's population will see a total solar eclipse 
at anyone time. They would all have to travel to the area indicated by the 

point of the triangle touching the Earth's surface. The geometry behind 
such an event demonstrates interesting properties of circles that you 

will investigate in the next activity. Is it possible to make a conjecture 
about relationships, based on measurements? Can you then justify or 
prove mathematically what you have found? 

given point. 

a} How are the lengths of the tangents related in each circle? Write the relationship in words. 

b) Use geometry to prove that your conjecture is true. Hint: You know that a tangent and a 

radius areperpendiculartoeachotheratthepointofcontact. 

c) Now look again at the figure of the eclipse at the beginning of this topic. Determine which 

distances areequivalentandjustifyyouranswers. 
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On average, a total eclipse occurs somewhere on Earth approximately every 18 months, but 

only at the same location on the Earth once every 375 years. Using the relationships between 

measures,determinewhyatotalsolareclipseissorare. 

a) Sketch a diagram to model this and show, by drawing tangent lines, how this occurs [it does 

not havetobetoscale]. 

b) Using your knowledge of congruency and simi lartriangles, determine the relationships 

between the distances between the Earth, the Moon and the Sun. Formulate an equation to 

represent these relationships. 

cJ Given that the Sun is approximately 149 600 OOO km from the Earth, the radius of the Moon 

is approximately 1740 km and the radius of the Sun is approximately 695 500 km, determine 

thefurthesttheMooncanbefromtheEarthforatotalsolareclipsetooccur. 

d) Basedonyourresults,explainwhyseeingatotaleclipseoftheSunfromyourlocationisso 

rare. Give several reasons. 

@~ GLOBAL CONTEXTS 
Sc1ent1ficandtechmcalinnovat1on 

(;iATL SKILLS 
Thinking 
Test generahzat1ons and conclus1ons 

You already know that there is a relationship between the radius of a 
circle and its diameter. Did you know that there are also interesting 
relationships between the lengths of segments of chords of circles? 

Lengths of segments of chords 

Lookcarefullyatthesediagrams.lneachone, 

OisthecentreofthecircleandAB,CDare 

chordsthatintersectatM.Thediagramsarenot 

drawn to scale. Find the relationship between 

segments MA, MB, MC and MD in these two 

circles.Makeaconjectureandtestit.Thendraw 

your own circle with two intersecting chords in it. 

Measurethesegmentsandtestyourconjecture. 

lsittrueforthese lengthsaswell? 

0
B 

C 030 
A 

C 

A 

D 

a) How are the lengths of the segments of chords in a circle related to each other?Write the 

relationshipinwords. 

b) Use geometry to prove that your conjecture is true. 

~ATL SKILLS 
Thinking 
Test generahzat1ons and conclus1ons 
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You have found a relationship between the lengths of segments of 

chords that intersect inside a circle. What happens if they intersect 

outside the circle? 

Points external to the circle 

Lookcarefullyatthesediagrams. lneachone,thechords areextendedtointersectoutsidethecircle. 

The diagrams are not drawn to scale. Find a relationship between the lengths of the segments in the first 

two circles. Then draw your own circle with two chords that intersect outside ofit. Measure the segments 

andtestyour conjecture.ls ittruefortheselengths aswell? 

~ , A 
F~ w 

' 
a) Find a relationship between the lengths of the line segments. Write the relationship in words. 

b) Use geometrytoprovethatyourconjectureis true. 

Whathappens ifoneofthe chords rotatessothatthereis aonechordandatangent?ls there still 

a relationship between the lengths of the segments?Try to find a relationship for the lengths of the 

segments in these two circles. Then draw your own circle with a tangent line and a chord as in the 

diagrams bel ow. Measure the segments and test your conjecture. Is it true for these lengths as well ? 

0 
p 4 C 

c) Find a relationship between the lengths of the line segments. Write the relationship in words. 

d) Use geometry to prove that your conjecture is true. 

~ATL SKILLS 
Thinking 
Test generahzat1ons and conclusions 
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You have investigated relationships among tangents, segments and 
chords in circles. In the next activity, you will investigate relationships 

among other measures involving circles and quadrilaterals. 

A cyclic quadrilateral is a four-sided polygon with vertices that all lie on the same circle.As with 

any quadrilateral, you know that the sum of the interior angles is 360 degrees. But is there another 

relationship between the interior angles? 

Useaprotractortomeasuretheinteriorangles ofeachofthesecyclicquadrilaterals.Seeifyou can 

establisharelationshipbetweenthem. 

a) Find a relationship between the interior angles of a cyclic quadrilateral. Write the relationship in words. 

b) Use geometry to prove that your conjecture is true. 

a) How are the rules you discovered in Activ ities 4 and 5 similar? 

b) Do you think the rules you discovered were first found by measurement or by geometric 

proof?Why ? 

<;j,ATL SKILLS 
Thinking 
Test generalizations and conclusions 
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TOPIC 3 

Using measurements to 
determine inaccessible 
measures 
In this topic, you will explore an experiment conducted over 2200 years 
ago by a man named Eratosthenes. 

fili. MATHS THROUGH HISTORY 
Eratosthenes was a mathemat1c1an, astronomer, geographer and 
poet who hved from 276 BC to 194 BC He was the third hbranan 
of the Great Library at Alexandna, which was widely considered 
the centre of science and learnmg m the ancient world He 1s 

often credited with havmg comed the term "geography", usmg a 
system of latitude and long1tude, and calculatmg the distance to 
the Sun as well as possibly even mventmg the' leap year" 

The circumference of the Earth 

Eratosthenes used a device called a gnomon, which was basically a stick in the ground. At noon on the 

day of the summer solstice, he measured the shadow of the stick and used trigonometry to calculate the 

angle of the Sun. If he were alive today, he might have made these measurements. 

gnomoo, H 

length,L 

a) Find the angle of elevation of the Sun that Eratsotheneswould have calculated. 

b) Basedonyourresultin a,determinethe sizeofthethirdangle ofthetriangle. 
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Eratosthenes knew that the Sun was directly overhead at noon in Syene on that same day, since it shone 

down to the bottom ofa deep well in that city. Therefore, Earth couldn't be flat: otherwise the Sun would 

have been directly overhead in Alexandria, too.Assuming that the rays of the Sun shine in a parallel 

fashiononEarthleadstothediagrambelow. 

Equator 

a) Eratosthenes'method 

(i) JustifywhytheangleatthecentreofEarthisalsoequaltoA. 

(ii) Determinethefractionofacirclethatthisanglerepresents. 

North pole 

Someone had measured the distance between Syene and Alexandria to be 5040 stadia [plural of stadium]. 

(iii)UsethesefactstofindthecircumferenceofEarthmeasuredinstadia. 

(iv) There is great debate over the length of a stadium. An Attic stadium measures 185 metres, while an 

Egyptian stadium measures 157.5 metres. Use both of these to determine the circumference of 

Earth measured in kilometres. 

How do your results compare to the actual circumference of the Earth, which is 40 075 km? 

Towhatwouldyouattributeanydifference? 

b) Biruni'smethod 

Before looking at how Birunicalculatedthecircumference 

ofEarth,doalittleresearch. 

(i)WhowasBiruni? 

(ii) Whenandwheredidhelive? 

(iii) What measuringtool[s] did he use? 
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Fromthetopofamountain,Biruni 

measuredtheangleofdepressionordip 

angle[aindicatedinthediagram)tobe 

0.6degrees. 

DeterminetheradiusofEarth,giventhat 

hewasstandingonamountainwitha 

height of347.64 metres. 

(i) lndicatetheheightofthe 

mountain in the diagram.Write 

anexpressionforthelength 

ofOA. 

(ii) FindthesizeofanglerAO. 

(iii) Use trigonometrytowritean 

equationrelatingsideOA,sideOC, 

angleCAOandangleACO.Then 

solve your equation for r. The variable rmay appear several times in your equation. 

{iv) Calculate the circumference of Earth based on Biruni's measurement. How much closer to the 

actualfigurewashethanEratosthenes?Whydoyouthinkthisisthecase? 

The one question that remains is how Biruni measured the height of the mountain he was on. You will 

explore different methods for doing this in the summative task at the end of the chapter. 

mmI!m ls the Earth round? 

a} Aside from Eratosthenes' use of shadows, what evidence did people use to justify their belief that 

theEarthisround?Whatproofdidtheyhaveorsee? 

b) lstheEarthactuallyround?lfnot,whatshapeisit?Whydowesaythatitscircumference 

is40075km? 

~~ GLOBAL CONTEXTS 
Or1entat1oninspaceandt1me 
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Transfer 
Apply skills and knowledge m unfam1har 
s1tuat1ons 

.wi. MATHS THROUGH HI STORY 
When Columbus sailed from Spam to find Asia, he used a 
cucumference for the Earth that had been recently calculated 
by Arab astronomers Unfortunately, they were wrong by about 
30 per centl Had he used Eratosthenes' value, calculated about 
1600 years earlier, he would have known he had reached a 
New World, not his ongmal destmat1on, when he landed at 
H1spamola m 1492 



In the previous activity, you followed someone else's method for 
determining the measure of an inaccessible distance, the radius of the 
Earth. In the next activity, you will find the height of an object that is 
difficult to measure directly. You will use a variety of methods, one of 
which you will find for yourself. 

In this activity, you will use a clinometer and trigonometry to calculate a height that can't be measured 

easily. You will use three different methods to calculate the height of an object and then reflect on how 

accurateyouthinkyouranswersareandtheusefulness ofthemethods. 

The object 

Find an interesting object with a height that would be difficult to measure directly. It is important that 

the object has some flat, level ground around it and that you can find a point directly under its maximum 

height. For example, choose a tree, a building ora flagpole. A mountain would not be a good choice since 

youcan't standdirectlyunderits highestpoint.ltis veryimportantthattheobjectis notona sloping 

surface. The points from which you take measurements must be on the same level as the base of 

the object. 

Method 1 

a) Standing away from the object, use a clinometer to measure the angle of elevation to the top 

oftheobject.Thenmeasuretheangleofdepressiontothebaseoftheobject.Finally,measure 

how far you are away from a point directly under the point where the object's height is a maximum 

[notnecessarilytheedgeoftheobject]. 

b) Draw a diagram to represent the object. Show the place where you took the measurements and 

indicate the measurements on the diagram. 

c) Use trigonometrytocalculatetheheightoftheobject. 
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Method2 

a) Use the clinometer to measure the angle of el evati on to the top of the object from a point away 

from its base. 

b) Move a short distance towards the object and measure the new angle of elevation. Measure the 

distance between the two places where you took your measurements. 

c) Draw a diagram to represent the object, the places where you took the measurements and the 

measurements themselves. Use trigonometry to calculate the height of the object. Remember to 

addtheheightat whichyouheldtheclinometertoyourresult. 

Method3 

a) Use anyothermethodofyourchoicetocalculatetheheightoftheobject.Youmayresearchother 

methods but the one you select must require you to make measurements and use mathematics 

tofindtheheight.Youmustnotmeasuretheheightoftheobjectdirectly. 

b) Draw a diagram to represent the object, the places where you took the measurements and the 

measurements themselves. Use appropriate mathematics to calculate the height of the object. 

mmnmm 
a) Do your answers make sense? Explain. 

bJ Discuss the accuracy of your results. Did all methods give similar answers? How close do you 

thinkyouaretotheactualheightoftheobject? Compareyourresults totherealanswerifyou 

haveaccess tothatinformation. 

c) Which method would be the most appropriate to measure the height of the mountain Biruni was 

on, or even of Mount Everest? Explain. 

d) Research the GreatTrigonometrical Survey of India to see which method was used and why it 

was necessary. 

@GLOBAL CONTEXTS 
Sc1ent1ficandtechnicalinnovat1on 
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Orgamze and depict mformat1on log1cally 

Summary 
In this chapter, you started by looking at how you make measurements 
and how different types of rulers can be designed. Based on a few 
simple measurements, you found out that it is possible to approximate 
other measurements, such as volume or height. Being able to measure 
was also the beginning of being able to state conjectures related to 
measurements in a circle. Your conjectures could then be proved, using 
theorems in geometry that you either knew or developed. In the end, 
being able to measure and work with measurements is one of the first 
steps in discovering even more mathematics. 



Model 
A depiction of a real-life event using expressions, equations or graphs 

• How reliable are mathematical models? 

./ Apply existing knowledge to generate new ideas, 
products or processes. 

,/ Listen actively to other perspectives and ideas. 

,/ Identify trends and forecast possibilities. 

,/ Make unexpected or unusual connections between 
objects and/or ideas. 

./ Collect and analyse data to identify solutions and make 
informed decisions. 

./ Use models and simulations to explore complex systems 
and issues. 

,/ Structure information in summaries, essays and reports. 

,,/ Find the equation of a line, given two points on the line. 

./ Find the equations of linear and quadratic functions, 
given the graph. 

./ Define a quadratic function in standard and vertex forms . 

./ Define an absolute value function in vertex form. 

./ Describe a piecewise-defined function . 

Ge ometry and trigonometry 

./ Find the distance between two points, the shortest 
distance from a point to a line and the areas of triangles, 
circles and sectors. 

,,/ Select the most appropriate triangle centre and justify 
why it is the best choice in a given context. 

Statis tics and probability 
,,/ Find a line of best fit by sight, and using technology . 

./ Use quadratic and exponential regression to determine an 
equation to model a real-life situation. 

Space Representation Simplification Justification 

Llneofregresslon,llneofbestflt 
~ ine that represents plotted 
points of observable data; the 
equation of the line models the 
relationship between the two 
variables. 

~ give an account of 
the similarities between two 
(or more} items or situations, 
referring to both (all} of them 
throughout. 

I Describe j give a detailed account 
or picture of a situation, event, 
pattern or process. 

Ex lain give a detailed account 
including reasons or causes. 

~ give valid reasons or 
evidence to support an answer 
or conclusion. 

Select choose from a list 
or group. 

~ give a specific name, 
value or other brief answer 
without explanation or 
calculation. 
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What distinguishes a 
mathematical model from, 
say, a poem, a song, a portrait 
or any other kind of"model': 
is that the mathematical 
model is an image or picture 
of reality painted with 
logical symbols instead 
of with words, sounds or 
watercolours. 

JohnCasti 

Rgur1110.1 Mathematicalmodelling 

Introducing model 
You have already solved many mathematics problems in real-world 
contexts. There are mathematicians who are paid to find mathematical 
solutions to important real-life problems, such as global warming, 

population density, the spread of disease, and the causes and effects 
of an economic crisis. The process these mathematicians use is called 
mathematical modelling. In mathematical modelling, mathematics is 
used to: 

• describe real-life situations 

• explain real-life phenomena 

• test possible solutions to real-life problems 

• make predictions about real-life situations. 

Just as an architect might make a model of a building to help 
understand the real building better without actually constructing it, 
mathematicians use mathematical models to help them understand a 
real situation without it actually happening. In a mathematical model 
you will use mathematical terms to simplify or simulate a real situation 
so you can explore its properties. 

For any real-life problem, there may be several possible models that 
would fit the situation. The mathematician must investigate the merits 
of each model and choose the one that fits best. 

Figure 10.1 explains the process of mathematical modelling. 

First, you must clearly understand the real-life problem. Then, you must 
identify the variables, parameters and constraints or limitations of the 
problem. 

Next, you can use different branches of mathematics {for example, 
algebra, geometry or trigonometry) to translate the problem into a 

model that could represent it. Finally, you can 
use appropriate technology to analyse your 

I Re;il-~fe problem I TramJation I M;ithematia,I model I 
model and reach model solutions. When you 
have found a model solution, you will need to 
interpret it, in light of the problem, to decide 
whether the solution makes sense in the 
real-life context. Finally, you can modify your 
model to find solutions to other similar real-life Appli@<oo r . l aa~s 

I Real-lifesolution I lnterpretatKlfl I Modelsolution I 
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problems. 

The activities in this chapter will introduce 
different kinds of problems in mathematical 
modelling. 



TOPIC 1 

Linear and quadratic functions 
Linear and quadratic functions are probably the most common 
mathematical models you have worked with so far. Despite being 

fairly simple models. they can describe not only relations such as the 
posit ion and speed of a projectile but also more complex situations 
such as those mentioned below, where you have to combine both types 

of function and consider domain restrictions (the specific values of 
the independent variable in the function you need to consider when 

graphing it) . 

lntheproductionofanimationfilms,an 

entireteamofmathematiciansworks 

togethertodesignthemathematical 
models thatdefinetheobjects you see 

on the screen. 

Howdotheycreatethefunctions that 

definetheobjects intheanimations? 

Lookatthe staticimages below andthink 

aboutthefunctions thatdefinethem. 

the process is about creating this large human-dnven 
system, which 1s essentially a progrnm that is capable of 
generating the nght1mages m the right sequence H there's 
data and mathematics that's bemg processed ata massive 
scale across thousands of mdiv1dual computers. The ability 
to harness algonthms, fluid dynanucs, and mathematics, 
and put that capability m the hands of someone who can 
express him or herself is the challenge 

a]Theghost b)Snowy 

Ill& 
Ill 

llill Write down the functions that you think define the shapes in the images above. Make sure 

you writedownthedomainofeachfunction.Trytouseas few functions as possibletodefine 

the image. Use the drawing feature of your GDC or software to draw the circle on top ofSnowy's hat. 

Use graphing software ora GDC to graph your functions and confirm that you obtain the images. 
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immmill 
You have studied transformations offunctions,suchashorizontal and 

verticalshifts,reflectionsanddilations.Lookatyourlistoffunctions 

anddecideifyoucanmodifyanyofthembyusinganappropriate 

transformation. Describe the transformation[s] necessary to obtain one 

function from the other. 

0GLOBALCONTEXTS 
Personalandculturalexpress1on 

~ATL SKILLS 
Thinking 
Apply ex1stmg knowledge to generate new 
ideas, products or processes 

Technological progress has made tunnel construction more efficient and easier than it has ever been 

before. Despite some controversy about positive and negative impacts on the environment, tunnels are 

increasingly being built to shorten travelling distances between locations and increase the speed of 

transportingpeopleandgoods,bothbyroadandtrain. 

Tunnels do not all look the same. In this activity, you will start by investigating tunnels that have parabolic 

cross-sections.Thenyouwillresearchandlearnmoreaboutdifferenttypesoftunnels,andwhythey 

have particular shapes. 

The diagram shows the entrance to a parabolic tunnel. The maximum height of this tunnel is 4 metres and 

the maximum width is 6 metres. 

a) Byconsideringanappropriatesetofaxes, determine anequationofthecurvethat 

representstheparabolictunnel.Givereasonsforyourchoiceofaxes. 

b) Use graphing software or the GDC to draw the graph of your model accurately. 
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a) Let P be any point on the curve. Draw a rectangle, R, as shown in the diagram, with one side on 

thehorizontalx-axis,andletPbeoneoftheverticesoftherectangle. 

b J Now let a be the x-coordinate of P. Label they-coordinate in terms of a, then find the area of 

Rintermsofa. 

cJ Find the value of the maximum area ofR. Explain how you have found this maximum area. 

d) Explain why the area of this rectangle alone is not sufficient to set size limitations forvehicles 

going through the tunnel. Describe thefactorsthatyouneedtoconsiderinordertosetsuch 

size limitations. Work out some possible sizes of trucks that can go through the tunnel. Make 

surethatyouconsiderotheraspects,suchassafety. 

a) Considerthecross-sectionofthistunnel.Estimateitsarea. Explain yourmethodindetail. 

b) Now write down the ratio between the area of the rectangle and the area of the cross-section 

ofthetunnel. 

Explain how you can use the ratio you calculated in step 3 as an indicator of the size limitations 

on vehic les that can enter the tunnel. Explain also how this ratio relates to other factors you 

discussed in step 2. 

mmmm 
a) Describe how your model may differ from real life. 

b) Describe what other models you could have used in Step 3a. Explain how you decide which model 

is the best one. 

c) Researchanddiscussadvantagesanddisadvantagesoftunnelswithdifferentshapes.Consider 

differentfactorssuchascost,safetyandenvironment. 

dJ Explain why modelling the shape ofa tunnel is important for architects and planners. 

0GLOBALCONTEXTS 
Sc1ent1ficandtechnicalinnovat1on ~ A;o~1!:~;;!on 

Listen actively to other perspectives 
and ideas 
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TOPIC 2 

Regression models 

In this topic you will use the correlation coefficient r, from your GDC, 

for linear models. The correlation coefficient r measures both the 

strength and direction of a linear relationship between two random 
variables. Its absolute value varies between o and 1, ]r! '.':, l , with values 

closer to 1 indicating a stronger relationship and values closer too 
indicating a weaker relationship. The s ign of r indicates the direction 

of the relationship, or the gradient of the linear model. A positive value 
indicates that as the values of one variable increase so do the values of 

the other variable, whereas a negative value indicates that as the values 
of one variable increase the values of the other variable decrease. 

Going for gold 

Linear regression is a modelling technique that allows you to make predictions about the value of one 

variable: 

whenyouknow thevalueofanother variable 

w hen the value is within the given interval; for example, if a variable is defined for values between 

2 and 10, you can make a valid prediction for any value within the interval [an interpolation] but 

notforany valueoutsidethisrange [an extrapolation] 

w hen the relationship between the variables can be modelled by a linear function. Drawing a 

graph is a good first step in deciding whether or not a pattern could be linear. 

The data table shows the times for the Olympic gold medallists in the men's and women's 100 m race. Use 

the data to draw a graph and answer the questions that foll ow. 
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1928 

1932 

1936 

1948 

1952 

1956 

1960 

1964 

1968 

1972 

Winning times of t he women's and men's 100 m race at the Olympics 

12.2 10.8 1976 11.08 10.06 

11.9 10.3 1980 11.06 10.25 

11.5 10.3 1984 10.97 9.99 

11.9 10.3 1988 10.54 9.92 

11.5 10.4 1992 10.82 9.96 

11.5 10.5 1996 10.94 9.84 

11.0 10.2 2000 11.12 9.87 

11.4 10.0 2004 10.93 9.85 

11.0 9.95 2008 10.78 9.69 

11.0i' 10.14 20 12 10.75 9.63 

Draw up two coordinate grids. Plot the women's winning time against the year on one grid and 

the men's winning time against the year on the other. 

Draw the line of best fit for each graph and explain 

whatthegradientmeansinthiscontext.Thelineof 

bestfitisalsoknownasthe lineofregression. 

Findtheequationofthelineofbestfitforeachgraph. -· In certam parts of the world you 
might use the word slope mstead 
of grad ient 

Some years have no data. Use your model to predict what the winning times would have been. 

lsitappropriatetoassumethatyourmodelappliesfortheseyears? Explain. 

Based on your model, what times would you predict for the winners of the women's and men's 

100 m races at the Rio de Janeiro Olympics in 2016? Justify your answer by showing yourwork. 

According to your models, will women ever run the 100 mas fast as men? How do you know? 

lfso, find the year when this will happen and the winning time of the race. 

mmm:m 
a) Conductresearchtofindoutwhythereisnodataforsomeoftheyears. 

b) How do you think that the graphs for future years will change? Is it appropriate to assume that 

your models will accurately represent the winning race times forever? Explain . If not, what 

model(s] would be most appropriate to describe any new patterns? 
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c) If you used your regression equation to predict a value in the table, will your answer necessarily 

be the one in the table? Explain your reasoning. 

(I) GLOBAL CONTEXTS 

Or1entat1onint1meandspace 

QUICK THINK 

~ATLSKI LLS 
Thinking 

Identify trends and forecast poss1biht1es 

Does the scale really matter? The choice of scale for graphing data is very important, as it influences the 
conclusions that are made about the information being displayed. Consider these two graphs, both of 

which show the increase in price of a particular item over a three-year period. ]:L ia 
i 2 

1 

0 

12 ~ 

;.~ 1: 
~ 6 
< 4 

2 

0 
2010 2011 2012 2013 2010 2011 2012 2013 

I Explain I what you think the data is meant to convey, and how the different scales affect the message. 

Dental arches 

mm If you have overcrowded or misaligned teeth, a dentist 

ororthodontistmaytakeanimpressionofyourmouth 

to studyyourdentalarch.Models ofteetharealso 

usedinsports dentistrytocreateteethandmouth 

guards foruseincontact sports. 

a) Takeapieceofpaperandfolditinhalf.Makesure 

youcanfitthepaperintoyourmouth.Pushitas far 

back as you can, then bite down on it. This will give 

youanimpressionofyourmouth. 
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b) Useadarkmarkertomarkeachtoothindentationclearly,withapoint. 

(i) Youwillneedtomarkatleast10pointsofyourdentalarch. 

(ii) Twoofyourpointsshouldrepresenttheendsofthedentalarch[thebackteeth]and 

one [or two] should approximate the maximum height of the arch (the front teeth]. 

c) Tracethepointsofyourbiteontoasheetofgraphpaper. 

d } Draw a set of axes over your points so that the approximate maximum value of your dental 

archliesattheorigin. 

e) ldentifyandlabelthecoordinatesofeachpoint. 

fJ Basedonyourpoints,findanequationtomodelyourdentalarch.Showallthestepsinyour 

work and include the points you have chosen. Explain why you selected them. 

g) Now enter the points into a GDC or use graphing software to identify the parabola of best 

fit.Byresearchingthemeaningofrandr 2 (thecoefficientofdetermination)fornon-linear 

models, determine how well the parabola fits as a model ofyourdental arch. Justify your 

reasoning. 

h) Compare the two equations you found in questions f and gand explain why they may be 

different. 

Dim Custom-made mouth guards may be expensive. Some companies sell standard guards that you 

canadapttofityourteeth.Thesecompaniesneedtomakesurethattheguardstheyproducewill 

fitasmanypeopleaspossible,sotheycollectdataaboutasmanymouthandteethshapesas 

they can. 

a) Collect tooth indent data from other people in the class. How many other sets of data do you 

thinkyouneedtoproduceanaccuratemodel? 

b) Useallofyourdatatofindanequationtorepresentastandarddentalarch. 

c J Draw the parabola from your equation. How well does it model the standard dental arch? Would 

youexpectittobeabetterorworsefitthantheparabolathatfitsyourindividualdentalarch? 

d} Compare the standard dental arch and your individual dental arch and explain why they 

maybe different. 

e) The company needs the average width and height of a dental arch to make a standard 

guard. Calculate these lengths, showing all the steps in your work. 

lmmil!lll 
One type of generic mouth guard is made from plastic. It is wide and long, enabling you to cut the ends 

offsothatitdoesn'textendpastyourbackteeth.Toshapeittoyourmouth,youputitinhotwater,which 

softenstheplasticsothatitcanbeshapedtotheteeth.Thiswillalsoallowittoshrink,tofitalmost 

any mouth. When creating a mouth guard like this one, would you alter the equation of your regression 

parabolaatall?lfso,whatchangeswouldyoumake? 

(U) GLOBAL CONTEXTS 
Sc1ent1ficandtechmcalinnovat1on 

~ ATLSKILLS 
Thinking 
Make unexpected or unusual connecnons 
between objects and/or ideas. 
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Dengue fever 

WhyaretherefluorescentmosquitoesinMalaysia,northernBrazil,theCaymanlslandsandpossibly 

the United States? It's not an invasion but rather part ofa defence against dengue fever. Dengue fever is 

a flu-like illness that is spread by mosquitoes and affects humans, causing a variety of symptoms. It has 

also been called breakbone fever. Although there are some treatment methods, there is no vaccine and no 

effective cure. 

With numbers of cases growing rapidly and over40 per cent of the world's population at risk from 

infection, the World Health Organization [WHO) issued a warning in 2013 on the potential for dengue fever 

tobecomeaglobalhealthhazard. 

The data below gives some approximate numbers relating to dengue fever infections. 

Dengue fever cases reported to the WHO 

1957 900 

1965 15500 

1975 122000 

1985 296000 

1995 480000 

2005 970000 

a) Displaythedataonagraph.Chooseanappropriatescaletorepresentthedataaccurately. 

b) State ,withreasons,thetypeoffunctionyouthinkbestdescribesthedata. 

c) Use a GDC or graphing software to experiment with different types of function. Select the 

onethatyouthinkbestmodelsthedata. Justify yourchoice. 

d) Use your model to find the number of dengue fever cases reported to the WHO this year. 

e) Based on your model, determine when the number of cases will reach one billion. 

The rapid spread ofdenguefeverisa real cause for concern. Researchers seeking a solution 

have found a method to combat the dengue-carrying mosquitoes. This is where the fluorescent 

mosquitoes come in. 

Dengue fever is passed to humans through the bite ofa female fever-carrying mosquito. Male 

mosquitoes do not carry the disease. Scientists have found away of combating dengue fever 

that seems to have worked in several countries where it has been tested. One of the features 

of the technique involves modifying some mosquitoes so that they carry a special protein that 

glows green under ultraviolet light. This enables them to be tracked and counted. 

The males of the group have been genetically modified so that, in the wild, they can mate with 

dengue-carrying female mosquitoes, but their offspring will not survive to adulthood. 
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How did researchers know that their plan was working?They used ultraviolet light sources and 

counted the glowing mosquitoes. This data is an example oftheirresults. 

Number of glowing mosquitoes 

1000 

770 

580 

12 438 

16 333 

The numbers of glowing mosquitoes fell dramatically. Such a fall in mosquito numbers could 

reduce the spread of dengue fever in just a few generations. 

a) Graphthedata.Chooseareasonablescale. 

b) State,withreasons,thetypeoffunctionyouthinkbestdescribesthedata. 

c) Using a GDC or graphing software, experiment with different types of function. Select the 

onethatyouthinkbestmodelsthedata. Justify yourchoice. 

d} Based on your model, determine how long it will take {i) for only 10 per cent of the 

populationtoremain{ii)foronly1percenttoremain. 

a) In real life, is it possible to eradicate the dengue fever-carrying mosquito population completely? 

Does your model allow for this possibility? Explain your answer. 

b) If the genetically modified mosquitoes were used in an entire country, is it appropriate to assume 

that the same model would apply in that situation? Explain your answer. 

c) Explain why people might be against introducing genetically modified mosquitoes into the 

environment. 

d) Research another method that is being suggested to control the spread of dengue fever. Would the 

same type of model apply there? Explain your answer. 

8GLOBALCONTEXTS 
Globahzat1onandsusta1nab11ity ~ ~~~o;~~\~:n literacy 

Collect and analyse data to identify solutions 
and make mfonned dec1S1ons. 
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TOPIC 3 

Scale models 
A scale model is a representation of an object or objects that may be 
smaller or larger than the original yet keeps the same mathematical 

proportions. The ratio of the length on the model to the corresponding 

length on the original is called the scale factor. Scale models are 

used in many fields such as art, film-s et design, engineering and 

architecture. They can enable you to design the best possible product/ 
solution, as you can test the validity of the design to ensure the optimal 

solution has been found at minimal expense. In the following activities 

you will create a 2D scale model of an irrigation system to ensure 
resources are not wasted, and an urban planning model to determine 

the optimal location of resources to meet the needs of the people that 
will be living within that community. 

A crop field measures 85 m by 75 m. 

Youcanuseanyquantityandcombinationof sprinklers. 

There are three types. 

• Sprinkleronehas aradialrange (theradius ofthe 

circlecoveredbya sprinkler]of25m. 

• Sprinklertwohas aradialrangeof20m. 

• Sprinklerthreehas aradialrangeof15m. 

Pipe costs $40permetre,fully installed.The sprinklers 

mustbeconnectedtoa waterpipethatruns alongoneof 

thewidthsofthefield. 

Determine the best way to configure the sprinklers and find the cost of installing the irrigation piping. 

mill Findtheoptimalconfiguration. 

a} Designa scalemodeltotestdifferentcombinations and 

sizes ofwater sprinkler.Youmayusecomputer software 

tohelpyouifyou wish. 

b} Tryavarietyofconfigurations tofindout whichone will 

yield the greatest area covered, with no overlap, while 

minimizing piping between sprinklers and staying within 

the crop field. 

c} Draw alabelled2D scalemodelofyourconfiguration 

inthecropfield.Youmustincludethescalefactor 

you used. 
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Your scale model will be an 

aria! view of the entire crop 

field with the three types of 

sprinkler represented as circles 

showing their radial range 

within the rectangular field. Do 

this on paper or use dynamic 

geometry software so you can 

move the circles around and 

test the different sizes. 



d) Write a detailed explanation of why your configuration is the best, including other sketches 

andnotingwhytheseotherconfigurationsarenotasgoodasyours. 

Elim Determine the cost of irrigation piping. 

a) Determine the percentage ofcropland that will not be covered by the sprinklers. 

b) Connectthesprinklerheads[thecentreofeachofthethreecircleswherethewatersprays 

out]toformanenclosedshapeanddetermineallsidelengthsandangles.Labelthese 

clearlyonyourdiagram. 

c) Withintheboundariesofthesprinklers(theshapecreatedbyconnectingthesprinklerheads],is 

there a region of the crop field that will not be covered by the sprinklers? lfso, determine its area. 

d) Determine the piping cost to install the irrigation system, based on your configuration. 

a) Is your configuration the optimal one? Explain how you know. 

b) lsyouranswerasaccurateasitshouldbe? Justify the degree 

ofaccuracyyouused. 

c) Whatsuggestionscouldyoumakeaboutthesectionsofthe 

fieldthatwillnotbecoveredbythesprinklers? 

d) Explain any other real-life factors that you would have to 

considerwhensettingupanirrigationsystemlikethis. 

e) Suggestothersituationsinwhichyoucouldusegeometryand 

trigonometry to solve problems to help minimize 

human impact on the environment. 

@GLOBAL CONTEXTS 
Fairness and development 

~ATLSKILLS 
Thinking 

Use trigonometric and 

geometric formulas for triangles 

and sectors to calculate the 

area and use analytic geometry 

techniques to find the shortest 

length of piping required to 

minimize costs. The QUICK 

THINK that follows this activity 

could help you determine a 

formula to calculate the area of 

the triangle. 

Use models and S1mulat1.ons to explore 
complex systems and issues 

0:0 CHAPTER LINKS 
See Chapter 14, S1mphficat1on for more on the relationship 
between sides of nght-angled triangles 

You can use Heron's formula 

to fmd the area of any tnangle 

1f you know three sides 
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QUICK THINK A 

Find the equation for the area of a triangle. Refer to triangle 

ABC, with lengths as shown. 

Use trigonometry to express the height in terms of an angle 

and side. 
,/h, 

Then substitute your expression for the height into the basic 

formula for the area of a triangle. This will allow you to determine the equation for the area of a triangle, 

using only side lengths and an angle. 

You have been commissioned to design a residential community, in a 

currently uninhabited region, to support the needs of all of the people QUICK THINK 
who will be living in three residential housing estates. The three separate There are a few major cities 

housing estates are designed to be similar in size and density, and their around the world that have 

centres are positioned on a map at the locations (1, 1), (2, 12) and (20, 4). been planned from their 

Each has a radius of approximately 0.5 kilometres. There is currently a inception. Research these 

train line that runs along the line y = -2. You have been given permission cities and comment on how 

to add one station to that line. You wi ll create a 20 scale model of your successful the city design has 

design for the residential community. Include all the infrastructure been in terms of Jivability. 

andservicesneededtosupportthecommunity. 

Useascaleof1cm:0.5kmonthemodel. 

Whataspectsdoyouhavetothinkaboutwhen 

planning[orexpanding]aresidential 

community?Whatfeatureswillattractpeople 

toliveinyourtown? 

Your report must include: 

• aone-page2Dscalemodelofyoururban 

plan- youcanusedynamicgeometry 

software to help you 

• explanation of all infrastructure [buildings 

and services] you have included in your 

residentialcommunityandwhyyouhaveincludedit 

• explanationoflocationofalloftheinfrastructureinreference 

toeachotherandthethreehousingestatesandtheset-up 

of major roads between them. Explain what mathematical 

conceptsyouusedtodeterminethelocations. 
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As there are three housmg 

estates, think.about the different 

tnangle centres which could be 

used for the locat:J.on of different 

key mfrastructure features. 



• calculations of distances between key infrastructure features 

inreference toeachotherandthe threehousing estates 

• discussionofotherinfrastructure[utilities and soon)that will 

needtobeconsideredinthebuildingprocess oftheresidential 

areas.No calculations areneeded. 

0GLOBALCONTEXTS 
Globahzat1onandsusta1nab11ity ~ A;ol;~~Ln~!at1on 

G:)CHAPTER LINKS 
See Chapter 15 on space 
for more on mvest1gatmg 
tnangle centres 

Structure mformat1on m summanes, essays 
and reports 

!fil. MATHS THROUGH HISTORY 
H1ppodamos of Ancient Greece (498-408 BC) 1s considered 
by many to be the father of urban plannmg In approximately 
450 BC he arranged the buildmgs and the streets of M1letus to 
allow for the optunal flow of winds through the city and provide 
cooling dunng the hot summer He was known for his gnd plan, 
which he had developed on msp1rat1on from geometncally 
designed settlements, which many Ancient Greek c1t1es 
subsequently used 

Summary 
You have been working on mathematical modelling activities covering 

a wide range of situations and mathematical topics. The models that 
you have created in these activities are not limited to the problems 

presented in this chapter, but rather they apply to a wide range of 
real-life situations. The next time you see an animated film. remember 
that hundreds of mathematicians may have worked behind the scenes 
to create your favourite characters and scenes. Mathematics plays a 
leading role in many different areas, including tackling serious world 
problems, fighting the spread of disease and making the best use of the 
Earth's finite resources. 
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Pattern 
A set of numbers or objects that follow a specific 
order or rule 

TOPIC 1 Famous number patterns 
• Why are some patterns more significant than others? 

TOPIC 2 Algebraic patterns 

• How does one pattern lead to another? 

TOPIC 3 Applying number patterns 
• Are patterns in nature an accident? 

ATL 
./ Understand and use mathematical notation. 

./ Propose and evaluate a variety of solutions. 

./ Consider multiple alternatives, including those that might 
be unlikely or impossible. 

./ Encourage others to contribute . 

./ Practise visible thinking strategies and techniques . 

./ Make connections between subject groups and 
disciplines. 

./ Consider ideas from multiple perspectives. 

Number 

./ Calculate absolute value. 

,/ Find the common factor of two integers. 

Algebra 
./ Determine patterns in recursive functions . 

,,/ Find and justify general rules. 

,,/ Find and just ify general rules for formulae . 

,,/ Use the quadratic formula and factorizing to solve 
quadratic equations. 

,,/ Factorize algebraic expressions. 

,,/ Determine the general rule and function that represents 
linear and quadratic patterns. 

Geometry and trigonometry 
,,/ Use the properties of similar shapes to determine 

patterns. 

Generalization Representation Justification Model 
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Generalruleor te rm an 
expression that generates all 
of the elements of the pattern 
in study. In general, the rule 
can be determined explicitly as 
a function of the independent 
variable; sometimes however 
the rule may be described by 
an equation . 

D~ give a detailed account 
or picture of a situation, event, 
pattern or process . 

~ give a detailed account 
including reasons o r causes. 

~ obtain the answer{s) 
using algebraic and/or 
numerical and/or graphical 
methods. 

~ give a specific name, 
value or other brief answer 
without explanation or 
calculation. 

~ apply knowledge or rules 
toputtheoryintopractice. 



Introducing pattern 

iii MATH S THROUGH HISTORY 
Even before the British mathematician Hardy made this 
statement, mathematics was considered to be the science of 
patterns. Why is the word pattern used to characterize the heart 
of mathematics? Perhaps Michael D. Resnik best answers this 
question in his book Mathematics as a Science of Patterns: "in 
mathematics the primary subject matter is not the individual 
mathematical objects but rather the structures in which 
they are arranged". Recognizing these underlying s tructures 
through the patterns they produce is one of the main goals of all 
mathematics education. 

From your earliest encounter with numbers and their properties to 

the study of geometric properties of shapes, from trigonometric ratios 
to properties of functions, from investigating patterns to arriving 

at conjectures to modelling real-life phenomena, you continually 
experience many distinct patterns. You may have also discovered some 

famous patterns in nature, such as the Fibonacci sequence, the golden 
ratio and Euler's number, the important natural constant e. 

The search for patterns has always challenged mathematicians. The 
quest to find patterns for the occurrence of prime numbers or in the 
digits of pi has engaged various mathematicians through hundreds of 

years. Even today some of the "unsolved" problems in mathematics relate 

to unexplained patterns. Some institutions offer huge financial rewards 

for explanations or proofs for these unsolved problems. 

A mathematician, like a 
painter ora poet, is a maker 
of patterns. Ifhts patterns are 
more permanent than theirs, 
ltts because they are made 
with ideas. 

GHHardy 

Is there some pattern to chaotic phenomena? Chaos 
theory is among the newest branches of mathematics. 
The use of the word chaos might imply a lack of order, 

that things behave randomly. In fact, mathematicians 
are discovering that beneath the apparent random 

behaviour of dynamic systems such as global 
weather, the stock market and chemical reactions, 

Figure11.1Thestudyofthelorenzattractoraspanafchaos 
theoryhelpsmedic1lresearchersunderstandheanattacksand 
predictthembeforetheyoccur. 

as well as natural phenomena such as heartbeats, 

waterfalls, rapids, rock formations and snowflakes, 

there is enormous order. Chaos theory is helping 

mathematicians to understand and predict the 
behaviour of these systems. 

In this chapter, you will explore some well-known 
number patterns and then look at ways of generating 

other numerical and geometrical patterns. 
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TOPIC 1 

Famous number patterns 
Number patterns have always fascinated mathematicians and 

non-mathematicians. Some special patterns appear repeatedly in 
different situations and have gained a special place in the building of 

mathematics. Now it is your tum to rediscover some of these patterns 

and explore their applications. 

Use apieceof squaredpaperorgraphpaper. 

Shadeone square,inthetopleft-handcomer. 

Next, shade the first two squares in the row below it. 

Then shadethefirstthree squares inthenextrow.Continuethis process, 

shading an extra square each time, until you have completed eight rows. 

Tn-the totalnumber of shadedsquares 

Can you predict, without actually drawing them all, how many squares will 

be shadedforeachrow ofthis pattern?Tohelpyou, take a different colour 

as illustrated, and complete the "staircase" to make a rectangle. Determine 

theareaoftherectangle,andhalvethatnumber. 

Can you now find a formula for Tn given any n ? • 
:::~~~.,-~~··""·"'·-"·=--you discovered above relate to the 

process he went through m order 
to solve the question so quickly? 

the entries in the 2nd column is called the triangular numbers ? 
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~ A;ol;:~Ln~!at1on 

Understand and use mathematical notation 

Polygonal numbers 
A polygonal number p is a number that can be represented by n dots in 
the shape of a regular k-sided shape. The most well-known polygonal 
numbers are the square numbers 1, 4, 9, 16, ... and the triangular 
numbers 1, 3, 6, 10, ... but the process of obtaining polygonal numbers 
can be generalized for other regular k-sided shapes. For example, k = 5 
produces the pentagonal numbers 1, 5, 12, 22, ... and k = 6 produces the 
hexagonal numbers 1, 6, 15, 28, ... 

These numbers have many interesting properties that you can identify 
by observing their graphical representations, as shown in the diagrams 
below. For example, the triangular numbers start with one dot and then 
you add two dots, three dots, four dots, and so on, which leads to the 

recurrence formulap" = p,..._, + n. 

Rg,,. 11.2 l'olygooal oom~::;,,a,o,mbeo I\ 

b. B~ 

0 
5 
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a) After you have read the discussion above, use a similar reasoning to deduce recurrence formulas 

forsquareandpentagonalnumbers. 

b) Draw diagrams representing the hexagonal numbers and use them to deduce a recurrence formula 

for this sequence. 

c ) Considerthefirstthreerowsofthistable. 

10 15 

16 25 36 

12 22 35 51 

15 28 45 66 

Lookcarefullyatthenumbersineachcolumnand state conjecturesabouttherelationsbetween 

these sequences of triangular, square and pentagonal numbers. Now consider the hexagonal 

numbersaswell.Doyourconjecturesholdforallofthesesequencesofpolygonalnumbers?Test 

therelationfurtherforotherlistsofpolygonalnumbers. 

d) Using the general formula for triangular numbersp[n, 3) = n
2 

+n and square numbers 
2n2 2 

p[n, 4) =z=n2, deduce that the general formula for pentagonal numbers is given by 

3n2 -n 4n2 -2n 
p[n, 5) = -

2 
- and for hexagonal numbers byp[n, 6) = -

2
- =2n2- n. 
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e) Observe the formulas for the k-polygonal numbers when k = 3, 4, 5 and 6. Explain any patterns 

you observe in these formulas. State your conjecture for the formula ofp [n, kJ. Test your formula 

furtherand writedownyourconclusion. 

~ A;o\;:~Ln~!at1on 

Understand and use mathemat1cal notation. 

You have been looking at sequences of polygonal numbers. You will 
now look at how they can be used in an everyday situation. 

Sarah lives in Square City, where all the blocks are squares. Every morning she has to walk from 

herbuilding[AJto school [BJ. 

This is aplanofherneighbourhood. 

Work out all the possible shortest routes from her building to school. Use a grid to draw all 

possible routes. 

Billy also lives in Square City. This plan shows the location of his flat [AJ and his school [BJ. 

How many different "shortest" ways can Billy take from his flat to school? 
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OIIIJ At each point in the grid, write the number of different shortest routes from A to that point. 

Trytofindapattemorarule. Explain . 

Tommy is a friend of Billy. Usually they go together to school. How many possible shortest routes 

toschoolcanBillytakesothathemeetshisfriendatthecrossingC? 

Imagine now a cubic building under construction. Suppose that you want to go from A to B but 

youcanonlywalkorclimbalongtheedgesofthecube. 

WorkoutthenumberofdifferentshortestpathsfromAtoB. 

mmmI!lll 
Researchthepatternyouhaveobservedinthisactivity. 
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0 GLOBAL CONTEXTS 
Or1entat1oninspaceandt1me 

<;iATLSKILLS 
Thinking 
Propose and evaluate a vanety of solutions 

CO:, INTERNATIONAL MATHEMATICS Pascal's tnangle was 
known by other cultures long before Blaise Pascal, the French 
mathemat1c1an, first wrote about 1t m 1653 It appeared man early 
Sanskrit work from the second century BC, and m Persian, Italian 
and Chmese works all datmg to the 11th and 12th centunes 

You may be surprised to know that you have probably seen Pascal's 
Triangle (or a portion of it) before and you didn't recognize it by its 
name. The following activity will show you other instances in which it 

can occur or be found. 

a) Use multiplication to expand these expressions. You can use answers from one part to help you 

with others. 

(iJ (x +y)2 (ii) (x +y)3 (iii) (x +y)4 

b) What patterns do you see in the exponents of successive terms in your answers? Why does this 

happen? 

c) Begin w ith (x+ y) and write the coefficients of each expansion in its own row, to obtain this array. 

1 1 

1 2 1 

1 3 3 1 

1 4 6 4 1 

What patterns do you notice in these coefficients? How would you find the next two rows? 

Write them down. 

d) You should have noticed that this is Pascal 's triangl e, a famous pattern that was mentioned in the 

International Mathematics box just above this activity. What other patterns do you see in it? 

1 

1 1 

1 2 1 

1 3 3 1 

1 4 6 4 1 

1 5 10 10 5 1 
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Based on your results, write down a polynomial expression equivalent to (x + y) 6 without 

multiplying. 

What you have just discovered is the basis for the binomial theorem. The binomial theorem provides 

a formula that allows you to write down the expanded forms of powers ofa binomial without having 

tocarryonlongcalculations. 

Whathappensifoneofthetermsintheexpressionisanumber?Whathappensifthecoefficients 

ofthevariableswithintheexpressionarenot 1? 

e) Use multiplicationtoexpandeachexpression. 

(i) (x+3]2 (ii) (x+3) 3 

(iii) (x-3)4 (iv) (2x+y)3 

f) Which patterns from the previous exercises also occur here? 

g) How is it possible to determine the coefficient of any term in the expanded form? 

h) Describe ,in writing, a shortcutforexpandingbinomials. 

i) Use yourshortcut to expand these expressions without multiplying. 

(i) (2x+ y)l (ii) (3x+ 2y)4 (iii) (x- 2yjl 

j} (i) Without expanding (2x - 3y)6, determine the coefficient of 

thex1y4term. 

(ii) Without expanding (4x+ 2y)7, determine the coefficient of 

thexYterm. 

(iii) Without expanding (x + 3y) 5
, determine the coefficient of 

thex'y3 term. 

(iv) Without expanding (Sx- 4y)4
, determine the coefficient of 

the xy1 term. 

k) How would you use this method to approximate 1.110 to 4 decimal 

places without actually multiplying it out or using a GDC? 

Youmaywanttownte Llas 1+ 

o 1 so this becomes (1 + o 1)10 

In a similar way, approXImate 

1 96'0 to 4 decimal places. 

a) Did Pascal's triangle emerge from the binomial theorem or is the binomial theorem an application 

ofPascal'striangle? Explain yourreasoning. 

bJ If you can always work out the correct expression by multiplying. why do you need to learn the 

binomialtheorem?Whenisituseful? 

"ATL SKILLS 
Thinking 
Propose and evaluate a vanety of solutions 
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a) Solve the endless equation below. 

x =J1+~1+J1+Jr+CC 

Hmt Can you s1mphfy the 

nght-hand side? 

Noticethattheexpressionafterthe"1+"underthesquarerootsignisthesameasxand 

suddenlywhatappearedendlesslydifficulthasbeenmadesimpler! 

You now have x =J1+J1+.J1+~ =~ 

which reduces to 

x =~ 

Squaring both sides: 

x 2 =1+x 

Use the quadratic formula to solve theequation.Makesurethatyoucheckyoursolutionsin 

theoriginalequation,x=~,foranyextraneoussolutions. 

b) Byusingasimilarapproachasina,chooseanappropriatesubstitutionfortheright-hand 

side and solve : 

x=l+--
1
-1 -

1+--,-

1+ 1+ 1 

1+-· 

Check your answers in the original equation. Why must you apply the condition x > 1? 

c) Lookatpartsaandbagain.Drawaconclusionbasedonyourresults. 

d) Any rectangle can be divided into a square and a smaller rectangle, as in the diagram. 
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Letthelengthoftheshortersideoftheoriginalrectanglebe 1 unitandthelongersidebexunits. 

Labeltherestofthesidesofthediagram. 

·IT 
The object is to obtain a value for x such that the new smaller rectangle is similar to the original 

rectangle.Writeanequationtosatisfythiscondition,and solve forx. 

Commentonyourresult. 

mmmll 
Thesolutiontotheequationsin a,b and d isrepresentedbytheGreekletterphi(<l>J 

<1> = 1+-Js 
2 

Phi is a special number called the golden rotio. 

Writearesearchprojectonwhythisnumberissospecial. 

Solve this endless equation. 

x=2+--
1
-1--

2+~ 

2+ 2+ 1 

2+·· 

Commentonyourresult. 

Can you find other numbers exhibiting the same result, in which a familiar number can be written as an 

endless fraction? 

~ATL SKILLS 
Thinking 
Consider mult1ple alternatives, mcludmg 
those that nught be unlikely or 1mposs1ble 
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Fibonacci numbers 
Fibonacci numbers 1, 1, 2, 3, s. B. 13, 21, .. form a famous mathematical 

pattern characterized by a simple recurrence relation: un+ , = u,, +u"_' . 

Fibonacci numbers also provide a simple way of approximating phi. 

the golden ratio. 

Just take the quotient of two consecutive Fibonacci numbers. 
l 2 3 5 8 13 
- = l; - = 2; - = 1.5; - = 1.66 ... ; - = 1.6; - = 1.625 ... 
l l 2 3 5 8 

Famous number patterns 
Another number that can be written as an endless fraction is the 

natural number e. Write a short report on this number and~ why 
it is called the natural constant, and why it was given the symbol e . 

Psychologists have confirmed that the golden rectangle is one of the 

most pleasing shapes to the eye. Artists often incorporate the golden 

rectangle into their paintings, sculptures or architecture. Look around 
your environment and try to find objects that are golden rectangles, or 

contain golden rectangles. You could take photographs of the object 

you find. measure the sides and see if the ratio of any two adjacent 

sides approximates phi. 

In Leonardo da Vinci's Mona Lisa, a golden rectangle can be drawn 

around the face. 

CJ0WEBL1NKS 
Search for the chimney of 
the Turku power station m 
Fmland It has the F1bonacc1 
numbers on 1t m neon hghtsl 

CJD CHAPTER LINK 
Chapter 7 on generahzat1on 
has an activity on chmbmg 
strurs that 1s about F1bonacc1 
numbers 
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The Parthenon in Greece fits into a golden rectangle, and can be 
subdivided into golden rectangles. 

TOPIC 2 

Algebraic patterns 
In this topic, you will use your knowledge of numbers and factorizing 
algebraic expressions to make conjectures about the patterns that 
develop. You will discover some useful properties to help you factorize 
trinomials in which the coefficients are large numbers. 

a) Choose any two consecutive integers, then: 

(i) squareeachinteger 

(ii) findtheabsolutevalueofthedifferencebetweenthe squares 

(iii)findthe sumoftheintegers you started with. 

Whatdoyounotice? 

b) Choose any twointegers thatdifferby two units, then: 

(i) squareeachinteger 

(ii) findtheabsolutevalueofthedifferencebetweenthe squares 

(iii)findthe sumoftheintegers you started with. 

Whatdoyounotice? 

c) Choose any twointegersthatdifferby three units, then: 

(i) squareeachinteger 

(ii) findtheabsolute valueofthedifferenceofthe squares 

(iii)findthe sumoftheintegers you startedoutwith. 

Whatdoyounotice? 
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d) Choose any two integers that differ by n units, then: 

(i) squareeachinteger 

(ii) findtheabsolutevalueofthedifferenceofthesquares 

(iii)findthe sumoftheintegersyoustartedoutwith. 

What do you notice? 

State a conjecture, using appropriate mathematical notation and terminology, based on the patterns you 

have noticed above. 

Use algebra to justify your conjecture. 

~ A;o~l!~~~;:on 

Encourage others to contnbute. 

In the previous activity you found and described. algebraic patterns in 
numbers. In this next activity, you will find them in the factorization of 

algebraic expressions 

Investigating trlnomlals 

In this investigation, you will considertrinomials of the form ax2 +bx+c,a,b,cez+ ,a~D 
a) Factorize the following trinomials, showing all of your steps. 

(i) 6x
2
+19x+10 

(ii) 6x 2 +23x+10 

(iii) 6x
2
+32x+10 

b) List all positive integer values of b (including the ones above], for which 6x2 +bx+1Dis factorizable. 

Then factorize each one. 

c) How many of the trinomials above produced a highest common factor for 6, band 10? Do not 

include 1. 

d) You know that 60 has 12 factors. Explain how it follows that there are 6values for b. 

e) Explain whether interchanging a and c wou ld change the possible values for b. 

f) Form some new trinomials from those in part a by interchanging the numbers represented by a and 

c in the general form of the quadratic equation. Explain how the factors are related to the factors of 

theoriginaltrinomial. 

g) Now, compare your results above by performing parts b-f on these trinomials. 

(i) 12x1+27x+15 

(ii) 12x
2
+28x+15 

(iii) 12x2 +29x+15 
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Use the general form of the trinomial to summarize your findings. Make sure that you use appropriate 

mathematical notation and terminology. 

How does what you have done in this activ ity help you when you are factorizing trinomials with large 

coeffi cients? 

~ ~To~l:~:~~~on 

Encourage others to contnbute 

TOPIC 3 

Applying number patterns 
In this topic you will consider some properties of real numbers to help 

you solve problems. If you can recognize patterns and make conjectures 
that work, you can save the time you would spend on experimentation 

Your findings can be helpful in solving other problems. 

Lookatthedesignofthesemosaictiles. 
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If you lookatthedifferentstagesinthisdesign,youcanworkoutthepatternthatwasusedtocreateit. 

Thefirststageisenclosedintheblacksquare,witheachstageaddingonemoreborderoftilesaround 

the outside. 

Colourinstagesthreeandfourofthetiles. 

Observethedesignofthetiles.Lookforpattemscreatedbyeachcolour. 

Drganizeyourinformationintothetablebelow. 
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a) Determine the general rule for the number of tiles of each colour. Do not use a calculator or other 

technology. 

b) Whattypeoffunctionrepresents eachofthecolouredtilepattems? 

c) What is the most efficient method to determine the rule for the total numberoftiles used ? Find the 

generalruleforthetotalnumberoftiles andthefunctionthatrepresents thepattern. 

d) Use technologyto verifyallofyourgeneralrules. 

@GLOBALCONTEXTS 
Personalandculturalexpress1on 

"ATL SKILLS 
Thinking 
Propose and evaluate a vanety of solutions 

The next activity is a variation on a very common theme. You may also 

see it set as an activity in which there is a row of a given number of 
coins, and selected coins are turned over according to given rules. 

The locker problem 

One thousand Olympic athletes are assigned stadium lockers numbered 1 to 1000. All 1000 lockers are 

shut, but not locked. Then the follow ing sequence of events takes place. 

• The first athlete opens every locker. 

• The second athlete shuts every second locker,beginning 

with locker number 2. 
• Thethirdathletethenchanges everythirdlocker,beginning 

withnumber 3.lnother words,theathlete shuts anyopen 

locker,andopens any shutlocker. 

• The fourth athlete only looks at every fourth locker, 

beginning with number 4. She shuts any open locker, and 

opens any shut locker. 

C£) INTERNATIONAL MATHEMATICS 
When you wnte very large 
(or very small) numbers, with 
five or more d1g1ts either side 
of the decimal pomt, you set the 
d1g1ts out m groups of three, for 
example, 12 345 543 21 In some 
countries, commas or dots are 
used mstead of the small spaces 

This continues until all one thousand athletes have followed this pattern with the 1000 lockers. 

lnvestigatethepatterns afterthefirst 30athletes havebeenatthelockers.Thenanswerthesequestions. 

a) Whichofthefirst 301ockers areopenandwhichare shut? 

b) Which of the first 30 lockers were changed the most times? 

c) Which of the first 30 lockers were changed exactly twice? 

Now, try to generalize the patterns you saw and your results to answer these questions. 

d) Which lockers will be open and whi ch will be shut after the 1000 athletes have been at them? 

Will lockers 50, 100 and 1000 be open or shut? 

e) If 10000 athletes did the same exercise with 10 OOO lockers, would the 10 000th locker be open 

or shut? 
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f) Which lockers have changed the most times after the first 100 athletes? 

g} Describe the sequence of the numbers of the lockers that changed the most times by the 1000 
athletes,withoutactuallyfindingthoselockernumbers. 

h) Describe the sequence of the numbers of the lockers that have changed exactly twice, without actually 

findingallthosenumbers. 

0 GLOBAL CONTEXTS 
Sc1ent1ficandtechmcalinnovat1on 

<;iATL SKILLS 
Thinking 
Practise v1S1ble thmking strategies and 
techmques 

You will now move on to explore growth patterns, starting with one 

that occurs in nature. 

EXPONENT1ALGROWTH 

When you study bacterial growth, you often look at how long it takes a generation of bacteria to double in 

numbertomakepredictionsabouthowfastthebacteriawillspreadandtheeffects. 

Cti:) INTERDISCIPLINARY LINKS In biology, you learn that the 
maJority of bacteria are harmless but some can make you sick 
(and can even be lethal) E coli 1s a bacterium that hves m your 
mtestme Most strams have no adverse effect, but some can 
cause food po1sonmg and, m severe cases, death A population 
of E colt doubles m size every 20 mmutes 

a) Calculate how many bacteria there will be in 10 generation cycles.Assume that the bacteria in this 

activity double in number every 20 minutes. 

Fill in the table. 

Number of generations [cycles) 

Number of minutes 

Number of ba cteria 

Pattern [connection between 
numberofbacter1aandnumber 
of generat ions) 

0 1 2 3 

0 

1 

4 s G 7 a 9 10 X 

b) Describe in words the relationship between the number of generations and the number of bacteria. 
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c) Writeageneralrule(formula]todescribethisrelationship. 

d) How many bacteria would there be after one day? 

e) Whatwouldhappenifyoustartedwithmorethan 

one bacterium? 

Fillinthetable,startingwith 10bacteria. 

fJ Explain the key difference between the two patterns. 

g) Writeageneralrule(formula]todescribethisrelationship. 

EX PONENTIAL DECAY 

Put the data mto your GDC and graph 

your results Sketch the general shape 
clearly showmg any asymptotes 

One common form of exponential decay involves half-lives. The half-life ofa substance is the amount of 

timeittakesforittodecreasebyhalf.Forexample,ifasubstancehasahalf-lifeof5hoursandthereare 

20 g to begin with, then there will be 10 g left after 5 hours. You will know from your science lessons that 

matterdoesnotjustdisappear.lnthisexample,halfofthesubstancehasdecayedtoformadifferent 

substance. 

DDT was an insecticide used all around the world. Its purpose was to control insects that carry diseases 

suchasmalariaandotherinsectsthataffectedagriculturalcrops.ltwasusedextensivelybytheAllies 

in the Second World War to limit typhus from spreading through the army camps. It has been banned in 

most countries since the 1970s because of its long-term harmful effects. It has a half-life of approximately 

15 years. If a farmer used 40 pounds of active DDT, model its decay over time. 

a) Describe in words the relationship between the number of cycles and the amount of DDT. 

b) Writeageneralrule(formula]todescribethisrelationship. 

c) Put the data above into your GDC and graph your results. Sketch the general shape, clearly showing 

the asymptotes. 

d) How much active DDT will there be after300 years? 
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e) In general, a scenario involving exponential growth or decay can be modelled by y=c(ar. 

Explain whateachvariableandparameterrepresents. 

yis 

xis 

cis 

Thevalueofcalwayshastobe ___ _ 

f) Explain how the value ofa will change, depending on whether you are dealing with exponential 

growth or decay. 

g) Assuming all of these terms are positive, state the domain and range for these types of exponential 

function. Explain your reasoning. 

a) The news often reports E.coli outbreaks and food recalls. Given the nature of its growth, 

explain why particular E.coli strains can be so dangerous. Research some recent E.coli 

outbreaks. What can you do to avoid exposure to bacteria such as E.coli 0157:H7? 

bJ Why is the use of products like DDT so harmful to the environment? 

cJ Findthreeotherexamplesinreallifethatcanbemodelledusingexponentialgrowthand 

threethatcanbemodelledusingexponentialdecay . 

• GLOBAL CONTEXTS 
Sc1ent1ficandtechnicalinnovat1on 

<;j:ATLSKILLS 
Transfer 
Make connections between subject groups 
and d1sc1plmes 

Now, from a consideration of something that is microscopically small, 

you will move on to consider the movement of celestial bodies in space. 

In 1766, Johann Titius made a conjecture about a relationship between the distances of the planets from 

theSun.ltwasn'tuntil 1778thatJohannBodeexpressedtherelationshipmathematically. 

TakethedistancebetweenEarthandtheSuntobe 1 astronomicalunit.Thenthedistancesoftheother 

planets from the Sun, as proposed by the law, are recorded in column 3 of the table. Planets for which the 

distancefromtheSunislessthanoneastronomicalunitarebetweenEarthandtheSun.Theyarecloserto 

theSunthanEarthis. 
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Planets for which the distance from the Sun is greater than one astronomical unit are further from the Sun 

thanEarthis.Theplanets'actualdistancesfromtheSunaregivenintheright-handcolumnineachpartof 

the table. 

Earth 1.0 1.00 Uranus 64 19.6 19.2 

Mars 1.6 1.52 Neptune 128 38.8 30.06 

Ceres 2.8 2.77 Pluto 256 77.2 39.44 

Where did this pattern come from? Is it a coincidence or is it planetary law? Work through this activity to 

express the sequence mathematically. Then try to determine the answer. 

a) Titius- Bode's law begins with a simple sequence: 

0, 3, 6, 12, 24, 48, 96 

Write a recursive and an explicit formula forth is sequence for n > 1 [starting with the second term]. 

b) lfyouadd4toeachoftheabovenumbers,youget: 

4, 7, 10, 16, 28, 52,100 

If possible, write a recursive and.lora general rule for this sequence for n > 1 [again starting with the 

second term]. If not, try to write a formula to generate these terms. Use a new variable. 

c) If you then divide each of the numbers in b by 10 you get: 

0.4, 0.7, 1, 1.6, 2.8, 5.2, 10 

If possible, write a recursive and an explicit formula for this sequence for n > 1 (again starting with 

the second term]. If not, try to write a formula to generate these terms. Use a new variable. 

d) Find the next three terms in the Titius- Bode law and compare them to the values in the table. 

e) In 2006, Pluto was demoted to being a dwarf planet. Do you think this was the correct 

decision? Explain . 

f} TheplanetCeresisreallyjustalargeasteroid,somanyscientistsrefutedthelawbasedonthis. 

Recently, however, the Titius- Bode law has been found to hold for planets orbiting other stars. 

Research this discovery and explain whether you think it is just a coincidence or a natural pattern 

in planetary systems. 

=GLOBALCONTEXTS 
Sc1ent1ficandtechmcalinnovat1on 
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Thinking 
Consider ideas from multiple perspectives 



In this last activity you will attempt to find order within a seemingly 

random pattern of numbers. 

Work with a partner to do this activity. You will need a normal six-sided die and transparent paper. 

Draw a large equilateral triangle and label the vertices L [left], R [right] andT (top]. 

A random roll of the die will determine the direction for each move. Choose any arbitrary point inside the 

triangle as your starting point. Then, successive rolls of the die will determine the direction that you will 

move from this starting point, halfway to the designated vertex. 

Assignltofaces 1and2,Ttofaces3 and4, andRtofaces 5and6ofthedie. 

Yourfirstmove is tomarkanypointinsidethetriangle witha1, androllthedie. 

Plot the point halfway between your starting point and the vertex named by the die. Mark this new point with 2. 

Rollagainandplotthenextpointhal fwaybetweenthenew pointandthevertex indicatedbytheroll. 

As you play the game, mark each new midpoint with the numberofthe move. 

Makeatleast 25moves. 

Can you identify an emerging pattern ? Describe it. 

Collectallthe class transparencies andplacethemone ontopoftheother.Canyou seeapatternnow ? --a) Whatis theboundaryfor allpossiblepoints inthis game? 

b) Do the successive midpoints appear to be randomly located within the boundary, 

or not? Explain. 

cJ What appeared to be random actually has an invisible pattern. Explain. 

~ATL SKILLS 
Thinking 
Consider ideas from multiple perspectives 

Reflection 
a) In this topic, you have seen a variety of number patterns in 

different real-world contexts. What other number patterns exist 
in your daily life? How can they be described mathematically? 

b) You have also seen number patterns in mosaics and in planetary 

systems. Do you think these patterns occur by accident? Explain. 

c) Research the Sierpinski triangle. Explain the connection 
between the chaos game and this famous triangle. 
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134 Mathematics 

Summary 
In this chapter, you have looked at some famous patterns that have 

intrigued mathematicians throughout the ages. You have also seen 
where many of these patterns can be found in nature, and indeed in 

your everyday life. You have investigated patterns algebraically and 
within the context of real-life problems. 

When solving a complicated problem. it might help to see if there are 
hidden patterns that could suggest a strategy to solve it. Patterns are 

everywhere, and recognizing them is usually the first step to solving a 
problem, whether it is an exercise you have to do for school or related 

to your future career. 



Quantity 
An amount or number 

TOPIC 1 Volumes, areas and perimeters 
• Is there such a thing as the perfect solution? 

• How can t he choice of unit fo r a quantity affect how 
you study it? 

./ Propose and evaluate a variety of solutions . 

./ Create novel solutions to authentic problems. 

,/ Make inferences and draw conclusions. 

./ Select and use technology effectively and productively. 

./ Make unexpected or unusual connections between 
objects and/or ideas. 

./ Develop contrary or opposing arguments. 

./ Understand the impact of media representations and 
modes of presentation. 

./ Determine and manipulate expressions of one variable 
in terms of other specific variables given, with and 
without a GDC. 

Geomet ry a nd t rigonomet ry 
./ Calculate the dimensions of shapes, given some 

conditions, and determine values that maximize them. 

./ Use degrees and radians to express sizes of angles and 
recognize the advantage of the use of each unit . 

./ Graph sinusoidal functions and analyse the effects of 
parameters of these functions on their graphs . 

./ Reflect on the meaning of parameters in a real-world context 

St a tis tics and p robability 

./ Calculate mean, mode and median of student ages . 

./ Conduct a graphical analysis of histograms . 

./ Recognize differences between continuous and discrete 
ungrouped and grouped data; in particular, analyse the 
impact of treating age as a discrete or continuous variable. 

Measu rement Representation Space 

the sine function, of which it 
is the graph, a specific type of 
periodic function that describes 
asmooth,repetitiveoscillation 
and produces graphs that look 
like waves, where any portion of 
the cunre can be translated onto 
another portion of the cunre . 

Describe give a detailed account 
or picture of a situation, event, 
pattern or process . 

~ offeraconsideredand 
balanced review that includes 
arangeofarguments,factors 
or hypotheses. Opinions 
or conclusions should be 
presented clearly and supported 
by appropriate evidence . 

fJiiiij1Y1 give valid reasons or 
~ -;.;ce to support an answer 
or conclusion. 

~ apply knowledge or rules 
to put theory into practice . 
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It was a great step in science 
when men became convinced 
that, in order to understand 
the nature of things, they 
must begin by asking, not 
whether a thing is good or 
bad, noxtous or beneficial, 
but of what kind it is? And 
how much is there of it? 
Quality and Quantity were 
then first recognised as 
the primary fea.tures to be 
observed in scientific inquiry. 

James Clerk Maxwell 
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Introducing quantity 
In mathematics the concept of quantity is an ancient one, extending 

back to the time of Aristotle and earlier. 



Quantity can exist as a magnitude or as a number. It is among the 

basic types of property studied in mathematics alongside quality, 

change and relation As a fundamental term, quantity is used to refer to 

any type of numeric property or attribute of something. 

In simple terms, quantity is defined as an amount that is measurable in 
dimensions, units or in extensions of these, which can be expressed in 

numbers or symbols. It is anything that can be multiplied, divided or 

measured. For example, time is a type of quantity. It can be measured 
in hours, minutes and seconds. However, colour is not a quantity. It 

cannot be said that one colour is twice as great, or half as great, as 

another. So, a quantity is something that has-or is measured in-units, 

such as three pencils or four and one-half metres. A number is an 

abstract concept that represents a particular quantity. Some examples 

of quantities are: 

• height 

• depth 

• length 

• width 

• volume 

• time 

• speed. 

It is important to note that a quantity can be variable or constant. 

It can also be known or unknown. In mathematics you use specific 
words such as "variable", "parameter" and "constant" to describe 

mathematical quantities. When solving problems you may need to 

define appropriate quantities or choose the scale and the origin in 

graphs and data displays. If you want to model a real-life situation 

you also need to choose an appropriate level of accuracy and consider 

limitations on measurements when reporting quantities. 

In this chapter, you will explore different types of quantities used in 

various areas of mathematics to help you to understand this concept 

better. 

Fmd out more about 

parameter m Chapter 13, 

Representation 
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TOPIC 1 

Volumes, areas and perimeters 
Considering the connection between quantity and geometry is 
a good starting point, if you want to understand the concept of 

quantity. Comparing numerical quantities helps you to recognize the 
relationship between them In geometry, you can start with formulas 
that relate the properties or dimensions of 2D and 3D shapes. Next, you 
can choose one of the quantities and change its magnitude, to see how 

this affects all of the other quantities. 

It is essential that you understand the different units of measurement, 

and the relationships between them, for each of the numerical 
quantities. You must also be able to convert between units, when 

working on geometry problems. 

Start by looking ata 20 problem. Find the maximum area that can be enclosed by a rectangle with a fixed 

perimeterof60cm. 

a) To help v isualize this task, sketch a couple of rectangles w ith a perimeter of 60 cm and calculate 

their areas. 

b} Nr:,w create a table so that you can look at all possible lengths and widths to determine which will 

give the maximum area. 

c) Whatdegreeofaccuracydoyouthinkis neededforthequantities? 

d) What can you say about the relationship between the values of the dimensions of the rectangle 

and the area? 

e J What do you notice about the rectangle that has the maximum area? 

f} Would these circumstances hold true for any giv en perimeter length? Justify your answer by 

testing other perimeter lengths. 

g} ln what sortofreal-lifeapplicationswouldthis sortofinformationbehelpful? 

~ATL SKILLS 
Thinking 
Propose and evaluate a variety of solutions 
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You can now use a similar problem-solving process to help you solve 
more complex problems involving numerical quantities and geometry. 



Optimal design for conical paper drinking cups 

Consider this scenario: 

A large paper-manufacturing company has asked you to create a template for 

papercones.Thesearetobeusedbypeopleusingwatercoolersinoffices, 

gyms and so on. You have been given a circular press with a radius of9 cm. 

Eachpapercupmustholdasmuchwateraspossible. 

mm Explore different templates. 

You have been assigned a pieceofcardboard.Cutoutacircleofradius 

9 cm, then remove a circular sector. Note the angle of the sector. Bend 

the remaining circular sector to form a hollow cone. The straight sides 

of the sector should meet without overlapping, as in the diagram below. 

QC?!J: g,m 
(X h: 

9cm _ . •••.•. J: ::~::::c 

a) Findtheheightofyourconeandtheradiusofitsbaseandthencalculateitsvolume. 

b) Tabulateeveryone'sresultsinatableliketheonebelow. 

Sector angle, Radius of the base, He1ghtofthecone, Volume of the cone, 
a• rem h cm Vcm 3 

c J What can you say about the relationship between the value of a and the volume of the cone? 

d) Based on everyone's results, what angle do you think will produce the greatest volume? 

Represent the volume algebraically and graphically. 

Next, working on your own, write a report to the company. Follow the instructions below. 

a) Findanexpressionforrintermsofa. 

Remember-when using the sector formula you are considering the sector that is cut out and 

your units are degrees. 

b) Findanexpressionforhintermsofa. 

Thereisnoneedtosimplifyyourexpressionfully,asyouwillbeusingtechnologytoarriveat 

the result. 

cJ Findanexpressiontorepresentthevolumeofthecone. 
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d) Usea GDCorgraphingsoftware to: 

• graph the volume of the cone in terms of a (Take a screenshot of this to put in your report.] 

• calculate the value of a that maximizes this volume. [Take a sc reenshot of this to put in 

your report.] 

e) Discuss , indetail , the characteristicsandkey points ofyour graphandthe changes in 

volumethatresultfromchanges inthe size ofthe sectorangle. 

f) Draw alabelledprototypeof the conicalpaper-cuptemplate. 

mmmm 
a) In mathematics, sometimes you only need to look at part of a function when graphing it, given the 

contextofthequestion.Forthisactivity,arethereanyrestrictions onthedomainthatyou wouldhaveto 

consider, so thatitmakessense inareal-lifecontext? lfso, discuss what those restrictionswouldbe. 

bJ Do you think the size of the sector angle that produ ces the maximum volume would change, 

dependingontheradius oftheinitialcircle? Justify your answer. 

c) To what degree of accuracy should you give your answer, given the context of the problem? Justify 

your answer. 

d) Discuss thefinalproductanditssuitabilityinreallife.Baseyourargumentonyour calculations. 

iJ Would you recommend that the company continue with the idea of maximizing the volume of each 

cone?Whyorwhynot? 

ii) Would you change the template in any way for the manufacturing stage? lfso, what would you do? 

= GLOBAL CONTEXTS 
Sc1ent1ficandtechmcalinnovat1on 
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~ATL SKILLS 
Thinking 
Create novel solutions to authentic 
problems 

Trigonometry 
Why use radians to measure angles? 
Have you ever noticed that your GDC's default unit for angle measure 

is radians? 

If you investigate further you will discover that the radian is the 
SI unit for plane angles. 

But why did the scientific community adopt the radian instead of the 
degree as the preferred unit when it comes to measuring angles? After 
all, everybody seems to use degrees to measure angles in geometry! 



Look up the relation between radians and degrees. You will 
discover that: 

180° 
1 rad =--;- "' 57.2958° 

In previous years, you have used a protractor to measure angles. 
This allowed you to obtain very accurate measurements because 
1° is represented by a very small arc on the edge of the protractor. 
So why do scientists use a unit that corresponds to a much bigger 
arc? Is there any advantage in choosing a unit that may lead to less 

accurate results? 

ldegree 

If you ask a mathematician, they might say: "It is quite simple. The 
radian is a dimensionless quantity. This means that the radian is a pure 
number that needs no unit symbol and mathematicians would almost 
always omit the symbol 'rad'. In the absence of any symbol the angle 
is assumed to be in radians. When they want to express an angle in 
degrees, they use the symbol O to write it." 

.lil MATHS THROUGH HISTORY 
The term ~radianH first appeared in print in 1873, in examination 
questions set by James Thomson at Queens College, Belfast. 
However, the concept of radian measure is normally credited to 
Roger Cotes in 1714, who defined the radian in everything but 
name. About 300 years before that, the Persian mathematician 
and astronomer Al-Kashi used so-calle~ "diameter parts" 

as units where one diameter part was - radian. Al-Kashi is 
60 

credited with having produced very accurate sine tables, used 
to solve triangle problems long before calculators were invented. 

The mathematicians' explanation may not convince you, but the fact 

that the radian is the SI unit gives you a good reason to explore the 
topic further. 

In the next activity, you will discover some advantages of using the 
radian. You will learn how you can define the trigonometric ratio, sine, 

as a function just by looking at the movement of a point on a bike tyre! 

C£) INTERNATIONAL 
MATHEMATICS In general, 
when the size of an angle is 
given exactly as a multiple 

of pi (for example, l rr), no 
4 

symbol for units is used. 
However, in some countries 
if the value is expressed in 
decimal form, a superscript 
c (that stands for circular 
measure) is often used to 
indicate that the unit in use 
is the radian. 
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Angle Investigation 

You willneed severalprotractors ofdifferent sizes. 

Draw an angle on a sheet of white paper. Use different protractors to measure the angle a 

[indegrees]and, ineach case,measure alsothediameter,d,oftheprotractorandthe lengthl 

ofthecorrespondingarc. 

ODE Repeat for other angles of your choice and complete the first five columns of this table. w--11•1111-
fiE 

r:=n . ('""J . . aaa,i Use the conversion factor 1 rad corresponds to - to cal culate the size of the angle in 

radiansand completethetable. 1t 

Explain how your results support the statement "the radian is dimensionless". Write down a 

definitionofradian, usingtheterms"rati o","lengthofthearc,l" and "radius,r". 

"~Tol;~~~~!at1on 
Make inferences and draw conclus1ons 
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In the previous activity, you may have noticed an interesting relation 
between a (in radians) and I for the case when r = l unit and I = a. An 
angle of one radian at the centre of the circle cuts off an arc equal in 
length to the radius of the circle. 



This means that if you use the radius of the protractor as the unit of 
length, the angle can be measured in terms of a length too. This can 
be very useful when you are solving practical problems but you do not 
have available protractors of convenient sizes. For example, suppose 
that you want to study the movement of a bike tyre. The tyre can be 

modelled by a circle if you ignore its thickness. If you mark a point on 
the tyre and measure the time taken for the point to complete a certain 
number of revolutions, you can calculate the speed of the bike. This 
is the ratio between the number of revolutions and the time taken to 
complete them. For example, one revolution per second is equal to 2n 
radians per second. 

Rgur1112.2. Studyingthemovementofablketyre. 

1revolution:2:n;unit5 

CO:, INTERDISCIPLINARY LINKS Physicists often use angular 
quantities when describing sound waves or the motion of objects 
in circles. For example, when describing the journey taken by a 
point on a bicycle wheel, using radians instead of degrees makes 
it much easier to work out other quantities such as the velocity or 
the acceleration of the object. So, in physics, the SI unit •radians 
per second" is widely used for angular measurement. 

In many branches of mathematics that you will study during 
your school career, apart from practical geometry, you, too, 
will measure angles in radians. This is because radians have 
a mathematical "naturalness" that leads to a more elegant 
formulation of a number of important results involving 
trigonometric functions. 

Motion that repeats itself over equal time intervals is called periodic 
motion. The Earth's orbit, tides and even the vibration of guitar strings 
are all periodic because the movement occurs over and over again 
during the same interval of time. When quantities change in this way, 
their graphs also demonstrate this cyclic behaviour. 
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Periodic motion and the sine function 

You are going to investigate a sinusoidal function, with the help ofan everyday object. You will need a 

bicycletyre.ltcanstillbeonthebike. 

a) Position the tyre so that the valve on the inner tube [where the air goes in] is at the top. Measure 

the height of the valve from the ground. Rotate the tyre and measure the height of the valve above 

the ground at regular intervals. Do this until you have made one complete revolution. Take at least 

1Dmeasurements.Makeatableofyourresults. 

bJ Graphyourdata. Use an appropriate scale. 

c) What would your graph look like, if you continued taking measurements for more revolutions? 

Draw two more of these cycles on your graph. 

dJ Find out what the words "amplitude", "period" and "line of equilibrium" mean, in relation to 

sinusoidalfunctions.lndicatethemonyourgraph. 

Now consider two variable quantities: x is the independent variable that represents the size of an angle, 

in radians; andy is the dependent variable defined by the relationy = sin x. 

eJ Draw up a table of values, like the one below. Use your calculator to find the values ofy. Draw a 

graphofthefunctiony=sinx. 

Srr 

4 
rr 3rr 

4 2 
rr Irr 

2 4 
3rr 

4 2rr 

Determinetheamplitude,periodandlineofequilibriumforthissinefunction. 

gJ Explain how the two graphs you have drawn in this activity are related to one another. 

(ii GLOBAL CONTEXTS 
Sc1ent1ficandtechn1calinnovat1on 
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~ATL SKILLS 
Thinking 
Make unexpected or unusual connections 
between objects and/or ideas 

The basic sine curve occurs in many forms and in many applications. It is 
often modified by the application of parameters. In the next activity you 
will investigate how its shape changes, when these parameters change. 



Transforming the sine function 

In this activity, you will experiment with various parameters ofa family of sinusoidal functions, study 

their effects on their graphs and how these can be applied in design. You will be using a graphic display 

calculator, eitherhandheld oronline, and changing each of the parameters [a, band c) in the function 

y=asinbx+c. 

By changing these parameters one ata time you can see their individual impact on the overall graph 

beforeapplyingseveralofthemtogether. 

Study the effect ofthevalue of the parameter a on the graph. First make a conjecture [write 

it down] and then test it by filling in a table similar to the one below. Copy the graphs from the 

calculatorandwriteyourconclusionbasedonyourobservations.Makesurethatyouuse 

appropriate mathematical terminology in your writing. 

Conjecture:"Changingthevalueofawillaffect _________ _ 

Function 

y
1
=sinx 

I 

y
2
=2sinx 

I 

y
2
=Ssinx 

I 

1 

I 
Yz= zsmx 

y
2
= - 3sinx 

11m Describe how changing the value of the parameter a affects the graph ofy= a sinx. 

Conduct similar experiments to explore the effects of changing parameters band con the graph 

of y = sin bx andy = sin x + c. Remember to make a conjecture first, test it with an experiment 

and then write the conclusion. Be sure you are only changing one quantity each time. 
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Test your conjectures. 

Describe the effects of each parameter on the graph of y = sin x and then sketch the graph. 

i} y=-3sinx+2 ii} y = sin4x-5 iii) y=2sinix+3 

a) Suppose you measured angles in degrees. How wou ld that affect 

your graphs? 

b) Noneofthetransformationsseeninthissectionproduceahorizontal 

translation.Whatparameterwouldyouneedtointroduceinorderto 

translatethesinegraphtotheleftorright? 

"ATL SKILLS 
Self management 
Select and use technology effectively 
and productively 

-
Before you start the next activity, look back at Activity 4 to remind 
yourself of what you did. 

Use your results from Activity 4 to answer these questions. 

a} Findanequationforthegraph. 

b) What change would you have to make to the tyre, to change the amplitude of your graph? 

How wou ld that affect the bicycle and/or its performance? 

cJ What would you have to change on the tyre, to change the line of equilibrium of your graph? 

How wou ld that affect the bicycle and/or its performance? 

dJ What would you have to do to change the period of your graph? How wou ld that affect the bicycle 

and.for its performance? 

lim!Dll!l3 
a) Whatotherphenomenaareperiodic?Cantheybedescribedbysinusoidalfunctions,orarethere 

other periodic functions? 

b) Research Galileo and the cycloid. How does the graph of the cycloid relate to the movement ofa point 

onabiketyre?Whatotherinterestingpropertiesdoesacycloidhave? 

= GLOBAL CONTEXTS 
Sc1ent1ficandtechmcalinnovat1on 
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"ATL SKI LLS 
Thinking 
Make unexpected or unusual connections 
between objects and/or ideas 



TOPIC 3 

Age problems 
Quantities can be either discrete or continuous. Measures such as 
angle s ize, length, area and volume are examples of continuous 
quantities. They can take any value in an interval In theory, they can 

be measured to any degree of accuracy. 

Numbers of people or objects are discrete quantities, you can just 

count them and use natural numbers to represent them. You often 
use discrete quantit ies such as numbers of people when you solve 

problems. But what about quantities such as age? Is age a discrete 

quantity or a continuous quantity? What are the implicat ions of this 
decision when you are graphing and determining statist ics about 

age data? 

Completeatablelikethis oneabouttheages ofthestudents inyour class. 

ll&w11Hili'l"llltil?llllll'll1.i\ijwljm!Miiiiii.i,W1N B1rthat 

(fomample,1999Jao19, 23 1i + 1 
a) Use the age data you have collected to calculate the mean, the mode and the median age of the 

students inyourclass. 

b) Compare the results for each average: mean, mode and median. 

c) Comment on the results. Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of working with age rounded 

tothe "completednumberofyears' .Refertoareal-life context:how oftenis agetreatedas 

a discrete quantity? 

d) Listotherquantities that canbetreatedbothas continuous ordiscrete.lneachcase,givereasons 

infavourofandagainsteachchoice. 

<;jATL SKILLS 
Thinking 
Develop contrary or opposmg arguments 
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Discrete and continuous quantities 
In statistics, you use different types of bar graph to represent discrete 

and continuous quantities. 

Usually discrete quantities are represented by bar charts like these. 

Tornadoesby month:1995-2012 

6 
61 

'1 

30 ,, 
• I 
I I 9 ' 

0 0 ,:. I I I I 0 0 

Number. of children per holliehold 

Bar charts are very simple graphs. They are easy to read as you just 

need to look at the height of each bar to read the frequency of each 
value of your discrete variable. Both the width of the bars and the space 

between them are irrelevant. Some bar charts have no spaces between 
the bars. Sometimes the bars have no width, they are just vertical lines. 

Scores :1 , 1,2, 2,2,2,2,3,3,3,3, 4, 4,5 

3 4 
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Number of times teenager plays computer games 

When you want to represent continuous quantities you should use 

histograms. This type of graph can be more complex to use or read as 
the frequency of each class or inteival needs to be proportional to the 

area of the corresponding bar. 



Create your ovm Visual d1ct1onaiy of keyvocabulaiy m stat1st1cs. Wnte the appropnate dehrut1on, then 

illustrate each word with pictures of real-hfe examples (taken by you or from newspapers magazmes, 

and so on) You can then refer to this whenever you need to 

Histograms 

The histogram below shows information about the ages of people ata small beach. The age groups are 

a < 15, 15 ,:,;:; a < 25, 25 ,:,;:; a < 40and so on. 

•,~ 

a) Howmanypeoplewereunder15yearsold? 

b) Which age group [ or class] is the modal class? This is the age group w ith the highest frequency. 

c) Howmanypeople wereatthebeach? 

d) Comment on the difficulty of using the given histogram to answer the questions above. 

e) Comment on the accuracy of the information provided by the histogram with reference to the 

real-life situation. For example, if someone answers a survey question such as: "How old are you?" 

with a simple 15, how accurate is this answer? 

Summarizethedifferencesbetweendiscreteandcontinuousdata.Whatdoyouthinkisthemost 

appropriatewaytodisplayeach?Explain. 

t9GLOBALCONTEXTS 
Personalandculturalexpress1on 

<;.,ATL SKILLS 
Research 
Understand the impact of media 
representations and modes of presentation 
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Summary 
At the most basic level, mathematics is often seen as the science of 

numbers. The Pythagoreans even believed that ~a11 is number". By 
this, they meant that everything can be quantified. either by counting 

discrete quantities, or by measuring continuous quantities. 

In this chapter, you have explored both types of quantity. You then 

went further and thought about refined classifications of quantities: 

parameters versus variables, or quantities that are related by 

relationships and are classified as independent and dependent. You 
also considered ways to represent quantities graphically and explored 

the effects of the variation of one quantity on another. 



Representation 
The manner In which something Is presented 

TOPIC 1 Points, lines and parabolas 
• How does representation influence inte r pret ation? 

• Is representation a fo rm of s implification? 

TOPIC 3 Misrepresentation 

• Is any representation unbiased? 

ATL 
./ Consider ideas from multiple perspectives . 

./ Revise understanding based on new information and 
evidence. 

,I Evaluate and manage risk. 

,I Understand the impact of media representation and 
modes of presentation. 

Numbe r 
,/ Use points on the parabola and they-axis to generate the 

times table. 

Algebra 
./ Graph parabolas . 

./ Use set-builder notation. 

,I Represent points and lines graphically. 

,I Solve problems involving position, velocity and time and 
intersection of paths of moving objects when represented 
by Cartesian and vector equations of lines. 

Statistics and p robability 

./ Use probability trees to represent a situation and 
calculate the probability of selected outcomes . 

./ Use probability trees to calculate the conditional 
probability of a real-life situation 

.I Use and interpret measures of central tendency and 
measures of dispersion . 

./ Interpret graphs. 

Qu antity Simplification 

quantities may be expressed. 

Velocity the speed of something 
in a given direction 

~ give a detailed accoW1t 
including reasons or causes. 

~ apply knowledge or rules 
to put theory into p ractice. 
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Mathematics is a lmguistl.c 
activ1ty,itsult1.mate 
area ts preciseness of 
communication. 

Wilham L Schaaf 

~INTERNATIONAL 
MATHEMATICS 
Mathematics is said to be 
the universal language. 
Many cultures use a base 
10 number system but 
represent the numbers in 
very different ways. Do some 
research on different forms 
of mathematical symbols 
and forms that are used in 
various cultures. Determine 
and perhaps debate if 
mathematics is indeed the 
universal language. 

~WEB LINKS 
Go to http://ed.ted.com 
and search for "a clever 
way to estimate enormous 
numbers". How did Fermi 
represent numbers so 
that he could make rapid 
estimations with seemingly 
little data? Based on 
this idea, how could you 
accurately estimate the 
number of sweets in ajar 
(and perhaps win that jar as 
a result!)? 
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Introducing representation 
Mathematical representation is a term that refers to all of the 
different ways in which you can show a mathematical concept or 
relationship. You can represent your mathematical ideas in a clear 
and visual way. You can use different symbols, a number or algebraic 
equation, a diagram, chart or a graph Representation also includes 
the way that you visualize a mathematical idea as you work through 
it in your head. Representations help you to develop and record your 
mathematical thinking. 

The choice of how to represent mathematical ideas can significantly 
affect the problem-solving process and the ease with which it can be 
communicated to others. Good notation, well-defined terms, and dear, 
well-labelled diagrams can make the difference between a readable 
mathematical piece of work and one that is confusing and difficult to 
follow. Even something as simple as how you write a rational number 
(fractional or decimal form) will have an impact on how easily you 
can work with it to analyse and solve a problem and communicate 

this solution. 

Developments in technology and its availability in the classroom have 
brought a wider range of possibilities to represent data. You can now 
use spreadsheets and dynamic software to plot graphs and manipulate 
them easily. You can produce simulations and create a variety of 
scenarios in ways that are impossible by hand. You can also be creative, 
combine tools and even work in collaboration with your peers to 
produce amazing presentations of your findings when exploring 
complex problems. More than ever your classroom activities prepare 
you for life. It is not enough to find an answer: in a complex situation 
you will have to suggest possible scenarios and solutions and justify 

your solution. This is true whether you are an engineer, an architect. an 
economist or work in any other area 

In this chapter, you will explore links between different areas of 
mathematics and various ways of representing the same mathematical 

objects. You will also reflect on the advantages that each form of 
representation has when solving particular problems. 

TOPIC 1 

Points, lines and parabolas 
You are familiar with the classic representation of real numbers on the 
real number line. In the first activity, you will discover how to use a 
parabola to represent the real numbers graphically and, in particular, 
the prime numbers, by using points on the parabola and the y-axis to 
generate the times table. 



Thisisthegraphofy=x2.Twopointsonthe 

grapharelabelled,andalinesegment 

connects the two points. 

a) Whatdoyounoticeaboutthe 

relationshipofthex-coordinates 

ofthepointsandthey-interceptof 

thelinesegmentconnectingthe 

two points? 

bJ Labelanytwootherpointsonthe 

graphoneithersideofthey-axis, 

wherethex-coordinateisan 

integer.Connectthetwopointswith 

Ab 

y 

26 

(<>-8 

f-1 )-

a line. Again, what do you notice about the x-coordinates of the points and they-intercept of the 

linesegmentconnectingthetwopoints? 

c ) Repeat the above, selecting five different pairs of points, on opposite sides of they-axis. 

What do you notice? 

d J Does it matter if you choose integervalues, or does your observation also hold when x is 

not an integer? 

e) Can you explain why the graph above is called a parabolic times table?Why does it work? 

Draw the graph of y = x 2 using a window of [- 5, 5] for the x-axis, and [- 1, 26] for the y-axis. 

Consider all the points in which the x-coordinate is greater than 1 or less than - 1. Draw line 

segments between pairs of points. (Use integer values only.] What numbers are left untouched 

onthey-axis?Whatisspecialaboutthesenumbers? 

Draw a graph ofy = x 2
, and extend the y-axis to - 26. Choose two points whose x-coordinates are 

either both positive integers or both negative integers, and again draw a line segment between the 

twopoints.Whatistherelationshipbetweenthex-coordinatesandthey-interceptoftheline? 

DosomeresearchontheSieveofEratosthenes,thenpractise 

using the algorithm to find the prime numbers less than 50. 

Explain why this algorithm is limited in its usefulness for 

finding prime numbers. 

• GLOBAL CONTEXT 
Sc1ent1ficandtechnicalinnovat1on 

{;jiATL SKILLS 
Thinking 

CDWEBLINKS 
For an mteractlve sieve of 
Eratosthenes, go to 
http //www hbmeyer de and 
follow the lmk to Eratosthenes' 
pnmes1eve 

Consider ideas from multiple perspectives 
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Points and straight lines are the simplest geometrical objects that 
you know. Geometrically a point is simply represented by a dot. 
Algebraically, when working in 20, you can represent a point by an 
ordered pair of numbers once you have chosen a pair of Cartesian 
axes. In algebra, these are labelled the x-axis and the y-axis. Straight 
lines can be represented by segments drawn along a straight edge. 
You can think of these lines as extending in both directions, endlessly. 
Algebraically, a line can be seen as a continuous set of points with 
coordinates (x,y) that follow a certain rule given by a linear equation. 

The next activity leads you to look closely at equations of lines and 
further explore their meaning. 

mJ:11 For each point [x,y) on the grid, find the value of x+ y. 

Usedifferentcolourstorepresenteachofthefollowing setsofpoints onthegrid. 

A = {lx,y ) lx +y= 4} 

B= {lx,y) lx +y = 6} 

C = {lx,y) lx+y = 7) 

D = {lx,y ) lx +y= !} 

Describe the graphs that you obtain. What is the minimum number of points you need to plot, to obtain a 

graphicalrepresentationofeachofthe sets above? 

mi!D Explain the meaning of the statement: ''Two points define a line." Explain clearly how to draw 

thegraphofalinearfunctionefficiently. 

a) Use your method to draw the graph of2x + y = 6. Solve the equation fory and use your 

calculatortoconfirmyouranswer. 

b) On the same axes, graph the line with equationy - x = D. Find the coordinates of the point 

where the two graphs intersect. Use your GOCto verify your answer. 
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Plotthepoints A[l , 2] and8(3, 5)andfindanequationofthestraightlineAB: 

a) by determining the values of the parameters a and bin the equation ax + by = 1 

b) bydeterminingthegradientandy-interceptoftheline 

cJ us ingregressionandyourcalculator. 

Apply your knowledge to solve this problem. 

Thetable shows someequivalenttemperatures in °Cand 0 F. 

1::::::1::: 20 37 SS 70 

68 98.6 131 158 

a) Plotthepoints torepres entthes epairs oftemperatures . 

b) Find the relation between the variables xandy. Write it as a formula in which y (°F) 

is the s ubject. 

c) Trans posetheequation sox(0 C]is the s ubject. 

d} Use these equations to: 

i) determinethetemperaturein °Fthatcorres ponds to0°C 

ii ) determinethetemperaturein °Cthatcorresponds to2 3°F 

iii) findthetemperaturethati s numericallythe sameinboth s cales. 

Considerthepoints A[l, 2),8(3,6) andC(4, 11). 

a) ls thereany s traightlinethatcontains allthreepoints ? Expla in . 

b} Findalineoracurvethatcontains allthreepoints . Explain your s trategy. 

@ GLOBAL CONTEXT 
Sc1ent1ficandtechnicalinnovat1on 

~ATL SKILLS 
Thinking 
Consider ideas from multiple perspectives 

Cartesian equat ions of lines 
Cartesian equations can be represented by lines on a set of Cartesian 
axes. You can use them to solve problems involving two variables. You 
can determine the value of one variable when you know the value of 

the other one. Functions that you are familiar with usually contain two 
variables, the independent and dependent variables. 

Some unknowns do not necessarily vary. These are called parameters. 
For example, in the equation of the straight line,y = mx + c, x is the 
independent variable and y is the dependent variable. For any given 

straight line, you can determine the gradient (m) andy-intercept (c) 
and they don't vary within a straight line. These are the parameters 

of the function 

Parameters are extremely powerful tools for mathematicians and 

scientists in general, as they act neither as constants nor variables. 
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You can change the value of parameters repeatedly, to examine the 
relation between the variables. Changing the parameters allows 

for detailed analysis of the relation between variables. You can use 
parameters to simulate real-life situations that change frequently. The 
most common parameter you encounter in school mathematics is time. 

Consider that you are studying the movement of an object along a 

straight line. For simplicity, let the object be represented by a point. 
called P, on the line. After selecting a suitable pair of axes, you could 
represent the initial situation in a diagram like this one. 

In this case, the point P has initial coordinates (2, 7) and its initial 

position vector is OP = ( ; } Now, suppose that this point is moving 

along the line in the direction shown by the velocity vector v. Then the 

point moves two units to the right and one unit down for each unit of 

time (for example, each second)-this means that v = ( ~
1

} If you want 

to find the positions of the point after one, two or three seconds you 
need to consider the initial position, the velocity vector and time. 

~aftero~seco~P=topositionP,gNenbyOP, = ( ; )+( ~
1 
)= ( : } 

aftertwoseronds,Pmoves to position P,given by OP, = G )+2( ~J = ( : ) 

and after three seconds, P moves to position P
3
given by 

OPJ =(; ) + 3( ~l) =(: ) . Both the graph and the vector expressions 

show a clear relation between the pair of coordinates of the position 
of the point. the constant vector that represents the velocity and the 
parameter time, which you can label t. This relation can be described 

bya vectorequation:OP =( ; ) + r( ~
1

) = (:} This is an equation 

of the line on the diagram but provides different information about the 



line than a Cartesian equation of the same line would. In this case, the 
vector equation describes the position of a moving point on this line 

when you know an initial position, its constant velocity and you choose 

the value of the parameter t. Of course, the info~ation available allows 

you to find a Cartesian equation of the line y =-;- x+B, as the velocity 

vector determines the slope {or gradient) and they-intercept is shown on 

the diagram. 

The next activity leads you to explore the differences between Cartesian 
and vector lines in context and you are challenged to create a simulation 
of the situation given! 

Paths of ships 

Usetechnologytocreatea simulationofthissituation. 

C£) INTERDI SC IPLINARY 
LIN KS Many quantities 
in physics, such as force, 
velocity and acceleration, are 
vector quantities. They differ 
from scalar quantities in that 
they have both magnitude 
{or size) and direction. 
Physics students need to be 
able to perform operations 
with vectors, to analyse the 
motion of objects. 

where the vector ( ~) represents a displacement of 1 km due east and the vector ( ~) represents a 

displacementof1kmduenorth.Theportof ORTissituatedattheorigin. 

a) Showthepositionof Oilat 13:00. 

b) Draw a diagram to show the path of Oil and the port ORT. 

c) Create a graph showing the distance between Oil and ORT. Deduce that a Cartesian equation for the path 

of Oil is 4x + 3y= 84. 

d) At what time will the distance between Oil and the port ORT reach its minimum value? 

Another ship, the cargo-vessel Cargy is stationary, with position vector (
1
: ) km. 

e) Show that Oil will collide with Cargy and find the time of the collision. 

To avoid the collision, Cargy starts to move at 13:00, with velocity vector ( tz) km/h. The position 

of the Cargy is given by 

(: )= (~: Ht,) ,,,,, l. 
f) At 15:00 Cargy stops again. How far apart are the two ships at this time? 

g) Find the distances between the port ORT and each of the ships at 15:00. 
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Youhaveexploreddifferent waysof 

representing straightlines in 2D.Makea 

table showingall of thedifferentforms 

ofrepresenting alineaswellas the 

advantages anddisadvantages ofeachof 

these forms. Then give examples of real

life situations where you would select a 

particularformofrepresentation,giv ing 

reasons for your choice. 

CD INTERNATIONAL MATHEMATICS 
In different places the notation for vectors can be 

very different the vector ( : ) 1s often represented 

by (1, 2), <l, 2>, [1, 2] or even 1 + 2J where I and J are 
umt vectors m the pos1t1ve horizontal and vertical 
directions In general, the context of the problem 
makes the notation clear but 1t 1s essential that the 
notation 1s used cons1stent1y1 

@GLOBALCONTEXT 
Sc1ent1ficandtechn1calmnovat1on 

(i,ATLSKILLS 
Thinking 

CD INTERNATIONAL 
MATHEMATICS 
A standard pack of playmg 
cardshasfoursU1ts 
(diamonds, clubs, hearts 
and spades) with 13 cards m 
eachsU1t 
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Consider ideas from multiple perspectives 

TOPIC 2 

Probability trees 
Most of the probability theory you have learned so far is based on the 
probabilities of independent events. This means that the outcome of 
one event is not affected by the outcome of the other event in any way. 
Now you will look at the probabilities of dependent events, that is, 
the outcome of one event is affected by the outcome of the other. The 
probability that an event will occur when another event is known to 
have occurred is conditional probability. 

For example, look at the probability of drawing two queens in a 

standard pack of playing cards, given that a pack contains 52 cards 
of which four are queens. First you calculate the chance of drawing a 
queen (4 out of 52), then calculate the probability of drawing a second 
queen. which is less likely now as one has already been drawn (3 of the 
51 cards left are queens). So the conditional probability of drawing two 

qu~n, i, [i_Jx[.e.)=---'---
52 51 221 

The use of diagrams to represent a s ituation is a very effective 
technique. It can help you to solve mathematical word problems as 
it enables you to visualize the situation and determine the necessary 
steps to find a solution. 

In the next activity, you will be constructing probability trees as a 
visual way to represent the outcomes and conditional probabilities 
associated with games and medical testing. 



Probability trees game 

~ INTERNATIONAL MATHEMATICS "Two-up' 1s a game played m Australia, m which two coms 
(traditionally old penmes) are thrown mto the au and players gamble on whether the coms will 
land with two heads up, two tails up, or one of each It was played dunng the First World War 
by the Australian soldiers and 1s now played on Anzac Day m some pubs and clubs throughout 
Australia m memory of those soldiers 

Constructaprobabilitytreetorepresentthepossibleoutcomesandprobabilitiesfortossing 

the twocoinsinTwo-up. 

llim a) Us e thetreetocalculatetheprobabilityof s coring 

two heads. 

b) Us e thetreetocalculatetheprobabilityof s coringone 

of each. 

c) Whatmathematicaloperationdoyouuse when 

determiningtheprobabilities onthe samebranchofthe 

probability tree ? 

d ) What mathematical operation do you use when 

determiningthefinalprobabilities ondifferentbranches 

oftheprobabilitytree? 

0 GLOBAL CONTEXTS 
Sc1ent1ficandtechnicalinnovat1on 

~ATL SKILLS 
Thinking 

Remember that 1f you are 

each taking JUSt a few turns 
at the game 1t may not give 

the desired probab1ht1es The 
more games that you play, the 

closer the probab1hty will get 

to its theoretical probab1hty 

Revise understandmg based on new 
mformat1on and evidence 

Probability has many applications and most of them are very different 
from trying to predict the outcome of games. Industry, commerce, 
financial services and medicine all use probability as a valuable tool. 
In the next activity, you will investigate some very important research. 

Conditional probability and medical test results 

In mid-2012, the US Food and Drug Administration [FDA) approved a new over-the-counter HIV test. 

It only requires a saliva sample and will produce results within 40 minutes . When tests like this become 

available to the publi c, everyone as ks how accurate s uch a test s hould be. Most medical tests have a 

s light margin for error. It is important to understand how significant these errors can be when taking into 

accountthesizeofapopulation. 
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These are research test results. 

The sensitivity test-92 per cent of people who are HIV positive received a positive test result. Based on 

this result, what fraction of the population that was tested received a false positive test [a positive result 

even though they are really HIV negative] ? 

The specificity test-99.98 per cent of people who were HIV negative received a negative test result. 

Based on this result, what fraction of the population that was tested received a false negative test? 

m!IJ a) Researchthecurrentpopulationofyourcountry. 

b) Research the approximate number of people who are HIV positive in your country. 

EIDl:1 Set up a probability tree to represent all possible outcomes when taking this test. 

m:DIJ Use the probability tree to answer these questions. 

a) Whatis theprobabilitythatthetestis correct? 

b) Given that a person in your country receives a positive test result, what is the probability 

that the person is actually HIV negative [received a false positive)? 

c) Giventhatapersoninyourcountryreceives anegativetestresult, whatis theprobability 

that the person is actually HIV positive [received a false negative)? 

a) Which result do you think it is more important to minimize, a false positive ora false 

negative?Justifyyouranswer. 

b) Doyouthinkthattheseprobabilities are sufficientlyminimizedforthis test? 

c) Can you see such a test reducing the transmission rate of HIV? Explain. 

@GLOBALCONTEXTS 
ldent1t1esandrelat1onsh1ps 
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~ATLSKILLS 
Thinking 
Evaluate and manage nsk 

TOPIC 3 

Misrepresentation 
A chapter on representation wouldn't be complete without a section 
on misrepresentation For some people, simply reading or hearing 
numbers and data can be very convincing. In this section, you will see 
how data can be used to lead or mislead people. 



Standard deviation is a measure of spread, it tells you how far from the 
mean the data values vary. The next activity shows how the standard 

deviation can be used in statistical surveys. 

Lookatthegraphbelowandthenanswerthequestions. 

Theextentofthe.4.rcticseaice,courtesyoftheNationalSnowandlceDataCenter,UniversityofColorado,Boulder 

114 
'i 
~ 12 

' ~ 10 • 
~ 8 
g 
1 6 

I A•Urna k, """' I 
(Areaofoceanwithatleast15 %seaice) 

- 2013 
-- -2012 
- 1981- 2010Average 

Ap, May ,~ '"' Aog 

a) Describe what is happening to the level of sea ice in the months shown. 

b) Explain how you could use this graph to argue that global warming has been having an increasingly 

detrimental effect on sea ice coverage since the 1980s. Is it possible to use the graph to argue 

thattheeffectsarenotduetoglobalwarming? 

c) Research standard deviation. 

• Whatdoesitmeasure? 

• Howisitcalculated? 

• What does it mean to be ''within one standard deviation of the mean" or ''within two standard 

deviationsofthemean"? 

d) Are the trends in the graph you have been looking at out of the ordinary? Explain. 
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This graph represents the same data, but now ±2 standard deviations are also shown (the grey area]. 

Theextentofthe.4.rctlcseaice, courtesyoftheNationalSnowand 

lceDat1Center,UniversityofColorado,Boulder 

16 

I A•Umakrn""' I 
(Areaof oc:ean w it h at least 15%seaice) 

--- 2012 
- 1981 -2010Average 

• .1c2standarddeviation5 

May 

e} Describethetrendin sea-iceextentfor2012.Dothis for2013aswell . 

f} Explain how having the standard deviation represented on the graph affects your interpretation of 

whetherornotthesea-icechanges in2012and2013areacauseforconcern. 

g} What else cou ld be done with the graphs in order to misrepresent the data? Describe two options 

that produce two very different conclusions that could be drawn from this "real" data. 

@GLOBALCONTEXTS 
Global1zat1onandsusta1nab1hty 
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~ATL SKILLS 
Research 

Understand the impact of media 
representations and modes of presentation 

Because standard deviation measures how spread out data are, it is 
often referred to as a measure of dispersion. In previous mathematics 
courses, you may have studied measures of central tendency, mean, 
median and mode-measures that attempt to describe the middle of a 
data set. While the measures of central tendency may not be difficult to 
calculate, knowing when to use each appropriately is an important part 
of determining whether or not data is being misrepresented. 



Measures of central tendency 

a) Definethethree statisticalmeasuresof centraltendency. 

b) Describe and discuss situati ons in which it is appropriate to use the mode to represent a set 

of data. When is it inappropriate? Give an example ofa data set for which the mode is the most 

appropriate choicetorepresentit. Explain whythis is the case. 

c) Describe anddiscusssituati ons in whichit is appropriateto use themedianto represent aset 

of data. When is it inappropriate? Give an example ofa data set for which the median is the most 

appropriate choiceto representit. Explain whythis is thecase. 

d) Describe anddiscusssituati ons in whichit is appropriateto use themeantorepresent aset 

of data. When is it inappropriate? Give an exa mple ofa data set for which the mea n is the most 

appropriate choiceto representit. Explain whythis is the case. 

0 GLOBAL CONTEXTS 
Personalandculturalexpress1on 

~ATL SKILLS 
Research 
Understand the impact of media 
representations and modes of presentat.J.on 

Reflection 
a) What does it mean to be "media literate"? How can mathematics 

help you to become more media literate? 

b) Many people would say that all newspaper or television reports 
contain some amount of bias. Can data and statistics be biased? 

~-
c) Find an example in the media that contains a misrepresentation of 

mathematical data ~ how the data has been manipulated. 

Summary 
In this chapter, you have explored different ways of representing 
mathematical ideas and seen how they each have their own 
advantages and disadvantages. Despite this, these different 
representations all have their usefulness and applications in a wide 
range of fields . You have also seen that how you represent a problem 
can greatly simplify your ability to analyse and solve it. However, 
there is always a danger that anything that can be represented 
can also be misrepresented. While numbers and data can be very 
convincing. the way in which they are represented can also affect the 
message you are trying to convey. 

~ WEB LINKS 
V1s1t http //nsidc org and 
search for "charct1cH to 
see an interactive sea-ice 
graph 
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Simplification 
The process of reducing to a less complicated form 

• If you could find an easy way out, would you t ake it? 

./ Apply skills and knowledge in unfamiliar situations. 

./ Make connections between subject groups and disciplines. 

./ Apply existing knowledge to generate new ideas, 
products or processes. 

./ Analyse complex concepts and projects into their 
constituent parts and synthesize them to create new 
understanding. 

./ Process data and report results. 

./ Revise understanding based on new information or evidence. 

./ Identify terms in arithmetic and geometric sequences. 

./ Simplify using the laws of logarithms and exponents. 

./ Factorise quadratic expressions and solve quadratic 

,/ Factorise higher degree polynomials and solve 
polynomial equations . 

./ Graph data and find the gradient of a line . 

./ Solve exponential equations . 

./ Use a linear programming model to help analyse a 
situation and make business decisions. 

Geometry and trigonometry 
./ Calculate metric relations in right-angled triangles . 

./ Use basic trigonometric ratios and/or the sine rule to 
derive formulas to find the heights of objects. 

Model Pattern 

164 Mathematics 

~ reachaconclusionfrom 
the information given. 

Find obtain an answer showing 
relevant stages in the working. 

~ provideananswer 
from a number of possibilities . 
Recognize and state briefly a 
distinguishing fact or feature. 

~ obtain the answer{s) 
using algebraic and/or 
numerical and/or graphical 
methods . 

~ give a specific name, 
value or other brief answer 
without explanation or 
calculation. 



Introducing simplification 
In mathematics, you often see the instruction to "simplify" or "write 

in simplest terms". It probably first began with fractions and then 

steadily moved into much of what you do in algebra, from exponents 

to polynomials to radicals. Every new topic brings with it a need 

to reduce expressions to a less complicated 

form-simpler is better. Some of the most useful 

results you have studied in mathematics are 
rather simple but yet very powerful For example, 

Pythagoras' theorem can be presented in a very 

simple form visually: the red square has the same 

area as the green and purple squares together. 
·t 

You already know that expressions can be presented in different 

equivalent forms. Sets of rules. such as the order of operations, enable 
you to convert one form of an expression into a simpler form. Think 

how you would simplify the expression: 

3(5 - 2) + 4• - 12(3) 7 4 

and how much more convenient the simpler form would be. 

Simplifying more complicated expressions may require more 

complicated rules, such as the laws of exponents, logarithms or 

radicals. Ultimately, the goal is to be able to use the rules to simplify 
expressions so that they can then be applied in other circumstances, 

such as solving equations. 

Simplification is also an important strategy in solving problems. If you 

can't find the answer to a question, try solving a simpler version first . 

By doing a little work beforehand, you may even be able to develop 

formulas and strategies that will simplify some of those problems. For 
example, you can find the area of a trapezium by breaking it up into 

simpler shapes with areas that you can calculate easily: 

B C 

A/LLD 
F E 

---ba~---

However, there is a formula for finding the area of a trapezium. Once 

you know the formula, you can easily find the area of any trapezium in 

the future . 

In this chapter, you will explore variations on the concept of 

"simplification": writing in simplest form, solving a simpler problem 

and using formulas to simplify the problem-solving process. 

Knowledge ts a process of 
p1lmg up facts; wisdom lies m 

theu simplification. 

Marun Herny Fischer 

C£) CHAPTER LINKS 
In Chapter 7 on generalization, 
students apply the strategies 
m Polya's problem-solvmg 
method 

C£)WEBL1N KS 
For the denvat1on of the 
formula for the area 
of a trapezium, see 
www mathopenref.com 
and search for ~trapezium" 
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TOPIC 1 

Simplifying algebraic and 
numeric expressions 
In the following activities, you will consider some ideas with which 
you may already be familiar, but you will think about them in different 

ways. In previous mathematics courses you have already worked with 
the arithmetic mean of a set of numbers. This is an average value. 

Another type of average value is called the geometric mean. There are 
several ways to calculate the geometric mean. You will use one of them 

in the next activity. Once you have completed this method, you will 
use the laws of logarithms to simplify the formula to arrive at a much 

simpler version. 

Did you know that, when you are looking at a work of art, there is supposedly an "ideal location" where you 

should stand? 

Interestingly, you can use the geometric mean to calculate that location mathematically. Have a closer 

lookatthetwomean values. 

,__ 

a} The terms 2, x , 8 form an arithmetic sequence. Determine the value of x. 

b) State how this relates to the mean or average value. [This is also why "arithmetic mean" is 

an appropriate name.] 

c) Write down the formula for calculating the arithmetic mean of any number of values. Use 

appropriate mathematical notation. 

d) Use the formula to find the arithmetic mean of 4, 9 and 14. 

a) The terms 2,y, 8 form a geometric sequence. Determine the value ofy, given thaty> D. This 

value is the geometri c mean of2 and 8. 

b) Find thegeometricmeanof5and180. 

c) Can you find a simple way to cal culate the geometric mean of two values? lf so, write it 

down. Use correct mathemati cal notation. 
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Here is one way to calculate the geometric mean of three numbers. 

i) Take the logarithm (base 10) of each value. 

ii) Find the arithmetic mean of these logarithmic values by 

addingthemtogetheranddividingby3. 

iii) Raise10tothepoweryouhavecalculatedinii. 

Use this method to find the geometric mean of 4, 9 and 15. 

When no base is spec1f1ed for 

a loganthm, 1t 1s assumed to be 
base10 

liDIJ If you wrote all of these steps as one expression, you would have 

~ 
10 , 

In fact, you can calculate the geometric mean of any numberofvalues in a similar way. 

a) Use the laws of logarithms to simplify the above expression. You should arrive at another 

method for calculating the geometric mean (that does not require logarithms]. Explain this 

simpler method in words. 

b) Use the laws of logarithms in a different order to arrive at the same simplified form. 

CD INTERDI SCIPLINARY LINKS Loganthms are used extensively m science. In chermstry, 
students learn to use loganthms to calculate the pH of a substance In physics, sound 
mtens1ty 1s measured m decibels, which also mvolves a loganthm1c scale 

c) Simplifyeachoftheselogarithmicexpressions. 

i) logx+logy+logz4 

ii) lo~ ../x + lo~ y1+ lo~ z-2 

iii) 21og
3

x+31og
3
y 4 -41ogiz 

iv) .!.1nx-41ny+ .!.1nz 
3 l 2 

v) 2(1o&;x3
- 4log.y-log

3
z2

) 

Howdoesallofthisrelatetolookingatartinamuseum?Theideal 

place to stand, when looking at a painting, is at the geometric mean of 

thedistancefromyoureyetothetopofthepaintingandthedistance 

fromyoureyetothebottomofthepainting.Whenyouarestandingat 

thishorizontaldistancefromthepicture,youmaximizetheangleto 

the top and bottom oft he painting and supposedly get the best view. 

This is known as the "Regiomontanus' Hanging Picture Problem". 

0GLOBALCONTEXTS 
Personalandculturalexpress1on 

~ATLSKILLS 
Transfer 

• . 

Apply skills and knowledge m unfanuliar 
s1tuat1ons 
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Jiil. MATH S THROUGH HI STORY 
The invention of logarithms is often attributed to a Scottish 
mathematician called John Napier, who published his development 
of them in 1614- Napier lived in a time of tremendous innovation 
in astronomy. Copernicus had published his theory of the Sun as 
the centre of the universe and astronomers were busy trying to 
calculate planetary positions, based on this new idea. However, 
these calculations involved numbers that were very large. Napier 
wanted to establish a method to simplify the process. He found a 
way to transform the tedious calculations of multiplication and 
division into the simpler operations of addition and subtraction by 
using what he called "a logarithm". 

Anl'lorysetofNap1ersbonesc1rca1650 ------..--~, 
~~r-11 • 
~,,~~ -

Napier also invented a mechanical calculating device called Napier's bones. 

I Activity 2 

Physicistsusedimensionalanalysistoverifythatappropriateunits 

resultwhenusingaformulaorequation.Whenunitsonbothsidesof 

anequationareequal,thereisnoguaranteethattheequationis 

correct.However,whenunitsoneithersidearenotequaltoeachother, 

then there is definitely something wrong with the formula or equation. 

Working with the units while performing calculations is a good way to 

verifythattheresultisappropriate. 

a) Research the definition of one newton in terms of other units. 

It 1s worth notmg that science 

and maths often use the same 

symbols but with different 

meamngs 

b J The force of gravity [F) between any two objects of mass m 
I 
and m

2
, separated by a distance r is 

given by: 

F = ~ ,' 
where the masses are measured in kilograms, the distance between them is measured in metres 

andtheforceismeasuredinnewtons. 

The universal gravitation constant, G, is measured in m3kg-1s--i. Use the laws of exponents to simplify 

theunitsontheright-handsidetoshowthattheunitsonbothsidesoftheequationarethesame. 

c) The time [T, measured in seconds) it takes for a pendulum to swing back and forth once is related 

to both the length of the pendulum [L, measured in metres] and the acceleration due to gravity 

(g,measuredinms-2
): 

T=21tl 
Use the laws of exponents to simplify the right-hand side to show that the units are the same on 

bothsidesoftheequation. 

d ) When an object accelerates from an initial velocity [V
1
, measured in m/s) to a final velocity 

(V1, measured in mls] over a distance [d measured in "!etres], its final velocity is given by: 

Vr = [V1
1 + 2aclP: 
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where a is the acceleration [measured in m/s2
] . Use the laws of exponents to simplify the right-hand 

side toshow that theunits arethesame onboth sides oftheequation. 

e) i) The electric field[£, measured in newtons per coulomb, N/C) due to a line of cha rge is given by: 
,u 

£=-

' 
where A is the charge per unit of length (measured in C/m) , ris thedistance [in metres) and 

k is a constant [measured in Nm2/C2
] . Use the laws of exponents to simplify the right-hand side to show 

thattheuni tsarethesame onboth sidesofthe equation. 

ii) Theelectric fielddueto aringof chargeisgivenby: 

£= ~ 
[z2+R1)f 

where q is measured in coulombs [CJ , and z and Rare both measured in metres. Use the laws 

of exponents to simplify the right-hand side to show that the units are the same on both sides 

oftheequation. 

mmmm 
a) Explain how the rules for simplifying logarithms [Activ ity 1) and exponents [Activity 2) are similar. 

b) Describe what you can do if you don't remember the rules for simplifying an exponential expression. 

c) In whi ch contexts is 24 simpler to use than 23 x 3? In which contexts is 2 3 x 3 simpl er to use 

than 24 ?Ex plain. 

@GLOBALCONTEXTS 
Sc1ent1ficandtechmcalmnovat1on 

~ ATLSKILLS 
Transfer 
Make connections between subJect groups 
and d1sc1plmes 

TOPIC 2 

Simplifying through formulas 
Formulas are an integral part of many areas of knowledge, especially 
within sciences or mathematics. Formulas are also used in areas such 
as economics, geography and statistics. However, simply knowing a 
formula without knowing why it is appropriate, in fact, restricts your 
ability to solve problems efficiently. To simplify problem-solving in 
both mathematics and science, you need to know why formulas work 
and how they can be applied correctly. In this topic, you will see how 
to apply your knowledge of right-angled triangles to discover new 
formulas that can simplify future problems with these shapes. 
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Metric relations In a right-angled triangle 

Suppose you were asked to find the values of h, m and n in this diagram. 

a) State the different methods that you cou ld use to solve the problem. Be specific about the 

mathematics involved in each method. 

b) Use the methods you listed to solve the problem. Which method was the simplest? 

One of the methods that you may use to solve this problem involves similar triangles. You can 

use the properties ofsimilartriangles to develop relationships called metric relations. 

a) Startwithatriangle. 

Determine which triangles are similar. Work out proportion statements that relate each set 

of lengths. 

i) a,b,candh ii) d,eandh iii) a, c andd iv} b,cande 

b) Rewrite each of the proportion statements so that there is no division, only multiplication. 

Thesearethemetricrelationsinaright-angledtriangle. 

m!ilJ a) Use these metric relations to solve the original problem. Would knowing these beforehand 

have simplified the problem? 

b) Find thevaluesofxandyinthisdiagram. 
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a) These metric relations are specific to right-angled triangles. How does that influence your opinion 

oftheirusefulness? 

b) The relationship between a, b, c and his not surprising when you take a closer look at it. 

Whatelseisthatrelationbasedon,apartfromsimilartriangles? 

<;,ATLSKILLS 
Thinking 
Apply existmg knowledge to generate new 
ideas, products or processes 

liDII Work through this problem. 

Imagine you are in Melbourne,Australia and see the Rialto Tower at an angle of elevation of 47' 

from a point on a level section of road. When you move 90 m closer to the tower, along the same 

level section of the road, the angle of elevation is 60'. What is the height of the Rialtotower, to 

the nearest metre? 

This type of trigonometry question involves multiple steps, and can take some time to complete. 

If you take the time to derive a formula, you can use it to simplify the process and make these 

questionseasiertoanswerwhenyoumeetthemagain. 

To derive the formula, you need to use variables instead of numbers. Use the variables shown 

in this diagram, and follow through exactly the same process as you did for step 1. Deduce a 

formulatofindtheheightintermsofdand 61 and 61 . 

Using your formula check your answer to step 1. 

Is it worth taking the time to derive the formula to simplify future similar problems? Justify why or why not. 

How successful would a student be in mathematics if all they knew were formulas?Whatwould they be 

lacking? 
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C,, GLOBAL CONTEXTS 
Sc1ent1ficandtechn1calinnovat1on 

~ATL SKILLS 
Thinking 

TOPIC 3 

Apply ex1stmg knowledge to generate new 
ideas, products or processes 

Simplifying a problem 
You alreadyknowhow tosolve linear equations such as 3X + 2 = 7. 
You have practised them so much that solving them has almost 
become automatic it is so simple. More recently, you began solving 
quadratic equations of the form ax' +bx + c = o. While there are 
various methods for solving these, one of them in particular requires 
your skills with linear equations, thereby simplifying the problem 
You will start with that method and find out if you can use the same 

approach with other polynomial equations. 

BOIi Quadratic equations 

a) Explainhowyouknowthatanequationis aquadratic. 

b) State whatitmeans ifanexpressionis afactorofapolynomial? 

c) Solve these equations by factorizing. 

i) .x2- 5x - 6 = 0 ii) 2x2 + x - 15 = 0 

iii) .x2 + 24 = 14x iv) 4x2 -3x = 27 

d) State thefirst stepin solv ing aquadraticequationbyfactorization.Explain why it 

is necessary. 

e) Gerardo used this incorrect method to solve the equation x 2 
- 10x = 24 . 

.x2- 1Dx = 24 

x(x - 10) = 24 

x = 24orx - 10 = 24 

x =24orx =34 

ExplainwhereGerardomadehis mistake. State the correct solutions. 

f) Describe how you simplified quadratic equations so you could solve them. 
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m!IJ Other polynomial equations 

Suppose you wanted to solve x3 
- 2x' - Sx + 6 = 0. 

a) Dividex3 -2.x2- 5x+6 byx+ 1. ls [x+ 1) one of its linear factors? Explain. 

bJ Dividex3 -2.x2- 5x+6 byx-1. ls (x-1) one of its linear factors? Explain. 

c) Whatisthequotientinb)?Canyoufactorit? 

d} Writex 3 
- 2x' - Sx+ 6 as a product of its linear factors. 

e) Solve x 3 -2x2 -5x+6=0. 

f) Explain how the original problem was simplified so that its solution could be found. 

g) Explainwhyyoustillneedtomanipulatetheequationsothatonesideisequaltozero 

before factorizing. 

h) Solve these equations by factorizing. You may need to use long division in 

i ) 2y3 =18y ii) x 3 +2.x2-4x-8=0 iii) m3 -3m2 =16m-48 

<;,ATL SKILLS 
Thinking 
Analyse complex concepts and proJects mto 
their constituent parts and synthesize them 
to create new understanding 

Workingouttheageofatreeiseasy- onceyouhave 

cut it down. You just count the growth rings. But what 

ifyoudon'twanttocutdownthetree?Whatifyou 

wanttofindtheageofsomethingthatdoesn'thave 

growth rings? 

Youmightusecarbon-14dating,whichisbasedon 

howlongittakescarbon-14todecaytocarbon-12. 

Carbon-14andcarbon-12arebothisotopesofcarbon. 

Althoughcarbondatingisveryuseful,itislimitedto 

objectsthatarelessthanSOOOOyearsold.Sohow 

Ringsinthecross-sectionofatreetrunk 

could you date objects that are even older? How, for example, would you find the age of the Earth? 

Scientists have found other naturally occurring isotopes that also decay. One of those is rubidium-87 [the 

parent isotope] which, overtime, decays and becomes strontium-87 [the daughter isotope]. 

It can be shown that the amount of the daughter isotope formed, D, is related to the amount of parent 

isotopeleft,P,bytheequation: 

D=P(e1,.'- l) +D 
where D

O 
is the initial amount of the daughter isotope present ;nd A is the decay constant for the parent 

isotope which, in this case, is 1.42 x 10-11. The time t is measured in years. 
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This relationship is difficult to graph on a two-dimensional coordinate system because there are three 

variables. BothD and Pchange as time passes, as does the value oft. Because of this, scientists will 

often use a process calledlinearization to simplify their work. The next task should help you to find out 

why this applies here. 

a) Explain how the above equation is similar to the gradient- intercept form of a linear function 

[y=mx+b]. 

bJ Which quantity, Por D, is the independent variable? Which is the dependent variable? 

cJ lfa scientist plotsDagainst Pon the same coordinate plane, what part of the above equation 

represents they-intercept? Whatpartshouldbeequaltothegradientoftheline? 

Now you will use the result in c to determine the age of the Earth. 

A scientist has five samples of meteorites found on Earth. She measures theirrubidium-87 content 

[P]andtheirstrontium-87content[D].Herresultsarerecordedinthistable. 

Meteorite Rub 1d1um 87 Strontium.a? 

1.72 1.514 I 
1.6 1.502 I 
1.44 1.494 I 

12 1.478 I 
0.18 1.412 

d) Usinganappropriatescale,graphthedata. 

e) Draw the line of best fit and determine its gradient. 

fJ Use the gradient and your result in cto find the age of the meteorites and, thereby, the age of the Earth. 

mmDil!m 
a) Explain how graphingDagainstPsimplified the problem of trying to graph the relationship given 

byD=P(e"'-1) +D
0

• 

b) State any assumptions that you made in solving the problem. 

c) Experimentally, it can be shown that the gravitational force (F] between any two bodies is 

inversely related to the square of the distance (r] between them, F= G~~m, . If you collected 

data for Fand r, what would you graph in order to simplify the task of finding the equation that 

relates these two quantities? 

ft GLOBAL CONTEXTS 
Sc1ent1ficandtechmcalinnovat1on 
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Systems of inequalities 
The simplex method is used in linear programming to find the 

optimum value of a function that is subject to constraints (expressed 
as inequalities). The inequalit ies define a polygonal region and the 
solution is one of the vertices of this region When expressed in 

graphical form, the polygonal region produced by the simplex method 
gives a very clear, simplified representation of all of this information. 

The best possible solution can be easily identified. The complexity of 
the problem increases with the addition of variables and constraints. 
Such problems are usually solved by means of a computer program. 

JiiL MATH S THROUGH HISTORY 
The simplex method was created by George Dant:z1g, a 
mathematician workmg for the US Air Force dunng the Second 
World War He developed hnear programmmg as an efficient 
method of allocatmg military resources and 1mprovmg strategic 
planmng Smee then, busmesses have been usmg linear 
programmmg m an effort to optimize their use of resources and 
max1rmzeprofit 

A small company needs to decide how to allocate their resources to maximize profit. 

A high-end suspension mountain bike manufacturer produces two different bike models in one workshop: 

a cross country trail bike (XC) and a gravity dow nhill trail bike (GD). Each type of bike must be processed 

through three stages: component manufacture, assembly and finishing (painting and polishing, and so on]. 

Each XC bike requires five hours'work in the component manufacture workshop and four hours in the 

assembly workshop. 

EachGDbikerequires tenhoursinthecomponentmanufacture workshopand sixhoursintheassembly 

workshop. 

Eachbiketakes onehourinthefinishing workshop. 

The component manufacture, assembly and finishing workshops are available for 165, 120 and 28 hours 

perweek,respectively. 

Theprofit contributionperbikeis $600foreachXCbikeand $750foreachGDbike. 

Assuming that the manufacturer wishes to maximize profits, determine how many bikes of each 

type shouldbeproducedper week. 

a) Determinetheinequalities torepresenttheobjective 

function and the constraints. 

b) Explaineachinequalityandhow itaffects the scenario. 

c) Graphallinequalities byhandongraphpaperand 

determineallofthecornerpoints. 

There are many GDCs and 

downloadable graphing 

software apphcat1ons that will 

graph mequahties 
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d) Usetechnologytohelpyouvisualizeyourgraph. 

i) Howmanybikesofeachtypeshouldbeproducedperweek? 

ii) What is the maximum profit the manufacturer can make per week? 

iii) Use a spreadsheet with a 'solver' function to validate your answer. 

iv) lstheequipmentintheworkshopbeingfully utilized? 

lfnot,howlongisanyofthemachinerynotinuse? 

v) Explainhowyouwouldrepresenttheprofitequation 

graphically.Findapossibleprofitequation. 

vi) Explainhowyoucanusetheprofitequationgraphically 

tovalidatethatyouransweriscorrect. 

'1DIJ Adapting the linear programming model 

Excel solver IS available on 

any Excel program and can be 
used to solve complex hnear 

programmmg models. 

Use a GDC or graphing software to complete this part of the activity. 

Scenario one 

There have been changes in regulations regarding length of shifts and changeover between 

them. In addition, there are new requirements for maintenance of equipment. As a result, the 

component manufacturing workshop is only available for 150 hours per week. How many bikes 

of each type shou ld now be produced per week? How much profit will they make? 

Explain any assumptions you have made. 

Explaintheproblem-solvingprocessyou usedtosolvethisquestion. 

Scenario two 

Assume the component manufacturer equipment is still only available for 150 hours per week. 

An important customer owns a chain of shops and has requested a standard order of six downhill 

gravitybikesperweek. 

Explain why you would [or wou ld not) accept this order. Justify your answer. Use quantitative data. 

Scenario three 

Assume the component workshop is sti ll only available for 150 hours per week and you have no 

restrictionsonthenumberofeachtypeofbikeproduced.Youcouldbuyanewpieceofspray

paintingequipment so that the finishing time would be reduced to three-quarters of an hour for 

eachbike.Topayfortheequipment,yourprofitwillbereducedby20dollarsperbike.Wouldyou 

buy the equipment? 

Explain whether or not you would buy the equipment. Justify your answer. Use quantitative data. 

a) Explainwhytheverticesofthepolygondefinedbytheinequalities[thecornerpoints]areso 

important in linear programming. 

b) Identify the limitations that you experience with creating a linear programming model. 

c) Research three examples in which linear programming is used in decision-making. List how many 

possible variables and constraints these models can have. Would it be possible to solve these 

modelsonordinarygraphpaper?Explainwhyorwhynot. 
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• GLOBAL CONTEXTS 
Sc1ent1ficandtechnicalinnovat1on 

<;iATLSKILLS 
Thinking 
Revise understandmg based on new 
mformat1on or evidence 

Summary 
In this chapter, you have looked at how you can use predetermined 
rules to simplify both algebraic and numeric expressions. Problems 
can sometimes be simplified by developing formulas, using 
mathematics that you already know. A common theme in both of these 
aspects of simplification is that you must not only understand what the 
rules are but also how to apply them correctly. You have also seen that 
sometimes the problems themselves can be simplified, making finding 

a solution easier. Simplification in mathematics is not therefore just 
about reducing expressions to a less complicated form, it also refers to 
the problems you solve and the strategies you use to solve them. 
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Space 
The frame of geometrical dimensions describing 
an entity 

TOPIC 1 Special points and lines in 2D shapes 

• What makes a point special? 

TOPIC 2 Mathematics and art 

• Can creativity be planned? 

TOPIC 3 Volume and surface area of 3D shapes 

• How can design lead to a better use of resources? 

ATL 
./ Listen actively to other perspectives and ideas . 

./ Develop new skills, techniques and strategies for 
effective learning . 

.I Create novel solutions to authentic problems. 

Number 
,,/ Calculate the percentage increase and decrease of surface 

area and volume to determine the best configuration 

Algebra 
./ Solve systems of linear equations. 

,,/ Solve problems involving geometric sequences and series. 

Geometry and trigonometry 

./ Recognize lines of symmetry of shapes . 

./ Recognize the properties of polygons. 

,,/ Calculate the coordinates of midpoints and the distance 
between points. 

,,/ Use properties of triangles to find the location of their 
special points (centres). 

,,/ Explore the characteristics of the platonic solids. 

,,/ Analyse plane sections of solids. 

,,/ Calculate the surface area and volume of rectangular 
prisms and cylinders. 

,,/ Calculate perimeters and areas of plane figures . 

,,/ Use Pythagoras' theorem to find unknown side lengths. 

Quantity Model Representation 
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Conflgural~ anarrangementof 
partsorelementsinaparticular 
form. figure, or combination. 

~ onlc solid a 3D shape where 
each face is the same regular 
polygon and the same number 
of polygons meet at each vertex 
(come<) . 

~ te determine the amoW1t 
or number of something 
mathematically. 

Describe give a detailed account 
or picture of a situation.event, 
pattern or process . 

~ give a detailed account 
including reasons or causes. 

~ allow,cause to be visible. 



Introducing space 

.iu. MATH S THROUGH HISTORY 
It is said that one day while Rene Descartes was lying in bed 
staring at the ceiling, a fly buzzed in and landed on it. Descartes 
thought, "How can I describe the location of the fly on the 
ceiling to someone who isn't in the room, so that they know 
exactly where the fly is?" He thought of the ceiling as being 
divided into four parts, or quadrants. The location of the fly 
could now be uniquely determined by two numbers, an ordered 
pair. The first number indicates the position of the fly to the 
right or left of the origin, and the second number indicates its 
position above or below the origin. This is the Cartesian plane 
that you are familiar with, named after Rene Descartes, a French 
mathematician who lived from 1597 to 1650. 

How would you describe the position of a fly buzzing around in your 

room. not just on the ceiling but at any point in the room? You would 
need to add another axis to the x-y plane, to identify the unique 
position of the fly in your three-dimensional space. Any point in space 

has the three unique dimensions of length (longitude), width (latitude) 

and depth {or altitude), relative to some given origin. 

Having established that the world is three-dimensional, you also need 
to remember that you move through time. Scientists consider time to 

be the fourth dimension You can locate a unique 3D position in space, 

together with a particular instant in time. This means that nobody can 
be in two different locations at the same time. 

Geometry is grasping 
space ._ that space in which 
the chi.ld lives, breathes and 
moves. The space that the 
child must leam to know, 
explore, and conquer, in order 
to live, breathe and move 
better in it. 

Hans Freudenthal 

CS:, INTERDISCIPLINARY LINKS 
It 1s thought that the great 
artist Pablo Picasso pamted 
his Portrait of Dora Maar 
m an attempt to show how 
a three-d1mens1onal obJect 
might look hke to a fourth
dimensional bemg You can 
search fo r the pamtmg onlme 
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C£)WEBL1NKS 
Go to www mathopenref corn 
and search for "triangle 
centroid" 

TOPIC 1 

Special points and lines 
in2D shapes 
In this topic you will make a cardboard triangle and try to balance 
it on the tip of a pencil. You will need to experiment with different 

points inside the triangle. The point where you can balance it is the 
centroid of the triangle, or the b arycentre. It is the centre of gravity 

of the triangle. 

Supposethatyouplantobuildamobile sculpture, similartotheoneinthepicture,butyou wantallthe 

shapes tohanghorizontally.Youneedtodecidehow tohangeach shape, sothatit stays paralleltothe 

floor.Youneedtofindthecentroidofeach shape. 
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Findthecentroidofeachoftheseshapes.Makecardboardcut-outsoftheshapes,ifithelps. 

~I ~ I c=:> 
D OO 
0 0 {1 

lneachcase, describe howyoufoundthecentroid.Youcouldusecardboardmodelstotest 

your theory. 

Nowconsiderdifferenttriangles:equilateral,isoscelesandscalene.lnvestigatethelocationof 

thecentroidineachofthem.Writeareportexplaininghowyoufoundtheircentroidsandthe 

propertiesofthesetrianglesthat you have identified. 

ConsiderthetriangledefinedbythepointsA[1,4], B(i',2) andC[S,8) in the Cartesian plane. 

a) Find the midpoints M, N and Pofthe segmentsAB,AC and BC, respectively. 

bJ FindCartesianequationsforthelinesMC,NBand PA. 

c) Show that the lines MC, NB and PA have a common point G and find its coordinates. 

dJ Show that AG: GP= BG: GN = CG: GM and state the value of these ratios. 

e) Describe the relation between the location ofG and the centroid oftriangleABC. Does the 

relationholdforothertriangles?Writedownyourconclusions. 

Constructyourownmobilestructure.Useatleastsixdifferentshapes. 

Specialeffectsinmoviesoftendepended 

onfindingthecentroidofanobject.For 

example,theysuspendthespaceship 

fromitscentroidtomakeitseemtofly 

withoutwobbling!Thissameprinciple 

enabledpeopletofakecredibleUFO 

sightings,aslongasthepersonholding 

themodelhadasteadyhand! 

8GLOBALCONTEXTS 
Personalandculturalexpress1on 

~ATLSKILLS 
Thinking 
Propose and evaluate a vanety of solutions 
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Reflection 
In the previous act ivity, you ignored the thickness of the object. In the 

real world. objects have three dimensions. ~ how the thickness of 
the objects you considered would affect your results. Do some research 

on the centre of mass of 3D objects and explain the relation between 
centroid and centre of mass. Give examples of situations in which it is 

important to determine the centre of mass to solve a real-life problem. 

TOPIC 2 

Mathematics and art 

Jiil. MATHS THROUGH HISTORY 
H1stoncally, mathematics and art have always enJoyed a 
very close relat1onsh1p Beaunful symmetncal, decorative 
patterns can be seen m mosques, perspective has been used 
for hundreds of years, m drawings and pamtmgs, to create the 
1llus1on of 3D space The golden ratio of length to height has 
been known smce ancient times and was used m the creation 
of famous structures such as the Parthenon m Greece and the 
Pyramids of Egypt More recently, mathematics can be seen to 
mfluence art m the form of Cubism 

A polyhedron is a solid with flat surfaces. Five polyhedra, known 

as the Platonic solids are different from all the other solids. The 

aesthetic beauty and symmetry of the Platonic solids have fascinated 

mathematicians for thousands of years. 

lnthis activity,you willlookatplatonic solids,a subjectthathas beenthefavourite subjectofmany 

mathematicians. 

G:)WEB LINKS VISlt http //wwwcoolmath4kids corn and look at the "polyhedra" section. 

To view virtual reality polyhedra, go to www georgehart corn, then follow the !mks to the 
"Encyclopedia of Polyhedra" 

mill The most well-known platonic solid is probably the cube . 
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Thecubeisaspecialplatonicsolid.ltistheonly 

one with faces that have an even number of sides. 

ltsfacesaresquares.Youcaneasilymakeamodel 

ofacubefromcardboard.Allyouneedisanetlike 

this one. 

lnfactthereareexactly11possiblenetsforacube. 

Drawallofthem. 

ltispossibletomakeacubeoutofthreecongruent 

square-basedpyramids,asshowninthepicture. 

Drawanetthatallowsyoutoproduceamodelliketheonein 

the picture. 

Whatdoesthismodeltellyouabouttherelationbetweenthe 

volume of the cube and the volume of each pyramid? 

Modify yournettoproducethreecongruentpyramidsthatcanbe 

assembled to form a cuboid [rectangular prism] with dimensions 

4cm by 5 cm by 6 cm. State the volume of each pyramid. 

Expl ain how to obtain the volume ofa rectangular pyramid with 

base of dimensions a x band height h. 

Cubes are often used in sculptures. Porto, in Portugal, even has a cube as one of its landmarks. 

As this monument is near a river, whenever floods 

occurdifferentsectionsofthecubecanbeobserved. 

Theintersectionofthecubewithaplane[thesurface 

oftheriver],T,isalwayseitheranequilateraltriangle 

or a regular hexagon. 

~ ''""'""' "''"''' 
eodaml,,m .lo.(VW. ft>Cb) 

a) Make model cubes from a material that can be easily cut [for example, potato]. Cut off 

corners of these models to show the following sections: 

• equilateraltriangle 

• isoscelestriangle 

• scalenetriangle. 

In each case, describe howthesesectionscanbeproduced. 

b) Usemodelsofcubestoexploreallpossiblesectionsthatcanbeproducedonthecube. 

Investigate which regular polygons can be obtained as sections ofa cube. Make a table 

showingsketchesofthesections,theirnamesandhowtheycanbeobtained. 
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Someartists enjoygoing beyondthereal worldand 

exploremathematical concepts in avery creative 

way . Forexampl e, the sculpturehere shows an 

impossible cube. 
~ <--

a) Explain whythiscubeisanimpossible object. 

You couldtryto build a model , usingtoothpicks 

as edgesandplastic modellingc layto hold 

them together. 

b) Researchandfindexamplesofother sculptures 

that are impossible objects.Chooseanexample 

and explain howthe artistdesignedit. 

---
@ GLOBAL CONTEXTS 

Personalandculturalexpress1on 
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gement 

Develop new skills, techniques and 
strategies for effective learmng 

Fractal geometry 
A fractal is a geometric object created by repeating a pattern many, 
many times on an ever-decreasing scale. If you look at the outline 
of the fractal below, you can see ever smaller repetitions of the 
larger picture all along its boundaries. If you were to zoom in on 
the boundary, you would find ever smaller ones, seeming to go on 
for ever. Therefore, although the fractal seems simple and orderly, 
it has complex properties that make it chaotic as well. Fractals 
are simple and complex at the same time, exhibiting chaos and 
order simultaneously. The most famous fractal is the Mandelbrot 
set, discovered by Benoit Mandelbrot, a Polish-born French and 

American mathematician. 



One of the aspects o f fractals is "self-similarity". This means that the 

whole fractal is repeated in its parts, as can be seen in the picture of 

the Mandelbrot set on the previous page. 

Examples of fractals in nature include trees, ferns, broccoli, coastlines 

and craters. 

0:0,WEB LINKS 
To zoom m on parts of 
the Mandelbrot set, go to 
wwwyoutube corn and 
search for "Deepest 
Mandelbrot Set Zoom" 

The Koch snowflake was developed by Helgevon Koch in the early 20th century. It is one of the earliest 

mathematicaldemonstrations offractals. 

To create the Koch snowflake, draw an equilateral triangle, such as the first picture shown in the diagram. 

• Divideeach sideofthetriangleintothreeequallengths. 

• Erasethemiddlepieceofeach side(thegreenlinesshown]. 

• Use the erased side as the base ofa new equilaterial triangle, as shown. 

• Repeatthis process againandagain. 

lnthediagram,theprocess hasbeencarriedoutthreetimes.ltshows threeiterations. 

Now try it for yourself. Investigate the perimeter and area of the resulting shape. Start with a large, equilateral 

triangle. Call the length of each side one unit. Let N = number of sides, L = length of one side, P = perimeter 

and A= area. 

Copy the table on page 186 and fill in the information you know. 

At the start, or stage 0, you have a triangle with three sides, each of length 1 unit, so the perimeter is 3 units 

andtheareais :!2unitS'. 
4 

Now go to the first stage, the second picture in the diagram, and continue to fill in the table. Do the same 

forthe secondandthird stages. 
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Usesimplifiedsurdvaluesforthetable. 

a) Lookattheemergingpatterninyourtable.Whatdoyouthinkthetablevalueswillbeatthefourth 

stage?Verifyyourpredictionsbycompletingtheprocessuptothefourthstage. 

b) Explain the relationship of successive terms in each column of your table. Find a formula to 

identify the relationship mathematically. 

c) Make four graphs of the individual four columns plotted against the stage value. Find a formula 

connectingthestagenumbertothecolumnheadings. 

d) Explain what you think happens to the perimeter and area as the iteration, or stage number, 

increases.Whatwouldhappenifyoucarriedoutthisprocessendlessly? 

mElmiO What is dimension? 

All solid objects in our world have three dimensions: length, width and height. A point has no dimension, a 

linehasonedimension[length)andaplanehastwodimensions[lengthandwidth).Scientistsconsider 

timetobethefourthdimension. 

A fractal, however, does not have an integer dimension.A fractal dimension is a number, or index, that 

expressesthecomplexityofthefractalasaratioofthechangeindetailtothechangeinscale. 

Research what the fractal dimension of the Koch snowflake is, and how the dimension is calculated. 

Geometrical objects often provide inspiration for artists. For example, Escher and Salvador Dali incorporated 

many mathematical ideas into their works, including impossible objects and objects in four dimensions, 

such as the hypercube. 

Research an artist of your choice who has incorporated mathematics into their work. Write a short report 

abouttheaspectsofmathematicsexploredandtheartist'sinspiration. 

@ GLOBAL CONTEXTS 
Personalandculturalexpress1on 
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TOPIC 3 

Volume and surface area of 
3D shapes 
A huge amount of resources goes into the packaging of products 
that people buy every day. Consumers need to make wise 

choices about the products they buy. They should take note of the 
consequences of using non-renewable resources. Everyone wants 

packaging that will protect the product. If it becomes clear (through 
sales) that consumer preference is to minimize packaging, then 
supplie rs will be more innovative and develop better packaging 
solutions that minimize wasted space and resources used. 

To ensure sustainability through packaging, the health, safety and 
environmental effects of products must be monitored throughout their 

life cycle, beginning with consumer needs, through to the sourcing of 
raw materials and, finally, to the engineering and design of the product. 

In an effort to be more environmentally conscious, one soup-manufacturing company is reducing the 

amountofcardboardtheyuseinthepackagingofcans aswellas the spaceneeded when shippingthe 

cans. They are considering changing their strategy, to package 18 cans of soup together, instead of 12. 

Traditionally the company used the configuration below. 

The12cylindricalcans arepackedinaclosedcardboardbox shapedlikedarectangularprism. 

Eachcanhas adiameterof9cmandaheightof11cm. 

Determine the best possible way to configure 18 cans to minimize the cardboard used to make the 

packaging and minimize the wasted space in each box. 
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a) Suggest as many different configurations as possible. Include diagrams. 

bJ Calculate thedimensions oftherectangularbox usedineachconfiguration. 

i) Calculate the surfacearearequiredtomaketheboxineachconfiguration. 

ii) To what degree of accuracy do you think your answers should be given? 

c) Determine the optimal configuration to minimize the surface area and use the least amount of 

cardboard possible. 

dJ Given the original design with 12 cans, calculate the percentage increase or decrease in 

cardboard that will be used by moving to your 18-can configuration. 

e} lnordertoreduce shippingcosts,theothergoalis toreducethe wasted spaceineachbox. 

Calculate the wasted spaceintheboxoftheoptimalconfiguration. 

fJ Given the original design with 12 cans, calculate the percentage increase or decrease in wasted 

space by moving to your 18-can configuration. 

g) Based on your results, advise the company on whether they should move to an 18-can configuration. 

Make surethatyouincludeinyourreport: 

• allcalculations anddiagrams 

• acomparisonofthedifferentdesigns thatyouconsidered 

• a description of whi ch design you found optimal, with a labelled diagram 

• ajustificationofthedegreeofaccuracyused 

• a comparison of the 12-can configuration to the 18-can configuration and your recommendation on 

which packaging strategy the company should use. 

lm!Dll!lll 
a J Think about the packaging that you see every day. Is most of it optimal? 

b) Whatfactors doyouthinkinfluenceacompany's decisiononthe shapeofpackagingtouse? 

c) How do products with multiple layers of packaging impact on the use of resources? 

~ GLOBAL CONTEXTS 
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"ATLSKILLS 
Thinking 
Create novel solutions to authentic problems 

Summary 
Through the activities in this chapter, you have investigated how 

geometric properties of 20 and 30 space enable you to create objects 
such as mobiles and works of art. You applied what you have learned 

about the geometric properties of some objects to enable you to solve a 
real-world problem involving wasted space in packaging. 

You have explored the mathematics behind impossible objects, or 
optical illus ions. You have also seen that new geometries, such as 

fractal geometry, can extend understanding of irregular shapes and 

also redefine the concept of dimension. 



System 
A group of Interrelated elements 

TOPIC 1 The real number system 
• How do the properties of a system affect what you can 

accom plish within it? 

TOPIC 2 Geometric systems 

• Can everything be defined? 

TOPIC 3 Probability systems 

• How can a system save a life? 

ATL 
./ Use and interpret a range of discipline-specific terms 

and symbols. 

./ Understand and use mathematical terminology. 

./ Understand and use mathematical notation. 

./ Make connections between subject groups and disciplines. 

./ Demonstrate persistence and perseverance. 

Numbe r 
./ Explain the components and properties of the real 

number system . 

./ Transform between different forms of number . 

./ Simplify numerical expressions. 

Algebra 
./ Solve equations . 

./ Use set notation and terminology . 

./ Determine the intersection and union of sets . 

./ Expand and simplify algebraic expressions. 

Geomet ry a nd t rigonom et ry 

./ Explore the components and properties of a geometric 
system. 

St atistics a nd p robability 

./ Prove basic probability theorems . 

./ Apply the properties of probability systems to solve 
problems. 

Equivalence Generaliza t ion Representation 
Jus tification 

~ ryJ give valid reasons or 
evidence to support an answer 
or conclusion. 

~ use a sequence of logical 
steps to obtain the required 
result in a fonnal way . 

~ obtainthe answer(s) 
using algebraic and/or 
numerical and/or graphical 
methods . 

~ apply knowledge or rules 
to put theory into practice . 
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If you have to prove a 
theorem, do not rush. First 
of all, understand fully what 
the theorem says; try to 
see clearly what it means. 
Then check the theorem; 
it could be false. Examine 
the consequences; verify as 
many particular instances 
as are needed to convince 
yourself of the truth. When 
you have satisfied yourself 
that the theorem is true,you 
can start proving it. 

George P6lya, How to Solve It 
(Princeton, 1945) 
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Introducing system 
What is a mathematical system? This is a very broad concept but, in 

general, a mathematical system is a collection of mathematical objects 
such as numbers or geometric objects, and a set of rules-postulates 

and axioms-that tell you what you are allowed do with these objects. 
Usually, a mathematical system also includes specific and rigorous 

definitions. 

Pure mathematics is based on a system of axioms. An axiom is 
a statement that is accepted without proo£ The properties of an 

axiomatic system are that it must be: 

• consistent-it is free of any internal contradiction 

• complete-every statement is derivable from the definitions 
and axioms. 

• concise-it has internal simplicity and elegance. 

Ever since you started school you have been studying, informally, 

different mathematical systems. For example, think of the natural 

numbers o, 1, 2, 3, ... and the operation addition. The set of natural 
numbers under the operation of addition forms a mathematical 

system that can be described formally by a collection of statements 
called axioms. 

Deduction is the type of reasoning that you use to build mathematical 
truths. Mathematicans use deductive reasoning to build mathematical 

proof. This means that each statement they make must follow logically 
from earlier statements. Those earlier statements could be the axioms, 
which they have agreed to be true at the start, or other statements 

that they have proved within this system. A proof in mathematics is 

an argument containing absolute certainty: it contains no doubt at all. 
Only axioms and theorems already proved can be used to prove new 

theorems. 

What is an axiomatic system? It is a system with a starting position and 
a set of rules you are allowed to apply. Consider a game such as 

chess, or noughts and crosses (tic-tac-toe): you agree on a starting 
configuration and a set of rules for how the pieces may be moved. 

Whenever you play chess you move from one position to another 
by applying the rules. You might ask whether a certain position is 

valid within the game-this is the same thing as asking whether a 

mathematical result is true. 

Despite the formal nature of an axiomatic system. most of the axioms 
are actually quite simple and intuitive. For example, the commutative 

axiom for the system of real numbers simply tells you that the order in 
which you add two real numbers doesn't matter, you will get the same 
result regardless of the order in which you add the numbers. 



In this chapter, you will discover some mathematical systems that you 
have already been working with, and be invited to create one yourself. JiiL MATHS THROUGH HISTORY 

Giuseppe Peano, a late 

TOPIC 1 

The real number system 

19th century Italian 
mathematician, published 
his famous Peano axioms, 
which defined the natural 
numbers in terms of sets. 
The reason that he wrote 

The real number system, together with the binary operations of 
addition and multiplication, consists of certain axioms, or properties, 
that you need to be familiar with before doing this activity. 

No shortcuts allowed! 

it in Latin is given as: "It 
appears to be an act of sheer 
romanticism, perhaps the 
unique romantic act in his 
scientific career." 

of addition and multiplication. Write down the properties, including an example of each. 

• Closureproperty 

• Commutativeproperty 

• Associative property 

• ldentityproperty 

• Inverse property 

• Distributivepropertyforadditionovermultiplication 

bJ Dotheseproperties holdfortheoperations ofsubtractionanddivisioninthe setofrealnumbers? 

c ) Whataretheaddition,multiplicationand substitutionprinciples for solvingequations? 

d ) Use thesepropertiesandprinciples to justi fy your solutionofanequation.Studythe 

following example fi rst. The left-hand column shows the equation and the changes it goes 

throughas youapplycertainproperties.Theright-hand columnliststhejustifications for 

each of those changes. 

Solve for a : 

Equat ion 

2a +3= 9 
(2a +3) +-3= 9+ -3 
2a+(3+-3) = 6 
2a+ 0 = 6 

2a = 6 

i x (2a ) = i(6) 

Reasons 

Given 

Addition principle 

Associative property of addition 

Inverse property of addition 

ldentitypropertyofaddition 

Multiplication principle 
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(ixz )a=3 Associative property of multiplication 

1a=3 
a=3 

Inverse property of multiplication 

ldentitypropertyofmultiplication 

Did you know that you go through all the stages listed above, when you use the shortcuts you 

have learned to solve this simple equation?The properties above are the axioms, or"behind the 

scenes' acceptedreasons,thatallowyoutosolvetheequationinjusttwoorthreelines. 

EiDfl a ) Solve these equations. Use the above properties to justify each stage. 
i) 4+3x=19 
ii ) 5-2x=6 

iii) 2x+3x=10 

iv) ¥-5=3 
b) Suggest why pure mathematicians might claim that subtraction and division do not really 

exist as operations. Think of what these two operations mean in terms of addition and 

multiplication. 

~ ~Tol:~~~~!at1on 
Use and mterpret a range of disc1plme
spec1fic terms and symbols 

In this activity you will use the properties: commutative, associative, identity and inverse. 

a) Determine which of the properties listed in Activity 1, if any, are satisfied for each of these sets 

under the given operation. 

i) Thesetofrealnumbersundertheoperationof[1]subtraction,and(2)division. 

ii) Thesetofnaturalnumbersundertheoperationof[1)addition,and[2]multiplication. 

Notallbinaryoperationsinagivensetsatisfyallthepropertieslisted 

above. For example, define a•bto be ab. Then, ifa and bare 2 and 3 

respectively, 2•3 = 23 = 8, and 3*2 = 32= 9. Hence, in the set of natural 

numbers, a•b is not commutative since 23 ~ 32. ls• associative? 

Is [a•b]•c=a•[b•c], for all natural numbers a, bandc? 

Using 2, 3 and 4fora, band c respectively, (2*3)*4 = (2 3
)

4 = 212
. 

2*(3*4) =23 *4 = 2T =2R1. Since 212 t. 2R1, • is not associative. 
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Remember to show that a 

certam property 1s not true 

1t 1s suff1c1ent to fmd one 

counter example where the 

property does not hold 



b) For each of the binary operations on the given set of numbers listed below, determinewhetherthe 

commutative and associative properties hold. If it does not hold, show a counter-example. 

i) Thebinaryoperation''themeanof"underthesetofnaturalnumbers,thatis,foranytwonatural 

numbersaandb,a# b= a;b. 

ii) Thebinaryoperationsof'"lntersection"and "union"foranytwosetsAand8,thatis, 

(1]A n 8 and [2]A u8. 

iii) Define the binary operation • as a*b = 2"+b under the set of real numbers. 

iv) Define the binary operation # as a# b= a - ab+b under the set of real numbers. 

c) Createtwodifferentbinaryoperationsonaparticularset.Determineiftheysatisfythe 

commutative and associative properties. 

{i, ~Tol;~~Ln~!at1on 

Use and mterpret a range of d.isc1plme
spec1fic terms and symbols 

The real number system consists of the set of real numbers and the properties that govern this set under 

a given binary operation. The set of real numbers, designated by IR, consists of the following subsets of 

numbers: integers, designated byZ, natural numbers, designated by N, rational numbers, designated 

byQ,andirrationalnumbers,thatis,anynumberthatisnotrational.Thereareothersubsetsthatare 

defined according to their sign, forexample,z+, the set of positive integers. 

In this activity you wi ll consider two types of numbers, one which is a real number, and one which is not 

real,butnonethelesstheyenjoysomesimilarities. 

Rational versus irrational 
a) A rational number is any real number that can be expressed in the form f where p and 

q are integers but q~ 0. Using set notation, Q ={ f I p,q e Z, q7e0 }. The vertical slash 

standsfor"giventhat".Showthateachofthesenumbersisrational. 

i) 0.5 ii) -3 iii) 0.222.. iv) 0.8333.. v) 1.245 

b) Whattypesofdecimalnumberarerational?Explain. 

cJ Anirrationalnumberisanyrealnumberthatisnotrational,thatis,itcannotbeexpressed 

in the form f where p and q are integers and q 7' 0. A common example is the number1t. 

Explainwhy1t:isirrational. 

d} Research other famous irrational numbers and explain how you know they are irrational. 

Give examples of where you have worked with these numbers. 
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BDll Operations wi th irrational numbers 

In this task, consider on ly irrational numbers of the form aJb. 
a) Perform the fo llowing operations. 

;J 2J3 +4J3 

iii) 4,ff + J7 
;q 3./5 -1./5 

v) (-J'J +6-/2)13J'J --/2) 

v;;J (-5./5 -2.J6)13./S -4.Js) 

ix) (3-4"7)13+4"7) 

;vJ (2+4-/2)13- -/2) 

v;J ("7 +2-/2)1"7 -2-/2) 

viii ) [2Jz+J3]2 

b) Statetheaxiomsyouusedasyouperformedtheseoperations.Statetheaxiomsthatyouused. 

c) Although you started with irrational numbers, some of your answers were rational numbers. 

Explainwhythishappens. 

Calculating with irrational numbers can be very similar to using the same operations with 

polynomials. When you need to divide a number by an irrational number that contains a 

radical,startbymultiplyingbothtermsbytheconjugateofthedenominator.Thisiscalled 

rationalization of the denominator. Based on your answer to question c], how would you 

rationalizethedenominatorforthisfraction? 

d) Rationalizethedenominatorineachofthesefractions. 

i) 1+2J3 ii) 2-3-Jz iii) 1-4-Js 
4-J'J 3+-/2 2-3Js 

Use the 1dent1ty axiom for 

mulnphcatlon 

iv ) 5+6-Jz 
7+3J3 

eJ Whyis"rationalizingthedenominator"anappropriatename? 

f) lsitpossibletorationalizethenumeratorandthedenominatorofafraction?Explain. 

m!iE Complex numbers 

a) Research complex numbers and their history. What are they used for? Why are they necessary? 

Complex numbers take the form z= a+ bi, where a and bare real numbers, and i = H. 
Using set notation, C ={ a+bila,b E R,i=H}. a is the real part and bis the imaginary part 

ofthenumbersinceiisanimaginarynumber[hence,it'snotarealnumber].Theoperations 

addition and multiplication of complex numbers have exactly the same properties as addition 

andmultiplicationofreal numbers. 

b) Complete each of these operations [remembering that i2 = -1). 
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i) 2i+4i ii) 3i-7i iii) 4i+i 

iv ) [2+4i)(3-i) 

vii) (-5-2i)(3-4i) 

v) (-3+6i)[3-i) 

viii) (2+i]2 

vi) (7+2i)(7-2i) 

ix) (3-4i)[3+4i) 



cJ Based on what you have learned s o far, how can you eliminate the complex number in the 

denominatorofthis fraction? 
2+ i 

1- i 

d) Simplifythes efractions inthe sameway. 

iJ 1+ 2i 
4 - i 

ii) 2- 3i 
3+ i 

iii) 1- 4i 
2- 3i 

iv) 5+ 6i 
7+3i 

eJ Why is it possible to divide complex numbers in the same way as irrational numbers ? 

lllmDllJ 
a) Are real numbers also complex numbers? Are complex numbers also real numbers? Explain your answers. 

bJ Draw a suitable diagram, for example, a Venn diagram to illustrate the relations hip between the 

following s ubsets ofreal numbers: 

naturalnumbers, integers, rationalnumbers,irrationalnumbers. 

Do the complex numbers have a place in your diagram? Explain. 

cJ Determine if the s et of complex numbers with the binary operations of addition and multiplication 

havethe sameproperties asrealnumbersunderthe samebinaryoperations . 

dJ Research how to use theArgand diagram to graph complex numbers. Show s ome examples . 

~ A;ol;:~Ln~! at1on 

Use and interpret a range of d1sc1phne
spec1fic terms and symbols 

TOPIC 2 

Geometric systems 
A finite geometrical system is unlike the geometry you study in school 
in that it uses only a limited number of objects. Creating such a system 
helps you to understand infinite axiomatic systems, such as Euclidean 
geometry. This is the geometry with which you are familiar. 

The geometry you study in school is the same geometry that was 
developed by Euclid of Alexandria in 300 BC in his famous book 
The Elements. The book is a collection of logical conclusions deduced 
from axioms or postulates, or truths that are self-evident. Euclidean 
geometry is an infinite geometric system. There are other infinite 
non-Euclidean geometric systems that were mainly developed by two 
mathematicians, Riemann and Lobachevsky, in the late 18th and early 

19thcenturies. 

.iiii. MATHS THROUGH HISTORY 
Born in the 20th century, the 
Polish mathematician Alfred 
Tarski helped to modernize 
the geometry you study 
in school. He did this by 
using logic and philosophy. 
Throughout his lifetime, 
he was concerned with the 
problem of mathematical 
truth. He is well known for 
the proof of the ball paradox. 
This states that if a ball is cut 
into an infinite number of 
pieces, it can be reassembled 
into two balls, the sizes of 
which will be equal to the 
size of the original ball! 
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The study of finite geometrical systems is a relatively new branch 
in mathematics. Its development is mainly attributable to the 
Italian mathematician Gino Fane, who worked on it in the early 20th 
century. Since its recent birth, this field has found many real-world 

applications, especially in the area of statistical designs. One of 
these, called block design, is being used to test new medical drugs 

on patients. In the next activity you will explore the basic aspects of 
Fano's finite geometry. 

This system will have two undefined terms:poinf and line. 

Herearetheaxioms togo withtheseundefinedterms. 

A1: Thereexists atleastoneline. 

A2: Everylinehas exactlythreepoints. 

A3: Notallpoints areonthe sameline. 

A4: Foranytwopoints,thereexists exactlyonelinethat 

passes throughbothofthem. 

AS: Any two different lines have at least one point in common. 

a J How do the geometry you have studied compare with 

the system above. How many undefined terms does 

Euclidean geometry have? Name the term[s]. 

b) How do the axioms above differ from the axioms for 

points andlines thatyou know? 

cJ Deducetheseproperties fromthefinitegeometry 

system. 

iJ Consideronlyaxioms 1and2above.Whatis the 

minimum number of points in this geometry? 

ii) Consider only axioms 1 to 3 above. What is the 

minimum number of points in this geometry? 

iii) Consider all five axioms. Determine the number of 

points andlines inthisgeometry. 

iv) Usethenumberofpointsandlines frompartiii]to 

createamodelofthis geometry. 

(ij ~Tol:~~~~! at1on 

Understand and use mathematical notation 
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An undefined term is a 
term whose meaning you 

accept without definition. 

In Euclidean geometry, the 

only undefined term is a 
point, which is considered 

to be a fixed position in 

space. Other terms are then 

defined using undefined and 
defined ten11S. For example, 

a triangle is defined by three 

points connected by three 

distinct lines. You may think of 

undefined tenns as those that 
are universally accepted as 

being clear and unambiguous. 

It might be helpful to draw a 

diagram m which you label the 

Imes I,, I, and so on and the 
pomtsA,B,C, 



TOPIC 3 

Probability systems 
A simple example of a mathematical system is a system of axioms for 

probability theory: it consists of just three axioms, Al, A2 and A3, and 
two basic definitions, D1 and D2. 

Let S = { 0 1, ··~ aJ be a sample space. This means the number of 

elements in Sis n. 

Let P(A) be the probability of outcome A happening and I\SJ be the 

probability of outcome S happening. 

Al: P(A) ~ o, for any outcome A c S 

A2: P(S) = 1 

A3: IfA nB = 0then P{A uB) = P(A) + P(B) 

Dl: An outcome A is any subset of S. If A = 0 then A is the impossible 
outcome; if A = {a.} forsomek E {1, . .., n} then A is a single outcome. 

For example, suppose you roll a die. 

The sample space is S = ~1. 2, 3. -4. s. 61 and the single outcomes are the 

subsets each consisting of one of these numbers. 

D2: Given an outcome A, the complement of A is the outcome A' 

that verifies the following properties: 

(i) AuA' = S (ii) AnA' = 0 

For example, when rolling a die ~l, 2, 3} and 14, 5, 6} are complementary 

You can use this system of axioms to deduce some simple probability 

theorems. Although they are obvious, you do not need to accept them 

as axioms since they can be deduced from A1-A3. Remember that a 

system of axioms should be kept concise, that is, include the minimum 

number of statements that allow you to prove the rest of the results in 

the theory under study. 

For example, the first theorem, Tl, is a rather obvious statement: 

Tl: P{A) .;; l, for any event A c S 

Proof: Given any event A. by definition, A u A' = S, 

since by A 2, P(S) = 1, and you can conclude that P{A u A') = 1. 

By A3, as A n A' = 0, P{A u A') = P{A) + P{A') 

So,' C P(A) + P(A'). (Why") 

By Al, P{A) ;..c O and P{A') ;..c 0. 

So,P{A).;; 1. 
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Using axioms 

Use the ax iomsA 1- A3 and any theorem already proved, to deduce the fo llow ing results. 
T2:P(A' ) = 1 -P(A] , for any outcome A i;;;;S. 

T3: lfS= { a
1

, ... , aJ is a sample space where all the single outcomes 
have thk same probability, then for any outcome A, so that n [AJ = k, 

P(AJ = ;;· 
Venn diagrams are an effective 

tool m solvmg probab1hty 

problems T4: P[A u BJ =P[A) + P[BJ - P[A n BJ, for any outcomes A and B. 

T5 ,P(0 J = D 

~ ~Tol:~~~~! at1on 

Understand and use mathematical notation 

Jm. MATH S THROUGH HI STORY 
In 1930, the Nobel Prize in 
Physiology and Medicine 
was awarded to the Austrian 
biologist and physician 
Karl Landsteiner for his 
discovery of human blood 
groups. In 1940, he was 
also part of the group that 
discovered the rhesus factor 
component of blood. After 
his successful experimental 
work, blood transfusions 
became safer and fewer 
people died as a result of 
transfusions. 
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Blood typing 
Human blood is living tissue composed of cells suspended in plasma, 
which is the yellow fluid component of blood. Red blood cells {carry 

oxygen), white blood cells {fight infection) and platelets {stop bleeding 

in injuries) make up about 45 percent of blood. The rest is plasma. 

Blood accounts for about 7 per cent of your bodyweight. An average
sized adult female's body contains about -4.5 litres (g pints) of blood. An 

average-sized adult male contains about 5.5 litres (12 pints) of blood. 

Human blood can be classified into four major blood types: 0, A, B and 
AB. There are also subtypes of these, for example, Al, A2. The blood 

type also has an associated antigen called the rhesus factor. An antigen 

is a protein or carbohydrate substance that the body recognizes as 
being foreign. About 85 per cent of all people possess this antigen and 

their rhesus factor {Rh) is therefore positive. The rest, about 15 per cent, 
are Rh negative. This antigen was first found in rhesus monkeys, hence 

its name. 

If a person begins to lose blood through an accident or surgical 
procedure, for example, it is important to try to control the loss of 

blood. If it is not possible to control the blood loss, then a blood 
transfusion will be necessary, to save the person's life. In the United 

States alone, about every two seconds someone needs a blood 

transfusion. Blood typing is therefore essential so that blood can be 
donated and received. 

When a person needs a transfusion. it is best to give them blood that 
matches their own blood type and rhesus factor. This is not always 

possible, so the second best choice is a blood type that is compatible 
with that of the patient. Look at the following blood compatibility chart. 



O+ 0- A+ A- B+ 8- AB+ AB-

O+ 

0-

A+ 

A-

B+ 

8-

AB+ 

AB-

Note that, for example, blood type A+ can only donate to blood types A 
and AB, but can receive from A+, A-, o+ and 0-. 

Administering a blood transfusion of an incompatible blood type 

leads to toxic reactions in the patient. These usually lead to death. It is 
essential to administer the correct blood type to the patient. 

compatibility chart, devise a system to complete the chart below as efficiently as possible. 

M=iill11Wld@Mijffi@ Can receive blood from 

O+ 

0-

A+ A+, AB+ A+,A-,0+,0-

B+ 

B-

AB+ 

AB-

a) Onebloodtypeisconsideredtobetheuniversaldonor.Whichone?Why? 

b) One blood type is considered to be the universal recipient. Which one?Why? 
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BDIJ Before you continue, your teacher will show you how to play the blood typing game found at: 

www.nobelprize.org [go to Educational > Play the Blood Typing Game].Aftersuccessfully 

saving your patients by administering the correct blood transfusions, continue with activity 7. 

• GLOBAL CONTEXTS 
Sc1ent1ficandtechmcalinnovat1on 

Blood typing 2 

~ATL SKILLS 
Thinking 
Make connections between subject groups 
and d1sc1phnes 

a) Use the information from your table in Activity 6 to fill in columns 2 and 3 of the table below. 

The figures in column 4 of the table give the percentages of people in the United States with 

theparticularbloodtype.ThefiguresaretakenfromstatisticsatthebloodcenterofStanford 

University. These percentages are approximate and will vary according to gender and race. 

Use thesepercentagestocalculatetheprobabilityoffindingacompatibledonorforeachblood 

type.Enterthesefiguresincolumn 5.TheprobabilitiesforA+aredoneforyou.Theprobability 

offindingacompatibledonorforbloodtypeA+isthesumoftheprobabilitiesofpeopleinthe 

general population that haveA+,A- , O+ and 0-, or35.7 + 6.3 + 37.4+ 6.6, or 86 percent. 

0- 6.6 

A+ A+,AB+ A+, A- , 0+, 0- 35.7 86% 

A- 6.3 

8+ 8.5 

8- 1.5 

A8+ 3.4 

AS- 0.6 

b) Statetheprobabilityaxiomthatyouareusingtocalculatethefiguresincolumn5ofthechart. 

Justify theuseofthisaxiominthissituation. 
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c) Rank the blood types in order of probability offindinga compatible donor. List them from highest 

to lowest probability. 

d) Suppose a person in the USA is selected randomly. Let A be the outcome that the person has blood 

type A, let B be the outcome that the person has blood type B, and so on. Use the percentages in 

yourcharttofindthefollow ingprobabilities. 

iJ P(AorB) 

;; J Pl(A'JI 

mJ Pl[ABJ'} 

iv) P(ABorO) 

eJ State in which cases the probabilities in d correspond to probabilities of complementary events. 

f J Determine the percentage ofpeoplewho are Rh+and Rh-, then find the probabilities for the 

following non-mutually exclusive events. 

iJ P(BorRh-J 

ii) P(ABorRh+] 

iii ) P[A or B I Rh+] This is read: the probability that a randomly selected person has blood type A or B 

given that the person is Rh+. The slash stands for"given that". 

iv ) P[DorAB IRh- J 

vJ P[Rh+ IAB or BJ 

vi) P(Rh- lDorA) 

g) Thestatisticsforbloodtypesvaryfromcountryto 

country.lnthechartbelow,thebloodtypestatisticsfor 

AustraliaandFinlandarecombined,sothatthetotal 

foreachcolumnrepresents5Dpercent. Use the chart 

to answer the questions that follow. Explain how your 

answersshowthatbloodtypeandoriginofcountryare 

not independent. 

Probab1l1t1es 

BloodT!:jpe Austral i1 Finland Tota l 

0.24S 0.15S 0.40 

0.19 0.22 0.41 

0.05 0.085 0.135 

AB 0.015 0.04 0.055 

Total 0.50 a.so 10 

i) P[A IFinland] iii) P[AB IFinland] 

ii ) P[A IAustralia) iv) P[AB I Australia] 
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mmDllilll 
a) Supposeyouwereorganizingablooddonorcampaignforyourlocalhospital'sbloodbank.Based 

onthestatisticsyoucalculatedinthistopic,whatbloodtypeswouldyoufocuson? 

b J According to blood bank statistics, people with O+ and A+ tend not to donate. When surveyed, 

potentialdonorssaidthattheirbloodisnotneededbecausetheyareofacommonbloodtype. 

lsthisasensiblereason?Explainwhyorwhynot. 

• GLOBAL CONTEXTS 
Sc1ent1ficandtechmcalinnovat1on (ii ~Tol:~~~~!at1on 

Understand and use mathemat1cal notation 

Exploring properties of axiomatic s ystems 
The properties of an axiomatic system can be summarized as the 3Cs: 
complete, concise and consistent. You will use these properties to solve 

the next problem . 

.wi MATHS THROUGH HI STORY 
David Hilbert, a German mathemat1c1an, was probably the most 
mfluent1al mathemat1c1an of the 19th and 20th centunes It was 
Hilbert who exerted the greatest mfluence on the development 
of Euclidean geometry, after Euclid himself His work, entitled 
Grundlagen cler Geometne (The Foundations of Geometry), 
1899, was considered so important that nme editions came out 
dunng the 60 years of its publication Smee his first attempt, 
the ax1omat1c approach has remamed a permanent feature of 
mathematics 

Bringing a ship to dock 

This problem is based on a series of word puzzles written by Lewis Carroll, the author of Alice in 
Wonderland, in the late 19th century. Using the rules below, you start with the word SHIP and end up with 

the word DOCK. 

• Each word must be a real four-letter English word found in any standard English dictionary. 

• Eachwordisidenticaltothepreviousword,exceptforoneletter. 

• Norudewordsareallowed! 

While you are solving this puzzle, be aware of the strategies you are using. In particular, think about the 

relationship of solving this puzzle to proving a theorem by using deduction. 

You may use the following axiom in solving the puzzle. 

Axiom: All proper words in the English language contain at least one vowel. 
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Dnepossible waytobeginis to changetheHtoL. 

S HIP 

S LIP 

Use this first stage, or choos e one of your own. Follow the rules and the axiom to find a possible solution. 

Then, see if you can improve upon your s olution. Remember that one of the characteristics of an axiomatic 

s ystem is that it is concis e, so s ee if you can bring the s hip to dock in the fewest possible moves ! 

After you havefoundyour shortest solution,answerthis question. 

• How many possible solutions do you think this puzzle has, given that words may be repeated? 

Look at your solutions and make a conjecture regarding the number of vowels in your words . Prove your 

conjecture. 

~ ~Te~f
5

~~Lnla
5
gement 

Demonstrate persistence and perseverance 

Summary 
In this chapter you have seen some practical applications of 
mathematical systems, and as you worked through them, you almost 
certainly realized that "abstract" does not necessarily mean ~difficult". 

Understanding and working with mathematical systems should 
improve your ability to think logically, since they necessitate working in 
an organized and systematic way. They should provide the opportunity 
to evaluate your own methods of reasoning when solving problems: 

• Is every step well thought out and justified? 

• Does every step follow on logically from the previous one? 

• Have you used the minimum amount of steps to achieve 
your goal? 
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